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Abstract: This Editorial provides an introduction to and an overview of the special issue “Optics and
Spectroscopy for Fluid Characterization”.
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1. Introduction

All over the world, there is a huge and ever-increasing interest in the development and application
of optical and spectroscopic techniques to characterize fluids in engineering and science. The large
number of review articles that are frequently published in these areas is evidence of this. Recent
examples have focused on applications of optical diagnostics to gas phase environments [1–5],
liquids [1,4,6,7], and multiphase systems [7–10]. A key feature of such light-based methods is that
they are usually non-intrusive, and hence they do not notably affect the system under investigation.
As a consequence, optical techniques have been developed for many decades and represent the gold
standard in many fields. The list of individual techniques utilizing absorption, refraction, diffraction
and scattering effects is long and so is the list of the parameters that can be determined. The latter
includes macroscopic properties such as temperature, chemical composition, thermophysical quantities,
and flow velocity, but molecular information, e.g., about isomerism and intermolecular interactions,
can also be obtained. This special issue entitled “Optics and Spectroscopy for Fluid Characterization”
aims to demonstrate the breadth of the field in terms of methodology as well as applications.

2. Content of the Special Issue

The special issue starts with an educational and comprehensive review article [11] written by
Andreas Fischer (University of Bremen) which lays out the basics of light scattering, highlighting
its application to imaging flow velocimetry. The article describes the different flow measurement
principles, as well as the fundamental physical measurement limits. Furthermore, the progress,
challenges and perspectives for high-speed imaging flow velocimetry are considered.

The contributed articles discuss a large variety of methods and applications. Yan et al. [12] describe
the use of a passive technique—flame emission spectroscopy—for in situ measurements of alkali metals
evaporated during the incineration of municipal solid waste (MSW). They succeeded in detecting sodium,
potassium, and rubidium species in the flame of an industrial incinerator. This suggests that their method
is suitable for monitoring technical facilities for biomass and waste combustion. In another gas phase
study, Shutov and colleagues [13] demonstrate a non-linear optical spectroscopic technique, termed
Femtosecond Adaptive Spectroscopic Technique Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering (FAST CARS),
to quantitatively map species’ concentrations. Using the example of molecular oxygen, they illustrate
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how CARS can be used for the visualization of a gas flow in a free-space configuration. This method is
proposed to be applicable to performing gas flow imaging utilizing any Raman-active species.

Liquid systems have been studied in a number of papers in this special issue as well. Collaborative
activity by the Universities of Bremen and Manchester applied infrared spectroscopy to biosurfactants
produced by microorganisms in a fermentation process [14]. Such biosurfactants represent amphiphilic
compounds with polar and non-polar moieties and they can be used to stabilize emulsions, e.g., in the
cosmetic and food sectors. They are highly viscous fluids and their structures may be affected when
exposed to light and elevated temperatures. In this study, attenuated total reflection Fourier-transform
infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy was applied to analyze the structure and aging of rhamnolipids as a
representative of a complex biosurfactant. However, cell suspensions represent even more complicated
systems that can be studied by optical techniques. Tang et al. [15] combined Raman spectroscopy with
a discriminant analysis data evaluation approach to successfully distinguish between eight different
cancerous human cells. The comparison of two methods—Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and
Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA)—revealed better performance of the QDA when applied to
the Raman spectra. Further, fluorescence imaging is another technique that is frequently used to study
biological samples. The evaluation of such images, however, is not always straightforward. For this
purpose, Zhu et al. [16] propose a sparse-representation-based image fusion method. They combine
principle component analysis (PCA) to initially extract geometric similarities and classify the images.
In a second step, the constructed dictionary is used to convert the image patches to sparse coefficients
by a simultaneous orthogonal matching pursuit (SOMP) algorithm. As proof-of-concept, the proposed
method is successfully applied to fluorescence images of biological samples.

The three remaining papers are concerned with fluid–solid interfaces that are widespread in
nature, science, and engineering. Kiefer et al. [17] propose an infrared spectroscopic method to study
metal–liquid interfaces that are of interest in electrochemistry and catalysis. They utilize an attenuated
total reflection (ATR) spectroscopy approach in which a thin film of fluid is placed in between the
ATR crystal and a metal plate. They obtain IR spectra from aqueous salt and acid solutions and
an aluminum plate to demonstrate that useful information about the molecular interactions at the
metal–liquid interface can be deduced. Chang et al. [18] employ a transmission infrared spectroscopy
approach to study the molecular interactions between the ionic liquid 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium
trifluoromethanesulfonate and nano-sized alumina at elevated pressures. Interestingly, in contrast to
the results obtained under ambient pressure, the local structures of both counter-ions appear disturbed
under high pressure. They conclude that there is a formation of pressure-enhanced alumina/ionic
liquid interactions under high pressure. Finally, liquid–solid interactions can also be used in a chemical
sensing, in particular using surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) spectroscopy, where the
plasmonic enhancement of an electromagnetic field in the presence of nanostructured metal surfaces
is utilized. Perozziello and co-workers [19] demonstrate that the development of new and efficient
SERS substrates can be inspired by nature. They use natural nanomaterials with suitable structures
and cover them with a thin gold layer. This approach allows high-sensitivity Raman spectroscopy to
be performed at a relatively low cost, and thus it opens up new possibilities for the development of
chemical and biochemical sensors.

3. Conclusions and Outlook

In conclusion, the papers in this special issue impressively demonstrate the huge diversity of the
topic “Optics and Spectroscopy for Fluid Characterization”. The ever-increasing availability of optical
equipment in terms of light sources, detectors, and optical components at reasonable cost are important
drivers of new developments in this field. In addition, a growing number of industries are realizing the
potential of optical methods in terms of process analysis and material characterization. Therefore, it is
foreseeable that the area of optics and spectroscopy for fluid characterization will experience further
growth and will see fascinating new applications in the near and distant future.
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Abstract: Imaging flow velocity measurements are essential for the investigation of unsteady complex
flow phenomena, e.g., in turbomachines, injectors and combustors. The direct optical measurement
on fluid molecules is possible with laser Rayleigh scattering and the Doppler effect. However,
the small scattering cross-section results in a low signal to noise ratio, which hinders time-resolved
measurements of the flow field. For this reason, the signal to noise ratio is increased by using
laser Mie scattering on micrometer-sized particles that follow the flow with negligible slip. Finally,
the ongoing development of powerful lasers and fast, sensitive cameras has boosted the performance
of several imaging methods for flow velocimetry. The article describes the different flow measurement
principles, as well as the fundamental physical measurement limits. Furthermore, the evolution to
an imaging technique is outlined for each measurement principle by reviewing recent advances and
applications. As a result, the progress, the challenges and the perspectives for high-speed imaging
flow velocimetry are considered.

Keywords: flow field measurement; measurement techniques; measurement uncertainty; physical limit;
high-speed imaging

1. Introduction

Understanding, designing and optimizing flows is crucial, e.g., for improving fuel injections [1],
combustions [2,3], fuel cells [4], wind turbines [5], turbomachines [6], human air and blood flows in
medicine [7,8], as well as for the fundamental task of modeling flow turbulence [9]. For this purpose,
optical measurement methods are essential tools that promise fast and precise field measurements of
complex flows.

The advances of optoelectronic components and systems, in particular concerning powerful
pulsed lasers (up to 1 J/pulse) with up to megahertz repetition rate and high-speed cameras with
megapixel image resolution, allow qualitative flow imaging with ultra-high speed, up to 1 MHz [10].
The combination of powerful lasers and high-speed cameras enables the fast imaging of two or three
flow dimensions. Note, however, that at the maximum megahertz acquisition rate, the available
number of successive laser pulses is limited to about 100 pulses. Besides a qualitative understanding
of complex flow phenomena, the flow field needs to be quantified. An essential physical quantity for
understanding the flow behavior is the flow velocity, which is the sole measurand that is considered in
the subsequent article.

In order to optically measure the flow velocity, the flow of interest is illuminated. For this
purpose, a laser light source is usually applied, because laser light sources provide a high light
power and a narrow linewidth. Both are beneficial for reducing the cross-talk between the optical
measurement and the ambient light. The incident light is scattered on the fluid molecules or atoms, and
the scattered light is detected and analyzed. As the size of the fluid atoms or molecules in the order of
0.1 nm is significantly smaller than the wavelength of visible light (0.4μm–0.8μm), the light scattering
is so-called Rayleigh scattering. Optical flow velocity measurements based on Rayleigh scattering are
described for instance in [11–17]. An overview article exists from Miles, 2001 [18]. The flow velocity
measurements are based on the optical Doppler effect, which causes a shift in the observed scattered
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light frequency due to the scattering at the moving fluid particles. The evaluated Doppler frequency is
proportional to the flow velocity in the inertial frame of the measurement system.

Rayleigh scattering has a comparatively low scattering efficiency, which means that the ratio
between the scattered light intensity and the incident is low. For this reason, a temporal averaging
in the order of 16 min is required to achieve an acceptable measurement uncertainty of 2% for the
flow velocity images of a tube flow with a maximum velocity of 120 m/s [19,20]. Faster flow velocity
measurements are possible for single point measurements. A single point measurement system with
32 kHz [21] was reported, as well as a 10 kHz measurement system with a minimal accuracy of
1.23 m/s [22]. Hence, the fast measurement of flow velocity images with kilohertz rates and a low
uncertainty is only achievable by increasing the scattering efficiency of the scattering particles.

Increasing the scattering efficiency can be achieved by inserting scattering particles (if not naturally
present), which follow the flow with negligible slip and do not disturb the flow. The insertion of particles
is called seeding, and the particles are seeding particles. In the Rayleigh scattering regime, the scattering
efficiency is proportional to the particle diameter to the power of four. Hence, doubling the particle
diameter results in a 16-times higher scattering efficiency. This condition changes in the Mie scattering
regime [23–25], i.e., when the particle size is near the wavelength of the light. As a compromise between
a high scattering efficiency and a negligible slip, typical seeding particles have a size between 100 nm
and several micrometer [26]. Hence, the use of seeding particles leads to optical flow measurements
based on Mie scattering. While Rayleigh scattering is an elastic light scattering, which allows one to
measure the velocity, the pressure and the temperature of the fluid [19,20], Mie scattering is an elastic
light scattering that only allows one to measure the particle velocity. However, the scattering efficiency
is increased by several orders of magnitude, which enables the measurement of flow velocity images
with a lower measurement uncertainty at an identical spatial and temporal resolution with the same
laser power. The other way around, the higher scattering intensity also allows a higher spatiotemporal
resolution, image size and measurement rate at an identical measurement uncertainty with the same
laser power. For this reason, the article is focused on optical flow velocity measurement techniques
based on Mie scattering, which typically require seeding.

A large variety of different measurement techniques based on Mie scattering exists. In particular
concerning the improved scattered light energy, one fundamental question is the existence and
the magnitude of physical measurement limits, which hold for any measurement technique.
Understanding these limits allows one to identify the potential for the future development of
each measurement technique. Furthermore, the existence of a possibly superior technique needs to
be clarified. Such a unified broad consideration of the different flow velocity measurement techniques
based on Mie scattering, starting with a physical categorization of the different techniques, is missing.

For this reason, the aim of the article is to summarize and to review the developments,
recent advances and fundamental limits of the different imaging flow velocity measurement principles
based on Mie scattering. At first, the physical measurement principles are explained in Section 2.
Next, the development towards an imaging technique is described for each principle in Section 3. Thereby,
it is focused on the development of high-speed imaging measurement systems. Research results
regarding fundamental limits of the measurement techniques are then presented in Section 4. Finally,
application examples, as well as the respective challenges and perspectives are discussed in Section 5.
Note that the focus is set on measurement techniques for meso-scale flow applications with dimensions
between millimeter and meter. A current review of micro-scale flow metrology can be found in [27].
However, the present review is not regarding certain flow applications, but the development of the
different flow measurement techniques and their fundamental measurement limits.

2. Measurement Approaches

2.1. Application of Mie Scattering

In order to obtain Mie scattering, the measurement approaches require scattering particles in
the flow to be measured. If no natural scattering particles exist, artificial particles are added to the
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flow, which is known as seeding. The generation, the characterization and the application of different
seeding particles is described in [26]. As an example, a typical liquid seeding material for flows
with ambient temperature is diethylhexyl sebacate (DEHS), and a typical solid seeding material for
flame flows is titanium dioxide (TiO2). Due to the typically necessary seeding, the flow measurement
approaches based on Mie scattering are intrusive techniques.

Since the light that is scattered on the particles is detected and evaluated, the velocity of the
particle motion is measured. Note that it is a common case that the desired quantity is not the particle
velocity. However, the particle velocity equals the flow velocity, if the particles follow the flow with no
slip, if the particles have no self-motion and if the inserted particles do not change the flow behavior.
For the derivation of the different measurement approaches, these ideal conditions are assumed to be
fulfilled. The otherwise resulting limits of measurability are treated in Section 4.

The drawbacks of using seeding particles to achieve Mie scattering are accepted due to the
advantage of a significantly increased scattered light intensity in comparison with flow velocity
measurements based on Rayleigh scattering with no seeding particles. In order to quantify the
improvement of the scattered light intensity, the calculated scattering cross-section is shown in Figure 1
as a function of the radius of a scattering particle that is assumed to be spherical and made of
DEHS. The calculation is conducted according to [25] for a refractive index of 1.45, which is valid for
DEHS at a light wavelength of 650 nm. In the Rayleigh scattering regime, the scattering cross-section
increases proportional to the sixth power of the particle radius. For an increased scattering particle
size from 0.1 nm (order of magnitude of a molecule, Rayleigh scattering) to 1μm (typical order of
magnitude of a seeding particle, Mie scattering), the scattering cross-section is increased by more than
16 orders of magnitude. Considering a spatial resolution of 100μm3 with air at normal pressure and
room temperature as fluid, about 2 × 1013 fluid molecules are present according to the ideal gas law.
Hence, the advantage of the higher scattering cross-section of seeding particles is partially equalized
by the low number of scatterers. As a result, an increase of the scattering power of 1000 remains for the
considered example. Another beneficial aspect of using seeding particles is the reduced light extinction,
because the seeding is usually applied locally. Furthermore, the angular-dependent scattering and
polarization effects have to be taken into account. For instance, Mie scattering has in general a stronger
forward scattering than sidewards and backward scattering, which means a reduced light extinction
in comparison to Rayleigh scattering. As a result, the potential of Mie scattering approaches for
imaging flow measurements with acceptable uncertainty also at high measurement rates is illustrated,
in particular with respect to the necessary distribution of the available light energy over space and time.
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Figure 1. Calculated scattering cross-section over the particle radius normalized by the wavelength for
a spherical particle made of diethylhexyl sebacate (DEHS) with a refractive index of 1.45 at 650 nm.

2.2. Scattered Light Evaluation

The velocity measurement approaches differ in the type of evaluation of the detected scattered
light. One approach is to make use of the optical Doppler effect and to evaluate the momentum of
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the scattered light photons. Note that the photon momentum is Planck’s constant divided by the
wavelength, so that the photon momentum also represents the wavelength property or the energy of
a photon. The second approach follows from the kinematic definition of the velocity and the evaluation
of the position property of the scattered light photons. Hence, the developed measurement principles
can be categorized into two groups [28]:

• Doppler principles,
• Time-of-flight principles.

The Doppler principles are based on the optical Doppler effect that occurs for light scattering
at a moving object. In this fashion, the frequency shift (Doppler frequency) of the light scattered on
a single particle (or multiple particles) is measured, and the Doppler frequency depends on the particle
velocity. The relation between the particle velocity �vp and the Doppler frequency fD reads: [29,30]

voi =
�o −�i
|�o −�i| ·�vp =

λ

|�o −�i| fD, (1)

where λ denotes the wavelength of the incident light and voi is the measured velocity component along
the bisecting line of the angle between the light incidence direction�i from the illumination source and
the observation direction�o of the scattered light, cf. Figure 2. Note that the relation is an approximate
solution for particle velocities significantly smaller than the light velocity, which applies for the flows
considered here. As a result, a single velocity component is obtained with the given measurement
configuration, and the vector (�o −�i) is the sensitivity vector. The measurement of all three velocity
components requires three measurements with different incidence or different observation directions,
so that the three sensitivity vectors span a three-dimensional space. Note further that Equation (1) is
an approximate solution for velocities significantly smaller than the light velocity, which is applicable
for the considered flows here. The remaining task is to determine the Doppler frequency of the scattered
light signal, where the different measurement principles can be subdivided into Doppler principles
with amplitude-based and frequency-based signal evaluation procedures.

The Doppler principles with an amplitude-based signal evaluation make use of the spectral
transmission behavior of an optical filter. The optical filter converts the frequency information of
the scattered light into an intensity information, which is finally measurable with a photodetector
or camera. As the optical filter, an atomic or molecular filter or an interferometric filter is used.
The interferometer can be a two-ray or a multiple ray interferometer. Note that the use of a filter
requires laser light illumination with a significantly smaller linewidth than the linewidth of the filter
transmission curve. Otherwise, the transmission curve of the filter is not resolved.

The Doppler principles with frequency-based signal evaluation also use interferometry. However,
the scattered light is not superposed with itself, but with light with a different frequency.
If the superposed light has no velocity-dependent shift in frequency, the measurement method is called
a reference method. The superposed light is, e.g., from the illumination light source or a frequency
comb. If the superposed light is also scattered light, but with a different Doppler frequency shift due
to a different light incidence or observation direction, the difference of both Doppler frequencies is
evaluated, and then, the measurement method is called the difference method.
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direction�o

Figure 2. Measurement arrangement of Doppler principles illustrated for the light scattering on a single
particle (measurement of one velocity component, acceleration neglected).

The time-of-flight principles are based on the kinematic velocity definition, which reads for
one velocity component:

vp,x = ẋ ≈ Δx
Δt

, (2)

with Δx as the change in space during the time period Δt. The approximation in Equation (2)
is valid when the particle acceleration during the measurement is negligible. This is a common
assumption, which reduces the required number of pairs of position and time to two, cf. Figure 3.
Either the change of the particle position for a given time period or the time period for a given
spatial distance is then measured. Accordingly, the time-of-flight principles can be subdivided into
two categories using time measurements or space measurements. Instead of two pairs of position
and time, also a higher number of pairs can be acquired to take the acceleration into account where
necessary [31–33]. Furthermore, the time-of-flight principles are also capable of performing three
component measurements, e.g., with planar illumination, planar detection and at least two observation
directions for triangulation.

�vp

vp,x

x

Δx

t0

t0 + Δt

trajectory of the particle

Figure 3. Measurement arrangement of time-of-flight principles illustrated for the position measurement
of a scattering particle (measurement of one velocity component, acceleration neglected).

An overview of the proposed categorization of the different measurement approaches is shown
in Figure 4. Referring to the “16th International Symposium on Applications of Laser Techniques
to Fluid Mechanics” in the year 2012, 79% of the 220 contributions contain or concern flow velocity
measurements. An amount of 90% of these contributions is related to time-of-flight principles, while
10% is related to Doppler principles. For the articles concerning time-of-flight measurement principles,
a majority of 99% considers or applies space measurement methods. This strong focus on space
measuring time-of-flight principles is due to the commercial availability of respective measurement
systems that are capable of simultaneously acquiring up to three components of three-dimensional
velocity fields. As a result, these systems are widely applied, and the related research work is reported.
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In contrast to this, measurement systems based on other principles currently seem to have a lag in
development. However, in particular, Doppler principles are widely used as well and are advantageous
for certain applications, which are illustrated for two examples. With a perpendicular arrangement of
the illumination and observation direction, Doppler and time-of-flight principles allow one to measure
different velocity components. For narrow optical accesses, which means low numerical apertures,
the measurement of all three velocity components with a single principle is only achievable with
additional observation or light incidence directions. If the additional optical access is not available
or undesired, then the combination of both principles allows one to obtain measurements of all three
velocity components with only one light incidence direction and one observation direction [34–36].
A further example of a beneficial combination of Doppler and time-of-flight principles is reported
in [37], where a time-of-flight principle is used to resolve the velocity field image, but with a lower
spatial and temporal resolution than the simultaneous single point Doppler measurement. As a result,
turbulence investigations in an unsteady swirl flow could be performed together with an analysis of
the global flow structures. The two examples show that hybrid approaches of combining Doppler and
time-of-flight principles are possible and can offer advantages. The examples further demonstrate that
each of the two fundamental measurement approaches has its own characteristics and benefits and that
both approaches complement each other. In a physical sense, both approaches are complementary by
evaluating the photon momentum or position.

Doppler principle Time-of-flight principle

amplitude-based signal evaluation

frequency-based signal evaluation

interferometric filter

atomic/molecular filter

reference method

difference method

time measurements

space measurements

Figure 4. Categorization of flow velocity measurement approaches based on Mie scattering.

3. Developed Measurement Techniques and Their Imaging Evolution

3.1. Fundamentals for the Evaluation of the Measurement Techniques

The quantity of interest is the fluid velocity (or flow velocity):

�v(�x, t), (3)

which is in general a time-dependent vector field in the three-dimensional space with �x as the space
vector and t as the time variable. Hence, the flow measurements can be characterized and evaluated
based on the following properties:

• The flow velocity is a vector quantity. Therefore, the number of measured velocity components is
an important property. The abbreviated form 1c, 2c or 3c means that one, two or three components
are measured, respectively.

• In order to characterize the spatial behavior of the flow velocity, the number of resolved space
dimensions is an important property. Measurements are for instance pointwise, along a line,
planar or volumetric, which is indicated by the abbreviated forms 0d, 1d, 2d or 3d, respectively.
Characterizing the measurement along each space dimension is possible with the following
parameters (cf. Figure 5a):
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– spatial resolution,
– spatial distance between the adjacent measurements,
– number of measurements along the respective space dimension or size of the measurement

volume in the respective space dimension.

• In addition, the temporal behavior of the measured flow velocity is characterized with
the parameters

– temporal resolution,
– temporal distance between the sequent measurements or measurement rate,
– number of measurements along the time dimension or measurement duration.

The term measurement rate requires temporally-equidistant measurements. Otherwise, a mean
measurement rate can be specified. The introduced terms are explained in Figure 5b. Note that
the temporal resolution does not necessarily equal (or is smaller than) the reciprocal value of the
measurement rate. Both quantities are independent.

• Each velocity value over space and time can finally be characterized with a measurement
uncertainty by applying the international guide to the expression of uncertainty in measurements
(GUM) [38,39]. According to the GUM, the measurement uncertainty is a parameter, associated
with the result of a measurement, that characterizes the dispersion of the values that could
reasonably be attributed to the measurand.

• Due to possible cross-sensitivities (for instance with respect to the temperature, vibrations or
electromagnetic fields) or other impairments of the measurements (for instance limited optical
access), it is important if the measurements concern non-reactive or reactive flows (flames), if the
measurements are performed in a laboratory or in an industrial environment, if the measurement
object is a simplified model or the real measurement object. For this reason, the surrounding and
boundary conditions have to be described.
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Figure 5. Illustration of the terms (a) spatial resolution, spatial distance of the measurements and size
of the measurement volume along one space dimension and (b) temporal resolution, measurement rate
and measurement duration.

In the following subsection, the development of each measurement approach from Section 2
to an imaging flow velocimetry system is summarized. Note that the summary is not meant to be
exhaustive, but to give an overview of the state-of-the-art of current flow measurement systems. Since it
is focused on the development of the respective measurement systems for achieving at least 2d1c
measurements with high speeds, application examples, as well as the discussion of the measurement
uncertainty are outsourced to Section 5.
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3.2. Measurement Techniques Using the Doppler Principle

3.2.1. Amplitude-Based Signal Evaluation

In 1970, Jackson and Paul described a 0d reference laser Doppler velocimeter, where the
scattered light with the Doppler frequency shift is analyzed with a confocal piezo-electrically-scanned
Fabry–Pérot interferometer (FPI) [40]. The position of the maximal transmitted light signal through
the FPI is a measure of the flow velocity. For 2d measurements, an FPI with planar mirrors can be
used. Examples for such measurements are reported for Rayleigh scattering [12] and the fluid motion
of the self-glowing Sun [41]. In 2013, Büttner et al. presented 1d flow measurements based on Mie
scattering, but only for seven pixels [42]. The imaging to the FPI is performed with a self-made
fiber-bundle with seven multi-mode fibers. For planar Doppler velocimetry with FPI (FPI-PDV),
the crucial challenge is to achieve a high effective finesse of the interferometer. The finesse degrades
with an increasing numerical aperture, which is required for maximizing the signal to noise ratio and
for realizing an acceptable working distance. One solution to decouple the uncertainty between the
FPI resolution and the numerical aperture was presented in 2003 by using single-mode fibers with
an integrated FPI based on fiber Bragg grating technology [43]. A challenge for achieving a high signal
to noise ratio is the low acceptance angle of single-mode fibers compared with multi-mode fibers.
The fiber-integrated FPI approach was tested for 0d measurements on a rotating disc. The development
of an FPI-PDV system for 2d flow measurements is an open task.

In place of a multiple ray interferometer, a two-ray interferometer can also be used, which is easier
to apply for 2d measurements. In 1978, Smeets and George described a 0d reference laser Doppler
velocimeter with a Michelson interferometer (MI) [44,45]. The extension to planar Doppler velocimetry
with MI (MI-PDV) followed in 1982 by Oertel, Seiler and George [46,47], who named the measurement
approach Doppler picture velocimetry (DPV). The mirror in the reference path of the interferometer
is slightly tilted to generate a linear changing optical path difference and, thus, parallel interference
fringes over the image. The velocity-dependent phase shift of these fringes is then determined with
an image processing. The developed DPV system consists of a cwargon ion laser emitting at 514.5 nm
and a charge coupled device (CCD) camera with 1374 × 1024 pixels and a shutter time of 2 ms [48].
An image series was not acquired, but CCD cameras usually provide a maximal frame rate of <60 Hz.
In order to increase the sensitivity of the MI, a dispersive element (iodine vapor cell) was inserted in the
reference path by Landolt and Rösgen in 2009 [49,50]. Furthermore, a normal CCD and an intensified
CCD camera with an image resolution of 1008 × 1008 and 1280 × 1024 pixels are applied, respectively.
The light sheets are generated with a pulsed Nd:YAG laser emitting at 532 nm with 100 mJ/pulse and
a pulse width of 40 ns. The pulse repetition rate amounts to 10 Hz. High-speed flow imaging with
MI-PDV remains to be investigated.

Almost in parallel, the usage of a Mach–Zehnder interferometer (MZI) was tested in 2007 by
Lu et al. [51], which is an alternative to the MI. In addition, imaging fiber bundles are used to perform
2d3c measurements with a single CCD camera [52]. Each fiber bundle consists of 500 × 600 fibers and
is 4 m long. An argon ion laser is used as the cw light source emitting at 514.5 nm. The available light
power after the fiber that feeds the light sheet optics amounts to 200 mW. The capabilities of planar
Doppler velocimetry with MZI (MZI-PDV) for time-resolved flow measurements with high-speed
need further attention in future studies.

In contrast to interferometric filters, molecular or atomic filters are more robust with respect
to mechanical vibrations. In addition, the transmission behavior does not depend on the light
incidence direction, which simplifies the imaging. On the other hand, a suitable vapor material
is required, which absorbs light at and near the laser wavelength. Observing the scattered light
through the molecular filter, the transmitted light intensity is a measure of the Doppler frequency.
The cross-sensitivity with respect to the scattered light intensity is corrected by applying a beam
splitter and directly measuring the scattered light intensity. Hence, 2d measurements are achievable
only by using two cameras for the photo detection, and each frame results in one flow velocity image.
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The measurement technique is named Doppler global velocimetry (DGV), later also planar Doppler
velocimetry (PDV). Komine described the technique first in 1990 in a patent [53]. There, he already
mentioned resonance lines of atomic alkali metal vapors such as cesium (459 nm), rubidium (420 nm),
potassium (404 nm), sodium (589 nm), lithium (671 nm), as well as molecular gases such as diatomic
iodine and bromine with several resonance lines in the visible spectrum. Typically, the laser sources
are combined with a molecular filter that contains iodine vapor. Komine further mentioned the pulsed
frequency doubled Nd:YAQ laser (532 nm) and cw argon ion laser (514.4 nm) as possible light sources
for instantaneous and time-averaged measurements, respectively. In 1991, such 2d3c flow velocity
measurements were demonstrated with three observation units (each consisting of a camera pair,
a beam splitter and a molecular filter) with different observation directions and a laser light sheet
illumination [54]. Ainsworth et al. reviewed the progress in 1997 and described a method to reduce
the required number of cameras by imaging both the signal image and the reference image onto
a single camera [55]. Nobes introduced the fiber bundle technology in 2004 to measure all three velocity
components on a single CCD camera with a single laser light sheet [56]. The fiber bundle consists of
four arms each consisting of 500 × 600 fibers, which enables the scattered light detection from different
observation directions with a single camera. As an alternative approach, Röhle and Willert presented
in 2001 a 2d3c DGV system with a single observation unit and successively switching the light into
one of the three light sheet optics with different illumination directions [57]. Charrett et al. extended
this approach in 2014 for simultaneous measurements of all three velocity components by sinusoidally
varying the intensity of each light sheet with a different frequency [58]. Analyzing the camera signals
in the frequency domain allows one to separate the three channels. A performance test between
two state-of-the-art DGV systems is described in [59]. With pulsed DGV systems, a temporal resolution
of 10 ns is achieved. Due to the usage of CCD cameras and a low signal to noise ratio, the measurement
rate of common DGV systems did not exceed a video rate of 25 fps. However, Thurow demonstrated
in 2004 a measurement sequence of 28 images with 250 kHz [60]. The high repetition Nd:YAG laser
system provided pulses with an average energy of 9 mJ/pulse at 532 nm, and the applied high-speed
cameras consisted of at least 80 × 160 pixels.

Taking polarization effects into account and using a Faraday cell instead of a molecular absorption
cell was considered by Bloom et al. in 1991 [61]. However, only 0d measurement systems have been
developed with a Faraday cell to date [62].

In the classical DGV approach, two cameras (two measurements) are required to cope with
two unknown quantities, the intensity and the frequency of the scattered light. In order to get rid of
the second camera, Arnette et al. tried in 1998 the light sheet illumination with two different laser
wavelengths and the simultaneous separate detection of the scattered light with a single polychrome
camera [63]. However, the different scattering characteristics at two different wavelengths hinder
measurements with polydisperse seeding particles. As a solution, the laser frequency can be modulated,
and an image sequence is captured with a single camera. Note that the laser modulation and the image
acquisition have to be faster than the movement of the seeding particles in the measurement volume,
so that changes of the flow velocity and the scattered light intensity are negligible. This approach
was developed by Charrett et al. in 2004 switching between two laser frequencies (2-ν-DGV) [64,65],
by Müller et al. in 2004 switching between three laser frequencies also known as the frequency shift
keying (FSK) technique (3-ν-FSK-DGV) [66,67], by Eggert et al. in 2005 switching between four different
laser frequencies that allows a self-calibration (4-ν-FSK-DGV) [68,69], by Müller et al. in 1999 with
a continuous sinusoidal laser frequency modulation (FM) and a signal evaluation in the frequency
domain (FM-DGV) [70,71], which was developed further by Fischer et al. in 2007 [72–74], and by
Cadel and Lowe in 2015 with a linear scan of the laser frequency and a detection of the position of
the maximal transmitted scattered light through the molecular cell using a cross-correlation (CC)
algorithm (CC-DGV) [75,76]. With the FM technique, a method for simultaneous 3c flow velocity
measurements using three different illuminations with different incidence directions and different
modulation frequencies was introduced by Fischer et al. in 2011 [77]. Later in 2015, the FM approach
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was combined with a light field camera to demonstrate simultaneous FM-DGV measurements at
two parallel light sheets located at different depths [78]. For a topical model-based review of the
different DGV variants with laser frequency modulation, which summarizes the laser sources and
molecular filters and explains the different signal processing algorithms, we refer the reader to [79].

Except for FM-DGV, the developed measurement systems were not yet tested in combination with
high-speed cameras, but with slower CCD cameras, which hinders continuous high-speed imaging of
the flow velocity field. For FM-DGV, the developments started with a linear fiber array where each
fiber is coupled with a photo detector resulting in 25 measurement channels. The applied modulation
frequency of the laser frequency modulation amounts up to 100 kHz, and the measurement of steady
flow velocity oscillations with frequencies up to 17 kHz was demonstrated [80,81]. The FM-DGV
experiments with a high-speed camera based on complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS)
technology began in 2014 by Fischer et al. [82,83]. The developments culminated with a power
amplified diode laser with fiber-coupling emitting 0.6 W at 895 nm, which is modulated with
a maximal modulation frequency of 250 kHz. As a result, flow velocity images with 128 × 16 pixels
and 128 × 64 pixels are resolved with a maximal measurement rate of 500 kHz and 250 kHz,
respectively [84–86]. However, the effective bandwidth is usually smaller, because a sufficient signal
to noise ratio is crucial to resolve unsteady flow phenomena with such high speeds.

As a result, the existing Doppler techniques with amplitude-based signal evaluation enable
flow field measurements with a high data rate. The evaluation of superposed scattered light
from multiple particles is possible with no additional signal processing, which is in contrast
to Doppler techniques with frequency-based signal evaluation. However, the typically lower
sensitivity and the cross-sensitivity with respect to scattered light intensity variations (over time
or space) are critical issues. Comparing the usage of interferometric and atomic/molecular filters,
atomic/molecular filters work with light absorption, while interferometric filters work with light
reflection. Hence, atomic/molecular filters waste light that contains information. For this reason,
the development of PDV systems with a two-ray interferometer as the interferometric filter and with
high-speed cameras seems worth being studied in the future.

3.2.2. Frequency-Based Signal Evaluation

In 1964, only four years after the laser principle was demonstrated, Yeh and Cummings described
a (reference) laser Doppler anemometer (R-LDA) with a He-Ne laser [87]. It is described as a reference
method, i.e., the scattered light with the Doppler frequency shift is superposed with the non-shifted
light, and the superposed light is measured with a photomultiplier. The frequency of the resulting
beat signal is proportional to the desired flow velocity. In principle, the Doppler frequency can also be
resolved with a laser frequency comb [88]. However, the capabilities of this approach for flow velocity
measurements are an open question. The R-LDA approach is capable of 3c measurements when using
three measurement systems with three different illumination directions. Due to the usage of a point
detector, 0d measurements are possible.

Combining the LDA principle with the ranging principle known from radar allows one to
perform 1d Doppler LiDAR measurements. The LDA principle was also extended to 2d by Coupland
in 2000 [89] and also by Meier and Rösgen in 2009 [90]. The resulting technique is named heterodyne
Doppler global velocimetry (HDGV). The major new component is a camera instead of point detector,
which provides planar flow measurements. For this purpose, the flow is illuminated with a set of
parallel laser beams or a light sheet, respectively. For instance, Meier and Rösgen used a cw laser
(532 nm) with a power of 0.5 W and a smart pixel detector array with 144 × 90 pixels performing dual
phase lock-in detection. The maximal tested image rate for a flow velocity field was 4.35 kHz, but only
time-averaged results were presented.

An alternative approach to the reference LDA method is the difference LDA method by
superposing the Doppler shifted light with light with a different Doppler frequency shift. The common
measurement arrangement is the intersection of two laser beams, where the intersection region forms
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the measurement spot that allows 0d measurements. This technique is now known as (difference)
laser Doppler anemometry/velocimetry (LDA/LDV), and an early review is presented in [91].
Further details regarding the LDA measurement technique and experimental setups can be found
in the review [92] and the book [26]. The laser Doppler velocity profile sensor (LDV-PS) invented
by Czarske in 2001 consists of two pairs of intersecting laser beams that allow one to resolve the 1d
position of the crossing scattering particle within the intersection volume [93–95]. Note that the photo
detection is still accomplished with a point detector, which hinders high data rates, which means
multiple seeding particles in the intersection volume. In order to overcome this drawback and to
yield 2d flow measurements, an imaging optic with a high-speed camera or a smart pixel detector
array for the photo detection can be applied together with intersecting light sheets for the illumination.
This technique was introduced as imaging laser Doppler velocimetry (ILDV) by Meier and Rösgen in
2012 [96]. The experimental setup is similar to the HDGV experiments. However, the maximal laser
power was increased to 5.5 W. Using the high-speed camera, the beat signal at 512 × 64 pixels was
directly acquired with 16 kfps. Again, the capabilities for time-resolved imaging measurements was
estimated, but not yet tested in flow experiments.

To summarize, the development of imaging Doppler techniques with a frequency-based signal
evaluation has been successful due to the progress of powerful lasers and high-speed cameras or smart
pixel detector arrays. One key challenge is the increasing frequency of the beat signal with an increasing
flow velocity, which currently limits the measurement range to about ±1 m/s. Regarding this issue,
the approach of a smart pixel detector array is promising, because it allows a fast, parallelized signal
(pre-)processing on-chip. However, the necessity of acquiring multiple frames for one velocity image
is a critical point.

3.3. Measurement Techniques Using the Time-Of-Flight Principle

3.3.1. Time Measurement

In 1968, Thompson realized a laser-based 0d1c flow measurement system by using two parallel
laser beams with known distance and evaluating the transit time of the scattering particle that
passes both beams [97,98]. This measurement technique is known as laser-2-focus anemometry (L2F).
The approach was later extended for 2c and 3c measurements, but it remained a 0d measurement
technique to date [34,99].

Instead of structuring the illumination, Ator proposed in 1963 a structured receiving aperture
in 1963 [100]. The approach was validated for flow experiments by Gaster in 1964 [101]. When the
image of the scattering particle crosses the parallel-slit reticle, the temporal distance between the
two detected light pulses is directly proportional to the flow velocity. The technique is named spatial
filter velocimetry (SFV). Reviews of the SFV development from 1987 and 2006 are contained in [102]
and [103], respectively. As an example, Christoferi and Michel described in 1996 an SFV technique that
avoids the blocking of light by directly using the columns of the camera pixels as the spatial filter [104].
This approach was later extended by employing the evaluation of quadrature signals [105]. In 2004,
Bergeler and Krambeer proposed to use the orthogonal grating structure of the pixel matrix of a CMOS
camera and to evaluate subsections of the image time series that enables 2d2c flow measurements [106].
A detailed system theoretic description of this SFV measurement technique is contained in [107].
Furthermore, tomographic SFV approaches for 3d3c flow measurements with multiple cameras were
theoretically presented by Pau et al. in 2009 [108] and realized by Hosokawa et al. in 2013 [109].

Similar to the Doppler techniques with frequency-based signal evaluation, several image frames
are necessary to obtain the flow velocity information. In addition, the frequency of the intensity
modulation increases with an increasing flow velocity. For this reason, current SFV systems are
typically restricted to flow velocities well below 1 m/s and flow imaging rates below the kHz range.
However, the image resolution and the measurement rate are not well documented. Realizing a signal
(pre-)processing directly on the camera chip as for instance was presented by Schaeper and Damaschke
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in 2011 [110] should be a subject for future research. Eventually, the SFV is an advantageous technique
for imaging flow velocity fields with a high seeding particle concentration.

3.3.2. Space Measurement

The current standard field measurement technique is particle image velocimetry (PIV), where the
seeded flow is illuminated by at least two consecutive light pulses and the light sheet is imaged with
a camera. By cross-correlating sub-images (the so-called interrogation windows) that usually contain
more than one particle and extracting the position of the correlation maximum, 2d2c flow velocity
measurements are obtained. The name of PIV was introduced by Adrian in 1984 [111]. Reviews of the
PIV development are available in [31,112,113].

Note that PIV requires short light pulses with a high energy per pulse and with a typical pulse
width in the nanosecond range. Although light-emitting diodes can be used as the light source for
PIV measurements, which was shown by Willert et al. in 2010 [114], shorter pulses with higher energy
are achievable with pulsed lasers. This is in particular crucial for high-speed PIV measurements.
Wernet and Opalsksi demonstrated in 2004 PIV measurements with a high-speed PIV system, which
is capable of MHz measurement rates [35]. However, four CCD cameras are operated together with
a delayed acquisition to finally obtain seven velocity vector maps out of eight frames. With two CMOS
high-speed cameras each operated with 10 kHz or 25 kHz, Wernet demonstrated in 2007 continuous,
time-resolved PIV measurements (tr-PIV) [115]. The cameras are capable of acquiring a time series of
more than 10,000 frames each consisting of 1024 × 144 pixels or 640 × 80 pixels, respectively. For the
light sheet generation, a Q-switched laser is operated at 10 kHz, which provides 6 mJ/pulse, and at
25 kHz with 2.5 mJ/pulse, respectively. The pulse length amounts to 130 ns.

With a light sheet illumination and a single camera, PIV enables 2d2c measurements.
With a stereoscopic PIV setup, which means using two cameras with different viewing directions,
2d3c measurements are possible. Stereo-PIV was pioneered in 1991 by Arroyo and Greated [116].
High-speed stereo-PIV systems with 5 kHz and 10 kHz were developed for instance by Boxx et al.,
in 2009 and 2012, respectively [117–119]. A dual cavity, pulsed Nd:YAG laser emits at 532 nm
pairs of light pulses with 2.6 mJ/pulse at repetition rates up to 10 kHz. The pulse duration is 14 ns.
With a CMOS high-speed camera, 20 kfps are acquired with 512 × 512 pixels. The size of the
interrogation window is 16 × 16 pixels.

Extensions of the stereo-PIV technique to 3d3c exist. The tomo-PIV technique is based on
a volumetric illumination, multiple cameras, a tomographic reconstruction and the cross-correlation
of interrogation volumes [120]. Another technique is holo-PIV, which is based on a holographic
volumetric reconstruction and only requires one camera [121]. A high-speed system that combines the
tomographic and holographic approaches was reported by Buchmann et al. in 2013 [122]. Furthermore,
volumetric PIV measurements with a light-field camera form part of ongoing research [123–126].
A high-speed system based on light-field PIV is a topic for future research.

Note that standard PIV systems evaluate the particle positions in the images of two sequent
light sheet pulses. It is mentioned for the sake of completeness that the accuracy in flows with strong
acceleration can be increased by evaluating more than two image frames. The idea of such multi-frame
PIV techniques goes back to Adrian in 1991 and was thoroughly investigated by Hain and Kähler
in 2007 [31,32].

As an alternative to PIV, where image subsections are evaluated that usually contain several
seeding particles, the technique to track the motion of each single particle, which is named particle
tracking velocimetry (PTV), arose in 1991 [31,127]. Mass et al. demonstrated 3d3c measurements
with multiple cameras in 1993 [128,129]. The 3d3c tracking with a single camera was introduced
by Willert and Gharib in 1992 by using defocussing in connection with a coding aperture that is
a mask with three pinholes [130]. As a result, the depth information is extracted from the particle
image. In 1994 Stolz and Köhler proposed to discard the pinhole mask, to use monodisperse particles
and to measure the diameter of the defocused particle image [131]. Cierpka et al., enhanced this
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technique for polydisperse seeding particles in 2010 to astigmatism-PTV (A-PTV) [132]. A cylinder
lens is used in the imaging system, so that the particle depth information is coded in the ratio of the
major axis of the elliptical particle images. Since processing each single particle is computationally
intensive, Kreizer et al. proposed in 2010 a real-time image processing with a field programmable
gate array (FPGA) [133,134]. Furthermore, PTV allows a higher spatial resolution in comparison
to PIV, but the data rate is lower due to the requirement of a lower seeding particle concentration
that enables a reliable pairing of particle images. In order to increase the possible seeding particle
concentration to what is typically used for PIV, Cierpka et al. introduced a particle tracking based
on more than two sequent images in 2013 [33]. In 2014, Buchmann et al. demonstrated high-speed
measurements with A-PTV [135]. The illumination is provided by a pulsed light-emitting diode (LED)
with a pulse repetition rate of 250 kHz and a pulse width of 1μs. The imaging is performed with
a single ultra-high-speed CCD camera with 312 × 260 pixels, which is capable of up to 1 Mfps and
an exposure time of 250 ns.

As a result, PIV and PTV are well advanced measurement techniques for imaging flow velocities
with high measurement rates. A comparison between the PIV and the DGV technique, which are the
furthermost developed field measurement techniques based on the time-of-flight and the Doppler
principle, respectively, is found in [136] with respect to their physical measurement capabilities.
For instance, DGV is capable of coping with high seeding concentrations, and it is not necessary to
resolve single particles or patterns of multiple particles in the image. Furthermore, a time-consuming
image processing is not required for DGV, and each camera pixel can provide flow velocity information
in each frame. Both features are essential for achieving high data rates. On the other hand, the laser
requirements are lower for PIV, and the achievable accuracy is assumed to be higher. In order to
understand the fundamental measurement capabilities, the fundamental measurement limits of the
different flow measurement techniques are treated in Section 4.

4. Fundamental Measurement Limits

The aim of this section is to describe fundamental measurement limits, which apply for every
flow velocimetry technique based on Mie scattering. The general effects of using seeding particles
are discussed in Section 4.1. In the next Section 4.2, the measurement error due to the motion of the
seeding particles not originating from the fluid motion is described. Finally, the physical limit of
the measurement uncertainty due to photon shot noise is compared for Doppler and time-of-flight
measurement principles in Section 4.3.

Note that each effect (discussed here, as well as others) propagates to a measurement uncertainty
of the flow velocity. The computation of the uncertainty propagation and the combination of
all uncertainty contributions is possible by means of analytic propagation calculations or Monte
Carlo simulations, which is described in the international guide to the expression of uncertainty in
measurements (GUM) [38,39]. For uncorrelated uncertainty contributions, the combined measurement
uncertainty is the square root of the sum of all squared uncertainty contributions. As a result, the largest
uncertainty contribution dominates and thus limits the total measurement uncertainty. However,
the aim of the section is not to derive a complete measurement uncertainty budget, but to review
fundamental measurement limits, which always occur in the measurement uncertainty analysis of
flow velocimetry techniques based on Mie scattering.

4.1. Seeding

4.1.1. Influence on the Flow

In the case that no scattering particles are naturally contained in the flow, seeding particles need
to be added. For instance, this always applies for dry air flows. The insertion of seeding particles
influences the flow properties. Hence, the seeding as a part of the measurement system causes
a retroaction to the flow, i.e., the measurement object.
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Two typical seeding materials are listed in Table 1. DEHS particles are a typical choice for air flows
at room temperature. The material is liquid at room temperature, so that the shape of small particles
can be considered as approximately spherical. A common particle diameter is 1μm. In hot flows such
as in flames, particle materials with a higher boiling point are applied. As an example, solid particles
of titanium dioxide (TiO2) with a diameter of 0.4μm can be applied.

Table 1. Material, density ρp and diameter dp of two typical seeding particles.

Material ρp (kg/m3) dp (μm)

diethylhexyl sebacate (DEHS) 912 1
titanium dioxide (TiO2) 3900 0.4

The retroaction of the seeding is difficult to quantify regarding the measurement uncertainty of
the flow velocity. However, the influence on the Reynolds number Re, which is an important similarity
figure for flow experiments, can be derived. The Reynolds number is obtained for the flow around
or through a body with the characteristic length L, the fluid density ρ, the dynamic fluid viscosity η

and the characteristic flow velocity v (relative to the body) [137]:

Re =
ρvL

η
. (4)

As a result, the seeding influences the mean fluid density and the fluid viscosity, which is the
effect of the retroaction of the seeding.

An example is given in Figure 6a, where the change of the mean air density (at room temperature)
is shown as a function of the seeding particle concentration considering for DEHS and TiO2 (cf. Table 1)
as the seeding material, respectively. Even at particle concentrations of 1013 /m3, which are hardly
achievable [138,139], the density change is below 1%. Since the particle concentration is typically
several orders of magnitude lower, the influence of the seeding on the air flow density is usually
negligibly small. The change in viscosity and the general change of the flow due to the presence
of two phases is not known here. However, the low volume percentage of the seeding leads to the
assumption that it is negligible as well. The volume percentage is shown in Figure 6b over the particle
concentration. It is always below 0.001%. As a result, the retroaction of the seeding is usually negligible
compared with other error sources.
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Figure 6. (a) Change of the mean density of the fluid due to the seeding and (b) volume percentage of
the seeding over the particle concentration.
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4.1.2. Flow Sampling Phenomenon

Since not the flow velocity, but the seeding particle velocity is actually measured, the flow field is
sampled in space. The sampling is not equidistant due to the random position of the seeding particles.
Hence, the determined particle velocities are a random sample of the flow velocity field to be measured.
As a result of the flow sampling, the complete spatiotemporal flow behavior cannot be reconstructed
from the velocities of the particles in general, even if the particle positions and the measurement time
stamps are exactly known.

Therefore, it is desirable to increase the sample size, which is possible by increasing the
seeding particle concentration and by decreasing the temporal and spatial resolution (spatiotemporal
averaging). Increasing the seeding particle concentration is only possible to a certain extent, because
this deteriorates the optical access due to the increased light extinction. In addition, except for DGV,
single particles or at least particle patterns need to be resolved in the measurement volume.

Assuming a (locally) temporally-constant flow, the temporal resolution can be reduced by
increasing the averaging time. One typical example is comprised of LDA measurements in stationary
boundary layer flows [140]. Assuming a (locally) spatially-constant flow, the spatial resolution can
be reduced by increasing the spatial averaging. Many flows exist, which are neither temporally nor
spatially constant. An example is an eddy with an almost fixed structure during the measurement,
which moves due to a non-zero mean flow velocity [141]. Due to the translational motion of the flow
velocity field of the eddy, a temporal averaging also means a spatial averaging according to Taylor’s
hypothesis, and vice versa [142]. As a result, the resolution of flow structures can be limited by spatial
or temporal averaging.

Actually, measurement systems always have a limited spatial and temporal resolution. For this
reason and due to the flow sampling phenomenon, the measured mean particle velocity in
general exhibits random fluctuations and is not identical to the true mean flow velocity, if spatial
(eddies, gradients) or temporal (turbulence) fluctuations of the flow velocity occur. Space, time and
velocity follow an uncertainty principle, which leads to a fundamental limit of measurability.

The finding is illustrated as an example. A stationary flow is considered with a velocity gradient
in the measurement volume. The dimension of the measurement volume is the finite spatial resolution.
The resulting measurement uncertainty is described by Durst et al. in [143–145]. Fischer et al. derived
the relation between the spatial resolution, the temporal resolution and the resulting standard deviation
σv of the measured flow velocity in the measurement volume [139]. Assuming a uniform distribution
of the seeding particles in space, neglecting the particle transit time through the measurement volume
in comparison with the temporal resolution Δt and neglecting the flow velocity variations in the
measurement volume in comparison with the mean flow velocity v̄, the relation reads:

σv ∼ G√
cp|v̄|Δt

√
Δx
Δy

. (5)

The symbol G denotes the absolute value of the flow velocity gradient, cp is the particle
concentration and Δx, Δy are the respective spatial resolution. Both axes are perpendicular to the
flow direction, and x is oriented parallel and y perpendicular to the direction of the flow velocity
gradient. The proportionality constant of Equation (5) results from the light intensity distribution
of the illumination in the measurement volume and can be determined with a simulation [139].
Hence, an uncertainty in space (finite spatial resolution) and a spatial flow velocity gradient leads
to a flow velocity uncertainty. Similar to this finding, a velocity uncertainty can be derived from
an uncertainty in time (finite temporal resolution) and a temporal velocity change.

Furthermore, Nobach [146] and Fischer et al. [79] studied the influence of fluctuations of
the detected scattered light on PIV and DGV measurements, respectively. The scattered light fluctuations
are a direct consequence of the discrete scattering particles moving through the measurement volume,
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but note that the light fluctuations also depend on the actual illumination and observation aperture of
the measurement volume and the variation of the seeding particle concentration.

4.2. Particle Motion

4.2.1. Flow Following Behavior

Seeding-based measurement techniques rely on the assumption that the seeding particles follow
the flow with no slip. Since this assumption is only approximately valid, the particle-fluid interaction
leads to a fundamental measurement limit.

By neglecting the interaction between the particles and assuming a homogeneous, laminar
flow field around the particle, Basset derived the equation of motion for a spherical particle with
a homogeneous material (uniform composition) and a smooth surface [147]:

π

6
d3

pρp
d�vp

dt
= −3πηdp(�vp −�v) +

π

6
d3

pρ
d�v
dt

− 1
2

π

6
d3

pρ
d(�vp −�v)

dt

− 3
2

d2
p
√

πρη

t∫
t0

d(�vp −�v)
dt′

1√
t − t′

dt′ + �F. (6)

The symbols �vp, �v are the particle and the flow velocity; ρp, ρ are the particle and the fluid
density; η is the dynamic fluid viscosity; dp the is particle diameter; t0 is the initial time; and �F
represents the external forces acting on the particle, e.g., the centrifugal force in a vortex, the buoyancy
force in a shear flow or the gravitational force [148–150]. External forces are not considered here.
A detailed derivation of the equation of motion is contained for instance in [151]. The condition of
no particle interaction is considered to be applicable, if the mean distance between the particles is
larger than 1000 times the particle diameter [26]. For dp = 1μm, this means for instance a maximal
particle concentration of about 109 /m3 [152]. For this reason, the condition of no particle interaction
is usually applicable. In particular for DGV measurements, however, higher particle concentrations
can occur [139], and particle interactions have to be taken into account. For the approximation of the
relation between the mean free particle distance and the particle concentration, the space for each
particle is considered as a cube with identical dimension. The edge length of the cube can be interpreted
as the mean free particle distance. The resulting relation is shown in Figure 7 for two different particle
diameter dp.
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seeding particle concentration for two different particle diameters.
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For gaseous flows, it is usually ρp � ρ, so that Equation (6) can be simplified according to
Hjemfelt and Mockros [152,153]. One component of the velocity then follows the relation:

dvp

dt
= − 18η

ρpd2
p︸ ︷︷ ︸

=1/τp

(vp − v) (7)

with vp, v as the components of the particle and flow velocity, respectively, and τp as the characteristic
time constant of the particle. The deviation Δv between the particle and the flow velocity for a spherical
particle thus reads:

Δv = vp − v = −τp
dvp

dt
. (8)

As an example, the time constant amounts to 3.4μs and 2.3μs for the particles listed in Table 1
in air flows at room temperature (η = 15 × 10−6 Pas, ρ = 1.2 kg/m3). Note that an alternative and
well-known figure of merit for the measurement deviation is the slip [26]:

s =
v − vp

v
= −Δv

v
. (9)

As a result, the measurement deviation Δv depends on the characteristic time constant and the
acceleration of the particle, which includes spatial and temporal changes of the flow velocity. Since both
quantities are usually not available during the flow measurement, the measurement deviation is
a fundamental measurement limit. The limit is calculated as an example, assuming a cosinusoidal
variation of the flow velocity with the frequency f , the amplitude va and the phase ϕa. Solving the
equation of motion Equation (7) of the particle and inserting the solution into Equation (8) leads to the
measurement deviation:

Δv = va
f√

f 2 + f 2
g

cos
(

2π f t + ϕa − arg
(

1 + j
f
fg

)
− π

2

)
, (10)

with j as imaginary unit and fg = 1/(2πτp) as the 3 dB limit frequency of the transfer function:

Vp(jω)

V(jω)
=

1

1 + j f
fg

, with ω = 2π f . (11)

For a harmonic oscillation of the flow velocity with the frequency f , the measurement deviation
of a single velocity value is in the interval ±va

f√
f 2+ f 2

g
. Without knowledge of t, f , fg and ϕa,

this represents a fundamental measurement limit.
For the particles listed in Table 1 in air flows at room temperature, the 3 dB limit frequency is

fg = 46.8 kHz and fg = 69.2 kHz, respectively. Considering f = 10 kHz for instance, the maximal
deviation |Δv| then amounts to 0.21 × va and 0.14 × va. It is usually the case that the amplitude va

and/or the phase ϕa of the velocity oscillation is of interest from a time series measurement of the
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flow velocity. Taking the particle-following behavior into account, the amplitude and phase deviations
according to the Equation (11) read for a frequency f :

Δva( f ) = va ·

⎛
⎜⎜⎝ 1√

1 + f 2

f 2
g

− 1

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ (12)

Δϕa( f ) = − arg
(

1 + j
f
fg

)
. (13)

For the particles listed in Table 1, the resulting amplitude and phase deviation with respect to the
frequency is shown in Figure 8. Comparing the amplitudes of the flow and particle velocity oscillation
for instance, the relative measurement deviation for f = 10 kHz is −2.2% and −1%, respectively.
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Figure 8. Deviation of (a) the amplitude and (b) the phase of a cosinusoidal excitation due to the
particle-following behavior of the particles listed in Table 1.

If the oscillation frequency f and the characteristic time constant τp or the limit frequency fg of
the particle is known, a correction of the measurement deviation is possible in principle. However,
this is typically not the case. Hence, it is shown for the example of a harmonic flow oscillation that the
particle-following behavior leads to a fundamental measurement limit.

4.2.2. Brownian Motion

Due to the Brownian motion of the molecules, the particle velocity fluctuates and a random error
results for the flow velocity measurement [154]. The two-sided noise power spectral density Sv( f ) of
the velocity is [155,156]:

Svp( f ) =
2D

1 + f 2

f 2
g

, with D =
kBT

3πηdp
=

kBTτp

mp
, (14)

with D as diffusion constant, which is connected with the Boltzmann constant kB, the temperature T,
as well as the particle diameter dp or the particle mass mp = ρp

1
6 πd3

p = 3πηdpτp. According to
Parseval’s theorem, the maximal resulting standard deviation of the measured flow velocity reads:

max (σv) =

√√√√√ +∞∫
−∞

Svp( f )d f =

√
D
τp

=

√
kBT
mp

. (15)
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For the particles listed in Table 1 in air flows at room temperature (η = 15 × 10−6 Pas,
ρ = 1.2 kg/m3), the uncertainty amounts to 3 mm/s and 6 mm/s, respectively. The order of magnitude

of the uncertainty indicates that the Brownian particle motion is in particular of interest for the
measurement of slow fluid motions or the usage of light particles. Actually, the resulting measurement
uncertainty due to Brownian motion is even smaller, because the flow velocity measurement is
averaged over a time period Δt and usually also over the velocity of Np particles. For Δt � 2τp and
approximating the spectral noise density as band limited white noise, the measurement uncertainty
limit then is:

σv ≈
√

2D
NpΔt

. (16)

Note that the number of particles results from the particle concentration and the spatial resolution
of the measurement system. Hence, the Brownian motion of the particles leads to a fundamental
uncertainty relation between flow velocity, space and time.

4.2.3. Illumination Effects

The light illumination influences the measurement due to the photon momentum (particle motion)
and due to the light absorption (particle heating). Both effects are described by Durst et al. in [157,158].
Concerning the radiation pressure, the induced force on a spherical particle due to the photon
momentum results in the maximal measurement error:

Δv =
I · dp

12cη
(17)

with c as light velocity, dp as particle diameter, η as the dynamic viscosity of the flow fluid and
I as the incident light intensity. For the seeding particles listed in Table 1 in air flows at room
temperature (η = 15 × 10−6 Pas) and I = 100 W/mm2, i.e., assuming a light power of 1 W distributed
over a cross-sectional area of 100μm times 100μm, the measurement error is maximal 2 mm/s and
1 mm/s, respectively. For imaging techniques, the light intensity is typically smaller and the resulting
error negligible.

Furthermore, multiple scattering on particles occurs, which can be crucial for Doppler
measurement techniques. An introduction to this phenomenon regarding DGV measurements is
given in [139].

4.3. Photon Shot Noise

Considering the typical illumination with narrow band laser light, the number of detected
scattered photons exhibits a Poisson distribution [159]. This phenomenon is known as photon shot
noise, which ultimately limits the achievable measurement uncertainty. As a characteristic behavior
of shot noise limited measurements, the measurement uncertainty is indirectly proportional to the
square root of the number of photons. Shot noise is an important fundamental measurement limit
in particular for the measurement of flow velocity images with a high measurement rate, because
the limited number of available photons or light energy, respectively, needs to be distributed over
space and time.

The minimal achievable measurement uncertainty due to photon shot noise is obtained from the
square root of the Cramér–Rao bound [160,161]. The Cramér–Rao bound is explained for instance
in [162,163]. As an alternative approach, Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle [164] can also be applied,
which was recently demonstrated by Fischer for L2F and LDA [165]. In the following, LDA (difference
method) and DGV (without laser frequency modulation) are considered as a representative Doppler
technique frequency-based and amplitude-based signal evaluation, respectively. L2F and PTV are
selected to represent time-of-flight techniques with time and space measurements, respectively.
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For DGV, the first error propagation calculation including photon shot noise is from McKenzie in
1996 [138]. Fischer et al. investigated the Cramér–Rao bound due to photon shot noise for DGV with
and without laser frequency modulation in 2008 and 2010 [73,166,167]. A comprehensive study of the
shot noise limits of the different DGV techniques is contained in a topical contribution by Fischer [79].

Several studies covered the calculation of the Cramér–Rao bound for LDA with respect to additive
white Gaussian noise with constant variance [168–171]. An error propagation calculation for noise
with a Poisson distribution was given by Oliver in 1980 [172] and the calculation of the Cramér–Rao
bound followed by Fischer in 2010 and 2016 [165,167].

Regarding L2F, an error propagation calculation for Poisson statistics was performed by Oliver in
1980 [172]. The calculation of the Cramér–Rao bound was demonstrated by Lading and Jørgensen in
1983 and 1990 [173,174]. A detailed derivation is also contained in [167] and [165].

The Cramér–Rao bound for the particle location measurement in PTV was investigated for photon
shot noise by Wernet and Pline in 1993 [175]. The calculation was extended by Fischer in 2013 and
adapted to evaluate the Cramér–Rao bound for the velocity measurement [176]. It is mentioned for the
sake of completeness that similar PIV error considerations were performed under the assumption of
white Gaussian noise by Westerweel in 1997 and 2000 [177,178]. Regarding photon shot noise, the result
of the Cramér–Rao bound for PTV is applicable for PIV measurements with a single scattering particle.

The majority of the investigations concern a single measurement technique. A comparison of the
minimal achievable uncertainty due to photon shot noise for L2F, LDA and DGV is contained in [167],
which is based on the Cramér–Rao bound. The comparison was completed by including PTV in [176].
For L2F and LDA, both the Cramér–Rao bound and Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle are applied to
compare the minimal achievable measurement uncertainty [165]. In the following, the Cramér–Rao
bounds for DGV, LDA, L2F and PTV are extracted from [79,165,176]. The measurement uncertainty
limits u(v) for DGV, LDA, L2F and PTV, which follow from the square root of the Cramér–Rao bound,
are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. Square root of the Cramér–Rao bound due to photon shot noise for Doppler and time-of-flight
measurement techniques, which is the minimal achievable measurement uncertainty u(v) for a single
particle and u(v̄) for multiple particles, respectively. DGV, Doppler global velocimetry; LDA, laser
Doppler anemometer; L2F, laser-2-focus anemometry; PTV, particle tracking velocimetry.

u(v) for a Single Particle u(v̄) for Multiple Particles

DGV c1 ·
|v|1/2 · λ

|τ′ |√
Ṅphotonw

c1 · 1√
M

·
λ

|τ′ |√
ṄphotonT

c1 =

√
τ + τ2

|�o −�i|/√2

LDA c2 · |v|3/2√
Ṅphotonw

c2 · |v|√
ṄphotonT

c2 =

√
3
π

· d
w

L2F c3 · |v|3/2√
Ṅphotonw

c3 · |v|√
ṄphotonT

c3 =
b̃
w

PTV c4 · |v|3/2√
Ṅphotonw

c4 · |v|√
ṄphotonT

c4 =
0.94
wpx

The results in the first column in Table 2 are valid for the case of evaluating the scattered light
signal from a single scattering particle. In this case, the temporal resolution is determined by the
particle transit time Tt = w/|v| with the particle velocity component v along the sensitivity direction
and the respective spatial resolution w, which is the dimension of the measurement volume. As a result,
all measurement techniques are indirectly proportional to the square root of the spatial resolution w
and the square root of the rate Ṅphoton of the observed, scattered photons. Note that the photon rate
is defined as an average photon rate by Ṅphoton = Nphoton/Tt, where Nphoton is the total number of
observed, scattered photons per particle. Note also that the product Ṅphotonw represents the integral
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of the available photon rate over space and is proportional to the available light power. Furthermore,
the uncertainty limit is directly proportional to the particle velocity v to the power of 3

2 for LDA,
L2F and PTV and to the power of 1

2 for DGV. Concerning DGV, the ratio λ
|τ′ | occurs instead of the

factor v. Assuming the typical values for the laser wavelength λ = 532 nm and the maximal slope
|τ′| = 2 GHz−1 of the spectral transmission curve of the molecular filter [79], the ratio λ

|τ′ | is larger for
velocities v < 266 m/s. Hence, DGV has a lower sensitivity for sub-sonic flows.

In the uncertainty limit, the factors c1, c2, c3, c4 occur. For DGV, the factor c1 results from the
transmission τ of the molecular filter and the length of the sensitivity vector�o −�i. With τ = 0.5 and
a perpendicular arrangement of the observation and illumination direction (|�o −�i| = √

2), it is c1 ≈ 0.9.
For LDA, the factor c2 is mainly determined by the ratio d

w between the distance d of the interference
fringes and the dimension w of the measurement volume perpendicular to the fringes (1/e2 width).
This ratio is the reciprocal of the number of fringes. For 10 fringes, it is for instance c2 ≈ 0.1. For L2F,
the factor c3 is the ratio b̃

w between the diameter b̃ (1/e2 width) of the two beams and the distance w of
the parallel beams. Here, it is assumed c3 ≈ 0.1 as an example. For PTV, the factor c4 is the reciprocal
of the particle displacement wpx between the two light pulse in unit pixels and can also be understood
as a measure of the ratio between an optimal size of the particle image and the particle displacement.
For the typical setting wpx ≈ 10, it is c4 ≈ 0.1. As a result, the uncertainty limits for LDA, L2F and
PTV are equal and usually lower than for DGV. Assuming a spatial resolution of w = 100μm and
an averaged scattered light power of 0.1 nW with the wavelength λ = 532 nm, i.e., an average photon
rate Ṅphoton = 2.7 × 1 08 s−1, the measurement uncertainty limit u(v) over the velocity is shown in
Figure 9a for all four measurement techniques.
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Figure 9. Minimal achievable measurement uncertainty due to photon shot noise over the flow velocity
v for an average photon rate per particle of Ṅphoton = 2.7 × 1 08 s−1 (a) for a single particle (that passes
the measurement volume with the respective dimension w = 100μm) and (b) for multiple particles
(that occur during the measurement time T = 0.1 s). The formulas are from Table 2 and c1 = 0.9,
c2 = c3 = c4 = 0.1, M = 1, λ = 532 nm, τ′ = 2 GHz−1.

Note that the same average photon rate and the same spatial resolution are assumed for the
different measurement techniques. The same spatial resolution in all dimensions means for L2F that
two light sheets instead of two light beams are considered. When using light beams, the average
photon rate, as well as the spatial resolution perpendicular to the sensitivity direction is usually higher
for L2F than for LDA, DGV and PTV.

The flow velocity measurement can be performed for multiple scattering particles, which pass the
measurement volume during a given measurement time T (temporal resolution). The measurement
result is then the mean value of the particle velocity. Considering a measurement time T that is
significantly larger than the transit time Tt of a single particle through the measurement volume,
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the maximal number of measured particles is T/Tt = T/(w/v). Hence, the measurement uncertainty
is reduced by the factor 1√

T/(w/v)
. The resulting uncertainty limit u(v̄) is given in the second column

in Table 2. In addition, DGV is not restricted to having one single particle in the measurement
volume. The higher the number M of scattering particles in the measurement volume, the larger
is the total number of photons that are scattered and observed. Indeed, DGV is known to require
a higher seeding particle concentration than other techniques. In order to take this effect into account,
M is included in the respective equation and M = 100 is considered in the numerical example.
The resulting measurement uncertainty limit for DGV is independent of the particle velocity, whereas
the measurement uncertainty limit for LDA, L2F and PTV is directly proportional to the particle
velocity, cf. Figure 9b for a temporal resolution of T = 0.1 ms. Below 239 m/s, the minimal achievable
measurement uncertainty u(v̄) due to photon shot noise for DGV is higher than for LDA, L2F and PTV.
For the example of an averaged scattered light power of 0.1 nW, the measurement uncertainty limit is
0.15 m/s for DGV and 0.06% for LDA, L2F and PTV, respectively.

5. Application Examples, Challenges and Perspectives

Since the applications of ILDV as the imaging Doppler technique with the frequency-based
signal are limited to slow convection flows and SFV as imaging time-of-flight techniques with time
measurements are more focused on surface velocity measurements, the following consideration is
focused on applications of DGV as an imaging Doppler technique with amplitude-based signal
evaluation and PIV/PTV as imaging time-of-flight techniques with space measurements. An overview
of the manifold PIV applications is given in the book [179]. A textbook that summarizes the manifold
DGV applications does not exist, because the absolute number of groups working with DGV is very
low. For a comparison between PIV and DGV, we refer the reader to the work of Willert et al. [136],
who applied both techniques in large-scale wind tunnels.

Aerodynamic flow studies, e.g., in turbomachinery, as well as fundamental studies of boundary
layers and turbulent flows usually require measurements close to walls. Boundary layer measurements
close to walls with DGV and PTV are reported in [139,180,181], respectively. Under optimal conditions,
PTV measurements allow flow velocity measurements with a minimal distance that is the radius of the
scattering particle. DGV and PIV measurements inside a rotating machine are described in [182–184].
The occurrence of unavoidable light reflections causes measurement errors for PIV and DGV [185].
Error correction strategies based on a temporal filter to extract the moving particles [186] and based
on the measurement with multiple observation directions to eliminate the influence of the incident
direction [139] were developed for PIV and DGV, respectively.

The investigation of flows in combustors and flames is an important application area.
DGV measurements in flames were pioneered by Schodl et al. [187]. Combined DGV-PIV measurements
in a combustor to obtain 3d velocity images with a single observation direction were introduced by
Willert et al. [36]. The single observation direction perpendicular to the window of the combustion
chamber minimizes the errors due to image distortions. Furthermore, Fischer et al. reported
time-resolved DGV measurements with a measurement rate of 100 kHz to investigate flow velocity
oscillations and thermoacoustic phenomena [188,189]. High-speed PIV measurements with rates up to
10 kHz were achieved by Boxx et al. [119,190], whereas volumetric, single shot PIV measurements in
flames were for instance reported by Tokarev et al. [191]. Flow measurements in flames are challenging
due to the flame light, which disturbs the optical flow velocity measurement. State-of-the-art techniques
to cope with this influence are blocking the flame light in the detection unit with bandpass filters
while illuminating with narrow-band lasers, applying high power lasers and/or pulsed lasers to
surpass the flame light intensity and coding the scattered light signal for instance as a period signal
with a high frequency. Furthermore, spatiotemporal variations of the refractive index field occur,
which causes measurement errors for PIV and DGV. The effect is qualitatively described for PIV
regarding flame flow measurements by Stella et al. [192] and also quantitatively characterized regarding
the shock wave in a shear layer and the different air density at an expansion fan by Elsinga et al. [193].
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Schlüßler et al. [194] performed simulations and experiments to compare the performance of PIV and
DGV for refractive index changes in the imaging path by droplets condensed on a glass window and
a flame. DGV seems to be more robust with respect to such disturbances. However, further studies are
required to quantify the measurement error for PIV and DGV in flame flows. The challenge to measure
in flows with a varying refractive index field also occurs for two-phase flows such as sprays.

Spray flows are important, e.g., to optimize the injection of fuel. PIV spray measurements are
described in [195,196]. Zhang et al. reported high-speed PIV measurements with 6 kHz using pulsed
illumination [197]. Time-resolved DGV spray measurements were performed with continuous-wave
illumination by Fischer et al. [83]. Similar DGV measurements of a high-pressure injection with rates
up to 250 kHz were demonstrated by Schlüßler et al. [84] and Gürtler et al. [86]. Due to the continuous
illumination and the high speed of the injection, the scattered light intensity, as well as the flow velocity
varies during the exposure time of 0.45μs. In order to improve the temporal resolution by shortening
the effective exposure time, high-speed DGV measurements with pulsed lasers are desired. However,
short pulses widen the spectrum of the light, which finally deteriorates the sensitivity of DGV if the
spectrum is wider than the spectral width of the molecular filter. According to the Fourier limit of
laser pulses [198], the typically maximal acceptable bandwidth (full width at half maximum intensity)
of Δ f = 100 MHz corresponds to a Gaussian pulse with the duration (full width at half maximum
intensity) of Δt = 0.441

Δ f = 4.4 ns. Hence, the realization, characterization and application of high-speed
DGV measurements with pulsed lasers seem feasible and remain to be investigated in future research.

6. Conclusions

Imaging flow velocity measurements with high measurement rates are challenging, because
the available light energy needs to be distributed over space and time. Since Mie scattering on
seeding/scattering particles provides a higher signal to noise ratio than Rayleigh scattering on the
fluid molecules, flow velocity measurement principles based on Mie scattering are advantageous.
The respective measurement principles can be subdivided into Doppler and time-of-flight principles.
The measurement principles based on the Doppler effect can be further subdivided into principles
with amplitude-based and frequency-based signal evaluation. Realizations of these principles with
imaging capability are DGV and ILDV, respectively. The time-of-flight principles can be subdivided
into principles with time and space measurements. Well-known examples with imaging capability are
SFV and PIV/PTV, respectively. All measurement approaches are in principle suitable for imaging
flow velocity measurements. However, the Doppler principles with frequency-based signal evaluation
and the time-of-flight principles with space measurements require further work to be applicable for
the measurement of meso-scale flows. The most advanced field measurement techniques especially
regarding a high measurement rate are PIV/PTV and DGV, because a minimum of one or two camera
frames are sufficient for one flow velocity measurement. Continuous measurements with up to 100 kHz
have been demonstrated, which is sufficient for a wide area of flow applications. Higher measurement
rates up to 1 MHz are possible, as well, but are restricted in the number of successive measurements.

Fundamental measurement limits exist due to the measurement at seeding particles, which are the
retroaction to the fluid flow, the flow sampling phenomenon, the particle slip, the Brownian particle
motion, as well as the illumination-induced force on the particles. An important measurement limit
for imaging flow velocity measurements with a high measurement rate occurs due to the quantum
noise, i.e., the photon shot noise regarding the number of photons. The measurement uncertainty
is indirectly proportional to the square root of the number of photons, which decreases when the
available light energy needs to be distributed over space and time. A comparison of the minimal
achievable measurement uncertainty shows that Doppler techniques with amplitude-based signal
evaluation provide a lower precision than the other Mie-based flow measurement techniques for
sub-sonic air flows. However, the image processing requirements are minimal, which is beneficial for
real-time imaging flow velocity measurements.
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DGV and PIV/PTV are well-developed field measurement tools that have been validated, e.g., for
aerodynamic flow studies, near-wall measurements, as well as for two-phase spray flows and flame
flows. However, coping with optical flow measurements through scattering media and in fluids with
a spatiotemporal variation of the refractive index field, as well as combined measurements of the flow
velocity, the temperature and the pressure are topical challenges for Mie-based flow measurements.
Furthermore, an accelerated image (pre-)processing either directly on the camera chip or externally
with separate processing units allows one to further increase the data rate of the flow velocity imaging
techniques in future.
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Abstract: This paper presents experimental investigations of the in situ diagnosis of the alkali
metals in the municipal solid waste (MSW) flame of an industrial grade incinerator using flame
emission spectroscopy. The spectral radiation intensities of the MSW flame were obtained using a
spectrometer. A linear polynomial fitting method is proposed to uncouple the continuous spectrum
and the characteristic line. Based on spectra processing and a non-gray emissivity model, the flame
temperature, emissivity, and intensities of the emission of alkali metals were calculated by means of
measuring the spectral radiation intensities of the MSW flame. Experimental results indicate that
the MSW flame contains alkali metals, including Na, K, and even Rb, and it demonstrates non-gray
characteristics in a wavelength range from 500 nm to 900 nm. Peak intensities of the emission of the
alkali metals were found to increase when the primary air was high, and the measured temperature
varied in the same way as the primary air. The temperature and peak intensities of the lines of
emission of the alkali metals may be used to adjust the primary airflow and to manage the feeding of
the MSW to control the alkali metals in the MSW flame. It was found that the peak intensity of the K
emission line had a linear relationship with the peak intensity of the Na emission line; this correlation
may be attributed to their similar physicochemical characteristics in the MSW. The variation trend of
the emissivity of the MSW flame and the oxygen content in the flue gas were almost opposite because
the increased oxygen content suppressed soot formation and decreased soot emissivity. These results
prove that the flame emission spectroscopy technique is feasible for monitoring combustion in the
MSW incinerator in situ.

Keywords: MSW incineration; flame emission spectroscopy; flame temperature; in-situ measurement

1. Introduction

The rapid development of modern society has resulted in the production of an increasing volume
of MSW. The disposal, treatment and management of MSW are common problems in the world.
Incineration has been widely used for the disposal of MSW in order to conserve fuel and protect
the environment by lessening the amount of MSW in landfills [1,2]. However, emissions of trace
organic compounds—particularly polychlorinated dioxins and furans, and heavy metals such as
mercury, lead and cadmium—are major environmental hazards caused by MSW incineration. Alkali
and alkaline earth metals are typically found in high concentrations in MSW. These alkali metal
compounds often contribute to the fouling and corrosion of the heating surfaces of fluidized bed and
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grate incinerators. To understand the transfer of heavy metals and alkali and alkaline earth metals,
and to control the emission of these metals in MSW incineration, certain methods for measuring the
metal species in flue gasses have been applied—including absorption, emission, plasma spectroscopy,
and ionization/mass spectrometric methods [3,4]. In addition, other analysis techniques, such as
X-ray fluorescence (XRF), energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), scanning electron microscope
combined energy dispersive spectrometer (SEM-EDS) and X-ray diffraction (XRD), have been used to
provide supporting/complementary data about the metal species in fuel and ash [5]. However, few in
situ measuring systems focus on combustion or flame inside the incinerator. Only two of the studies
we reviewed [6,7] used infrared thermographic cameras to replace thermocouples and to obtain a
temperature map inside the combustion chambers of incineration plants. These studies demonstrated
that in situ monitoring combustion can be helpful, particularly for control and optimization purposes.
Some research has reviewed diagnostic techniques for monitoring and controlling flames [8,9]. Optical
methods based on laser diagnostic techniques have been applied for measuring velocity, temperature,
species, and particulate in flames. However, using these latter methods presents some challenges in
practical industrial furnaces and incinerators, because of the limited optical access, the laser attenuation
by the particulate medium and other factors. Flame emission spectroscopy (FES) is another alternative
non-intrusive approach for diagnosing flames. The spontaneous emission spectra of flames contain
continuous spectra from the blackbody radiation of solid particles (e.g., soot, char, or ash particles);
from the band spectra produced by the radiation of gas molecules (e.g., CO2 or H2O); from the
chemiluminescence of excited radicals (e.g., OH, CH, or C2); and from the line spectra of free atoms
(e.g., alkalis or alkaline earth metals) [10]. Based on the measurement and analysis of the spontaneous
emission spectra of flames, FES has been proposed to determine equivalence ratios [9], to monitor
flame stoichiometry [9,11] and to calculate flame temperatures in a natural gas-fired furnace [12],
a pulverized coal-fired furnace [13,14], a gasification facility [15], an aluminum flame [16], and even an
MSW incinerator [17]. For the flame of the MSW incinerator, strong characteristic emission lines of Na
and K are observed in the visible spectra in the experiments, and more studies are needed to know if
this type spectrum could be used for measurement temperature, while related works are relatively few
in number.

In this paper, experimental investigations involving in situ measuring and analyzing spontaneous
emission spectra of MSW flames in a grate incinerator using FES are presented. First, the experimental
setup, including the grate incinerator and a spectrometer system, will be introduced, and then the
measurement principle will be described. Then, the results of temperature, emissivity and intensities of
the emissions lines of the alkali metals derived from MSW flame spectra in the incinerator will be given.
The effects of operating parameters of the incinerator, such as the primary air on the measurement
results, will be analyzed. Finally, some concluding remarks will be made.

2. Experimental Setup

Due to the high moisture and low heat value characteristics of Chinese MSW, the preferred furnace
type for MSW incineration is a mechanical grate incinerator; the reciprocating grate incinerator is a
particularly common choice, because it can decrease the pollutant emissions by means of a forward
and backward pushing two-stage grate. Therefore, our experiment was conducted in a two-stage
reciprocating grate incinerator of the GCL Renewable Energy Power Generation Co., Ltd., which is
located in Xuzhou, China. The incinerator can dispose of MSW at a rate of 400 tons per day. The rated
evaporative capacity of the incinerator is 35 ton/h. The MSW studied was a mixture of household
trash (70%), street waste (20%), and office waste (10%). During the experiment, the MSW was sampled
and analyzed three times. Table 1 lists the proximate and ultimate analysis of the MSW used in the
experiment. The composition of the incinerated MSW incineration changed only slightly.
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Table 1. Proximate and ultimate analysis of the MSW (air dried basis, %).

No. Moisture Ash Volatile Fixed Carbon Total Sulfur Hydrogen Calorific Value

1 3.62 55.62 29.64 11.12 0.32 2.50 6.40 MJ/kg
2 3.59 54.63 29.72 12.06 0.41 2.60 6.63 MJ/kg
3 3.68 55.46 28.82 12.04 0.38 2.46 6.66 MJ/kg

As shown in Figure 1, the L-shaped furnace was adapted by the two-stage reciprocating grate
waste incinerator to prolong the time that the flue gas would reside in the furnace and to prevent
a flue gas blockade. The total length and width of the grate were 9.7 m and 7.07 m, respectively.
The furnace outlet was located above the grate center, and the waste underwent drying, pyrolysis,
and combustion progressively along the grate after entering the incinerator. To achieve the staged
combustion process, the total air supply was divided into primary and secondary air. The primary air
used for assisting combustion was heated to 230 ◦C in two stages of preheating by steam and flue gas,
respectively. The residence time of the flue gas in the furnace was > 2 s at a temperatures > 850 ◦C
after the secondary air supply was provided.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup.

As shown in Figure 1, a spectrometer system, consisting of a portable spectrometer
(AvaSpec-USB2048, Avantes, Apeldoorn, The Netherlands) with 2048 pixels, a fiber with a collimating
lens, and a laptop was placed at the rear section of the combustion chamber. The measurement
wavelength range of the spectrometer was 200 nm to 1100 nm, and the spectral resolution was 0.8 nm.
In the process of spectral analysis, a smoothing function was introduced to decrease noise, each pixel
will be averaged with three left and three right neighboring pixels, in this case, and the resolution of
spectrum data is about 1.71 nm. The spectra of the MSW flames were collected by the fiber and then
converted into digital signals by the spectrometer; finally, they were sent to the laptop via a USB cable.
Dedicated application software developed by the authors of this study was used to obtain and process
the MSW flame emission spectra in situ.

3. Measurement Principle

The spectra of the spontaneous emissions of flames with a certain wavelength range can be
obtained by an emission spectrometer. Generally, the raw output of the spectrometer will be in
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photon counts S(λ) of the radiation as a function of the wavelength λ; these counts represent the
relative spectral profile of the flame. To quantitatively analyze the spectra of the flame’s spontaneous
emission, it is necessary to calibrate the profile of the spectral radiation intensities I(λ) along the
wavelength. As described in [14,15,17], a blackbody furnace was used to obtain the calibration
coefficients k(λ) = Ib(λ)/Sb(λ). Figure 2 shows the profiles of k(λ) within the wavelength range from
500 nm to 900 nm at four temperatures: 1273, 1373, 1473, and 1573 K. It can be seen that profiles of the
calibration coefficients at different blackbody temperatures were consistent with each other; thus, it can
be concluded that the calibration coefficients remained independent of temperature. The flame’s
spectral radiation intensities can be obtained by I(λ) = S(λ) · k(λ).

Figure 2. Calibration coefficients for the spectrometer at different blackbody temperatures.

Three cases of relative spectral profiles and their corresponding spectral radiation intensities of
the MSW flame are shown in Figure 3. As shown in Figure 3b, the flame’s spectral radiation intensities
Ie were equal to the sum of the continuous spectral radiation intensities Ic produced by particulates in
the flame plus the discontinuous spectral intensities Id, such as the intensities of the emission lines of
the alkali metals:

Ie = Ic + Id (1)

where every term is wavelength dependent.

(a) (b)

Figure 3. Three typical of MSW flame spectra. (a) Relative spectral profiles S(λ); and (b) corresponding
spectral radiation intensities I(λ).
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Some algorithms have been proposed to automatically separate the continuous and discontinuous
spectral information from the measured flame emission spectra [18]. In this paper, continuous spectral
radiation intensities in a wavelength range from 500 nm to 900 nm were extracted from the measured
spectral radiation intensities of the MSW flame, and they were then fitted by a fourth-order polynomial.
Figure 4 shows a comparison of the original continuous spectral radiation intensities (dotted line)
extracted from Figure 3b and the corresponding fitting curves (solid line). In order to evaluate the
fitting performance, the goodness-of-fit coefficient (GFC) [18] quality metrics between the fitting Ic

′

and the original Ic spectral radiation intensities in the absence of discontinuous emission lines were
calculated as:

GFC =

∣∣∣∑j Ic
(
λj
)

Ic
′(λj

)∣∣∣
∑j

[[
Ic
(
λj
)]2

]1/2
∑j

[[
Ic ′
(
λj
)]2

]1/2 (2)

Generally, an accurate fitting yields a GFC higher than 0.99. The results of the GFC for the three
cases in Figure 4 were 0.9933, 0.9973, and 0.9988, respectively.

Figure 4. Comparison of the original continuous spectral radiation intensities (dotted line) separated
from Figure 3b and the corresponding fitting curves (solid line).
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The continuous spectral radiation intensities from the MSW flame may be described by the
approximate form of Planck’s radiation law for a heat radiation source at temperature T:

Ic(λi, T) = ε(λi) · C1λi
−5 exp(−C2/(λiT))/π (3)

where Ic(λi, T) is the radiation intensity at wavelength λi (i = 1, 2, · · · , m). For the type of spectrometer
used in this article, m = 703, T is the flame temperature, ε(λi) is the emissivity at wavelength λi,
and C1 and C2 are the first and second Plank’s constants. For the MSW incineration, the pyrolysis
of the MSW generated volatile matter, which was burned in the incinerator, producing more soot
particles in the MSW flame. The soot emissivity is spectrally dependent; Hottel and Broughton [19,20]
developed an empirical emissivity model for soot particles that has been widely used:

ε(KL, λi) = 1 − e−KL/λα
i (4)

where ε(KL, λi) is the spectral emissivity, KL is the optical thickness of the flame, and α is an empirical
parameter depending upon the given wavelength, given by Hottel and Broughton as 1.39 in the
visible spectral region. When substituted into Equation (3), this model allows one to calculate the
temperature T and KL [19–21] numerically by using the least squares method. The calculated value
of KL, which is independent of wavelength, can then be used with Equation (4) to determine the
spectrally-dependent ε(λi).

After T and ε(λi) were obtained, the continuous spectral radiation intensities Ic were calculated
using Equation (3). Then, the intensities of the emission lines of the alkali metals were calculated by
Id = Ie − Ic, which was used to analyze the variation of the peak intensities of the alkali metals’ lines
in the MSW flame.

4. Results and Analysis

4.1. MSW Flame Spectra

Figure 3 shows three examples of the spontaneous emission spectra of the MSW flame in the
incinerator from 500 nm to 900 nm. As shown in Figure 3a, some emission peaks or lines at wavelengths
of 589, 765.9, 769.3, 779.4, and 793.8 nm were observed. According to the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST)’s Atomic Spectra Database, these emission peaks represent the atomic emission
lines of Na (588.995 nm, 589.592 nm), K (766.490 nm, 769.896 nm), and Rb (780.027 nm, 794.760 nm),
respectively. Since the spectral resolution of this spectrometer was low, only 0.8 nm, the two emission
lines of Na at approximately 589 nm were not distinguished. Generally, vegetable and garden wastes
form a significant part of household trash, so the composition of the MSW contains Na and K. However,
the presence of Rb in the MSW is seldom reported in the literature. It may come from small electronic
components in the MSW. As the absolute spectral intensity distribution of the MSW flames depicted
in Figure 3b shows, it can be seen that the peak intensities of the Rb emission lines are too weak
to be identified. Continuous emission is mainly due to thermal radiation from soot particles in the
MSW flame.

4.2. Temperature, Emissivity, and Alkaline Metal Emission Lines from MSW Flame Spectra

According to measurement principles, the temperature and emissivity can be derived from
continuous spectral radiation intensities based on Hotel and Broughton’s emissivity model.
The emissivity distributions of the three MSW flame spectra represented in Figure 3b are given
in Figure 5. These figures demonstrate that the MSW flame shows non-gray characteristics in a
wavelength range of 500 nm to 900 nm, caused by an increased amount of soot particles in the flame.
The corresponding temperatures of the three cases are 1282 K, 1335 K, and 1379 K, respectively.
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Figure 5. Emissivity distributions calculated from spectral radiation intensities in Figure 3b.

To validate the accuracy of the results, the spectral radiation intensities were re-calculated
by substituting the values of the temperature and emissivity into Equation (3). Comparing the
re-calculated and measured spectral radiation intensities, as shown in Figure 6, it was found that they
matched well in the continuous wavelength range.

Figure 6. Comparison of the re-calculated and measured spectral radiation intensities.
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As mentioned in Section 3, the intensities of the emission lines of the alkali metals were obtained by
deducting the continuous spectral radiation intensities from the measured spectral radiation intensities.
Figure 7 lists the intensities of the alkali metal emission lines of the three MSW flame spectra depicted
in Figure 3b. The intensities of the alkali metal emission lines were taken to compare with those of the
background radiation, and the results show that the relationship between them is nearly five times,
so uncoupling the continuous spectrum and the characteristic lines is necessary for the temperature
measurement of K and Na.

The strength of the alkali metals’ emission lines is a complex function of the concentration of
the alkali metals, and it also depends on the self-absorption of the radiation. For small-scale flames
enriched by alkali metals, the concentration distributions of the alkali metals are generally assumed
to be uniform. Some methods similar to those described in the literature [22] may be used to correct
the effect of self-absorption. However, for an industrial MSW incinerator, which has a large furnace
cavity, these concentration distributions of the alkali metals in the furnace are inappropriately assumed
to be uniform. In such cases, it is difficult to correct for the effect of self-absorption using methods
such as those described in the literature [23]. It is best to reconstruct the 2D and/or 3D distribution
of local quantities inside the isothermal and homogeneous combustion chambers, as is often done
for a large-scale, coal-fired boiler furnace by means of a visible flame image processing system with
many detectors [24]. In this article, by means of a single spectrometer detector, line-of-sight values
were determined for the measurement of the flame temperature, the radiation intensity of the alkali
metals, and the flame emissivity. In this article, the peak intensities of the alkali metals’ emission lines
are used for in situ monitoring of the alkali metal content in the MSW flame.

Figure 7. Intensities of alkali metals’ emission lines calculated from spectral radiation intensities in
Figure 3b.

4.3. Comparison of Measured Results and Operating Parameters of the Incinerator

Generally, in order to decrease the pollutant emissions, the incinerator is operated with an excess
air coefficient of between 1.4 and 1.6, and at a temperature higher than 850 ◦C. The adjustment of the
primary air is crucial for controlling the excess air and the temperature in MSW incineration. A test
for changing the flow rate of the primary air flow from 28,000 to 35,000 m3/h has been conducted.
The measured temperature, emissivity, and peak intensities of the alkali metals’ emission lines were
compared with the recorded primary air, actual evaporative capacity, and oxygen content of the
incinerator, respectively. Figure 8 displays the normalized peak intensities of Na (589 nm), K (765.9 nm),
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and Rb (779.4 nm) emission lines, and demonstrates that the flow rates of primary air varied with
time. From Figure 8, it can be seen that when the primary air was high, the peak intensities of the
alkali metal emissions increased. The increased primary air enhanced the particulate entrainment in
the MSW flame, so more alkali metal entered the gaseous medium of the flame instead of staying in
the ash. Therefore, the concentrations of alkali metals in the flame increased, which caused the peak
intensities of the alkali metals’ emission lines to increase. Changes in the peak intensities of the alkali
metals’ emission lines may be related to changes in the characteristics of the MSW. However, in this
experiment, the composition of the MSW used changed only slightly.

 

Figure 8. Peak intensities of the alkali metals’ emission lines and primary air varying with time.

Additionally, the adjustment of the primary air affected the temperature of the MSW flame.
Figure 9 displays temperatures derived from the MSW flame spectra and the primary air and shows that
they varied with time. The temperature had a similar variation trend as the primary air. The increase
in surface temperature on the particles leads to higher K and Na emissions; those results are similar
to the release of alkali metal during biomass and coal combustion. The literature [24] shows that the
release of K and Na from well-characterized biofuels was quantified as a function of temperature in a
lab-scale fixed-bed reactor. Wang et al. [25] investigated the release and transformation fundamentals
of sodium during pyrolysis of two Zhundong bituminous coals, with experimental results showing
that the release of sodium increases with temperature, indicating that temperature has a profound
effect on the volatilization of sodium. The range of temperatures was between 1200 and 1400 K. In this
temperature range, the emission of pollutants, such as dioxin, can be controlled.

Figure 9. Temperatures of the MSW flame and primary air varying with time.
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Another interesting phenomenon was that the peak intensity of the K emission line had a linear
relationship with the peak intensity of the Na emission line, as shown in Figure 10. This correlation
may be attributed to the wide availability of these two metals in the waste, and also to their similar
physicochemical characteristics. Na and K are both important elements in biomass, and because
biomass (vegetable, plant, and garden wastes) forms a significant part of household waste, it stabilizes
the ratio of Na and K in the MSW.

Figure 10. Relationship between peak intensities of K and Na emission lines.

Figure 11 displays the emissivity derived from the MSW flame spectra and oxygen content in
the flue gas varying with time. It is interesting that the two parameters behaved in an approximately
contrary manner, which may be explained by the soot in the flame. The increased oxygen content may
have suppressed soot formation. Thus, emissivity from the soot particles generated in the MSW in the
furnace may increase as the flame decreases.

Figure 11. Emissivity and oxygen content varying with time.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a flame emission spectroscopy technique was used to diagnose, in situ, the
spontaneous emission spectra of MSW flames in an industrial-grade incinerator. For MSW flames,
strong characteristic emission lines of Na and K are observed in the visible spectra, and a linear
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polynomial fitting method is proposed to uncouple them. Based on spectra processing and a non-gray
emissivity model, the temperature, emissivity, and intensities of the emission lines of alkali metals
were calculated from the spectral radiation intensities of the MSW flame. Experimental results indicate
that the MSW flame contained alkali metals, including Na, K, and even Rb, and that the flame
demonstrated non-gray characteristics in a wavelength range from 500 nm to 900 nm. The variation of
the measured temperature, emissivity, and peak intensities of the alkali metals’ emission lines may
reflect the variation of actual oxygen content and primary air. The preliminary results prove that
the flame emission spectroscopy technique is feasible for in situ monitoring of the combustion in a
MSW incinerator. In later studies, calibration methods similar to the literature [22] will be conducted,
making use of multi-parameter coupling technology to correlate the concentration of alkali metals,
the flame temperature, and the radiation of alkali metals. Then the radiation function of alkali metal
concentration will be obtained.
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Featured Application: remote spectroscopic mapping of gas emissions and leaks.

Abstract: We examine the concentration dependence of the Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering
(CARS) signal obtained for gas mixtures at various conditions using the Femtosecond Adaptive
Spectroscopic Technique (FAST). We use the CARS signal of the Q-branch vibrational oscillation of
molecular oxygen (1556 cm−1) to confirm the quadratic dependence of the coherent signal on the
number of molecules in a test volume. In addition, we demonstrate multi-shot FAST CARS imaging
of a gas flow in free space by raster-scanning the area of interest.

Keywords: optics; coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS); Raman scattering; gas imaging;
concentration dependence

1. Introduction

Both spontaneous and coherent Raman scattering effects have been employed in spectroscopic
systems applied to trace detection and identification of chemicals [1,2] and as a method to measure
concentrations of various components in gases [3–5], liquids and solids [6,7]. In spontaneous Raman
scattering, the signal is directly proportional to the number of molecules interacting with a single beam
of input light. By contrast, coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) is a nonlinear process where
the molecules are first put into a state of coherent oscillations, resulting in an increased probability for
a probe pulse to scatter and produce Stokes or anti-Stokes shifted photons [8]. Therefore, CARS-based
techniques possess an inherent ability to offer higher signal strength and faster collection speed
compared to approaches based on spontaneous Raman scattering [9].

With the development of ultrashort pulsed laser sources, CARS imaging opened the possibility
to study the dynamics of such rapidly changing systems as gas flows [10]. The great flexibility of
the CARS technique makes it a popular instrument for performing thermometry measurements for
various gases: nitrogen and oxygen [11–13], carbon dioxide [14], as well as methane and hydrogen [15].
CARS techniques allow concentration and temperature measurements in harsh environments and at
high temperature during the combustion process [16,17]. Moreover, one-dimensional [18,19], as well
as two-dimensional [20] single-shot thermometry and mapping of reactants and products in gas flows
can be performed by different experimental approaches.
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The CARS signal is expected to scale proportionally to the second power of the concentration
of target molecules in a sample; however, Raman linewidth changes [21], signal re-absorption [7],
as well as nonresonant contribution from background molecules [22,23] may alter the dependence
of the CARS signal on the concentration, making it difficult to correlate the signal strength with
the distribution of those molecules. Gas flows, in particular, are multi-component systems, usually
containing a large number of background molecules contributing to the CARS signal background.
Some of the aforementioned problems, i.e., Raman line broadening, can be resolved by taking into
account line broadening coefficients [24] as well as dephasing rates for the gas species [25].

Here we show that the femtosecond adaptive spectroscopic technique (FAST) for CARS [26]
maintains the proper dependence of the CARS signal on concentration and thereby assures a
direct correspondence between CARS intensity image and molecular distribution. FAST CARS
is a combination of methods aimed at optimizing the CARS signal and suppress the noise
background. In the ‘hybrid’ implementation of FAST CARS, we use two ultrashort pump-Stokes
excitation pulses to prepare a coherent oscillation of molecules (Figure 1a), in combination with a
narrowband delayed probe pulse to provide near-perfect non-resonant four-wave mixing background
suppression [27,28]. Recently, in addition to gas-phase studies, this scheme was successfully
used for microspectroscopy [29,30], and for spectroscopic molecular sensing aided by plasmonic
nanostructures [31–33].

 

Figure 1. (a) CARS (coherent anti-stokes Raman scattering) level diagram. CARS signal is generated
from the probe pulse scattering off the molecular vibration, coherently prepared by the pump
(ωpump) and Stokes (ωStokes) pulses, which are resonant with the Raman frequency of the molecule
(ΔωRaman). ν, J, ν’, J’—initial and final vibrational and rotational states correspondingly; (b) Phase
matching CARS scheme for collinear beams configuration; (c) Experimental setup. DS1,2—delay
stages. BS1,2—beamsplitters, L1–3—lenses (f = 100 mm), ND + BPF—set of neutral density and
bandpass filters.

In this work, we experimentally demonstrate that the hybrid CARS signal obtained for molecular
oxygen scales as the square of the number of molecules in two scenarios. We should note that the
determination of molecular concentration based on the quadratic dependence of the CARS signal
intensity on the number of molecules has been performed before using ns-CARS [34] and hybrid
CARS [35] techniques. However, here we focus on demonstrating that this dependence can be
maintained at different experimental conditions without prior calibration of specific gases composition
or concentration. In addition, we provide a simple yet clear illustration of how the hybrid CARS
technique can be exploited for imaging and sensing of a gas flow escaping from a nozzle by performing
multi-shot measurements along with a raster-scanning an area in a collinear configuration. In the
future, the same ideas can be applied to remote detection and sensing of trace amounts of gases [36].
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2. Experimental Setup

Figure 1c shows the experimental setup for our oxygen concentration measurements. As a laser
source, we employ a Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier (1 kHz repetition rate, 0.73 mJ/pulse, Legend,
Coherent, Santa Clara, CA, USA) with two equally pumped optical parametric amplifiers (OPAs:
OPerA-VIS/UV and OPerA-SFG/UV Coherent, Santa Clara, CA, USA). The outputs of the two OPAs
are used as the pump and Stokes pulses (<130 fs). A small fraction of the amplifier output passes
through a homemade pulse shaper with an adjustable slit and is used as a probe beam. The adjustable
slit width allows us to select a narrow spectral band (Δν ≈ 11 cm−1) at 806 nm, which corresponds
to about 2 ps pulse duration. The pump and the probe beams pass through delay stages (DS1,2),
so that the probe pulse is time delayed with respect to the pump and Stokes pulses. Choosing time
delay for the probe pulse along with its pulse shaping, provide a clear CARS signal with suppressed
non-resonant background from the four-wave mixing signal generated by the three beams.

The collinear geometry configuration for all beams aids to simplify optical alignment and signal
collection, with automatically satisfied phase-matching conditions in gases (Figure 1b). The wavelength
(FWHM bandwidth) of the pump, Stokes pulses and probe beams are set to 556nm (13.6 nm), 610 nm
(14.1 nm) and 806 nm (0.7 nm), with 3.1 μJ, 2.6 μJ and 0.9 μJ pulse energies respectively. When the probe
delay is varied, the full hybrid CARS spectrogram can be observed (for example, see the graphical
abstract for this paper). In present experiments, the probe delay with respect to the pump/Stokes
pulses is fixed at an optimum values of 2.1 ps. The beams are combined by two dichroic beamsplitters
(BS1,2) and focused by a convex lens L1 (f = 100 mm) in the homemade gas cell (Borosilicate glass,
1 mm thickness, 25.2 cm3, 8 cm long) filled with N2 and air gas mixture. The three beams and the
generated CARS signal are collimated by another lens (L2, f = 100 mm) and filtered by a set of neutral
density (FW2AND Thorlabs, Newton, NJ, USA) and bandpass filters (FF01-732/68 Semrock, Rochester,
NY, USA) (ND+BPF). After passing through the filters, the beam is focused by the lens L3 (f = 100 mm)
on the entrance slit of the spectrometer: a spectrograph (Chromex Spectrograph 250is, Albuquerque,
NM, USA), which has a liquid-nitrogen-cooled CCD camera (CCD: uncoated Spec-10:400B, Princeton
Instruments, Trenton, NJ, USA) attached.

The spectral resolution of the experimental setup is limited by two factors: resolution of the
spectrometer and the probe pulse spectral width. The spectrometer resolution is determined by its
slit size and was set to 0.12 cm−1 for all measurements, thus the total spectral resolution during
experiments was mainly limited by the width of the probe pulse (≈11 cm−1). The probe pulse
duration (≈2 ps) constrains the temporal resolution. The spatial resolution in transverse to the beams
propagation direction is mainly limited by a beam focal spot diameter (estimated at ≈20 μm). However,
the axial spatial resolution, i.e., in the direction of the beams propagation, can be potentially limited by
the fact that the CARS signal is generated in the region up to 6 times larger than the Rayleigh range
(≈0.4 mm for our beams configuration) [8] in the collinear beams configuration. This fact does not
limit the concentration dependence measurements since the gas cell length is significantly larger than
the estimated length of this region (2.4 mm).

3. Results and Discussion

In the first set of experiments we study the CARS signal of O2 molecules by filling the gas cell with
air at different pressures. As the first step towards optimizing the beam alignment and time delays for
pump/probe pulses, we collect the CARS spectrum showing rotational-vibrational structure of oxygen
molecule (Figure 2), where several peaks can be clearly distinguished. The signal was collected for
2.2 s at atmospheric pressure at 1 kHz. The main peak of the spectrum (1555.6 cm−1) corresponds to
the Q-branch (ΔJ = 0) vibrational transition from the vibrational ground level of the oxygen molecule.
Smaller peaks on the left and on the right to the Q-branch transition represent O- (ΔJ = −2) and S- (ΔJ
= +2) transitions correspondingly [37].
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Figure 2. CARS spectrum of molecular oxygen in ambient air. Arrows mark the locations with
maximum intensities, and corresponding wavenumbers and final quantum rotational numbers
are given.

Thereafter, we use the maximum CCD count value from the region of Raman shift 1556 ± 1 cm−1,
i.e., the intensity of the Q-branch vibrational line to examine the dependence of the CARS signal on gas
concentration and pressure. Before calculating the maximum intensity, the zero-pressure background
signal was subtracted from the data. We find using the maximum intensity to be more convenient and
yet sufficiently precise for studying the dependence of the CARS signal on molecular concentration,
when the absolute concentration of gas species is irrelevant. However, it is worth mentioning, that the
fitting curves parameters for integrated intensity data points differ from the peak fittings by less than
one standard deviation (4.6%).

During these measurements laser power fluctuations at 1 kHz repetition rate were below 0.5%
and the signal was integrated for 5.2 s. The long integration time aids in significantly reducing the
signal intensity fluctuations, but forces us to use at least ND = 3.0 filter at ambient conditions in order
to avoid saturation of the CCD.

First, the cell is filled with a gas mixture of ambient air and pure nitrogen (Figure 3, solid circles).
We assume the oxygen presence in air to be 21% and vary the partial pressures of air and nitrogen while
keeping the total pressure in the cell constant. These measurements allow us to study the dependence
of CARS signal on the concentration of O2 with different amounts of background molecules (N2).
In this case, the CARS signal scales as a square of the relative oxygen concentration.

Next, we fill the cell with ambient air at various pressures, keeping the gas composition and ratio
of oxygen molecules to background molecules constant. We control the total pressure inside the gas cell
by a ball valve, and perform measurements for the range from 0.01 bar to 1.07 bar. The experimental
data with a fit curve are shown in Figure 3 (hollow diamonds), where the signal is proportional to the
square of the gas pressure. Hence, we conclude that in both cases of constant gas mixture at different
pressures and varied gas compositions at constant pressure, the CARS signal is proportional to the
square of the number of O2 molecules.
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Figure 3. CARS signal dependence on O2 partial pressure at constant total pressure in the cell (black
circles, solid line), and at constant gas mixture at different pressures in the cell (red diamonds, dashed
line). Both fittings are performed using “power1” fit in MATLAB R2016b (MathWorks, Natick, MA,
USA). 95% confidence bounds are provided for each fitting parameter.

In the next set of experiments, we replace the gas cell with a 1 mm round nozzle connected to a
cylinder with N2 gas and pointed in the direction perpendicular to the beams propagation. Hereafter,
we obtain the CARS signal for O2 molecules in ambient air in front of the nozzle in the vicinity of the
focal plane of the beam (Figure 4), where zero of the X-axis corresponds to the nozzle surface and zero
of the Y-axis to the center of the nozzle. After we set the gas pressure such that the gas flow from the
nozzle remains constant (estimated at ≈4.5 m/s), we move the nozzle in a direction transverse to the
axis of the beam propagation direction (Y and X axes in the figure). Hence, by obtaining the CARS
signal for O2 at various nozzle positions it becomes possible to visualize the flow of nitrogen from the
nozzle. One can see that the nitrogen flow stays almost symmetric about the zero of the Y-axis as it
propagates away from the nozzle, where the slight slope can be due to a tilt of the nozzle. The CARS
signal from oxygen in the central part of the flow increases very slowly, and the nitrogen diffuses into
the surrounding air.

Figure 4. N2 flow as it displaces air: (a) Setup schematics; (b) the CARS signal from O2 in front of the
nozzle. Darker regions correspond to higher concentrations of nitrogen.
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We then add a thin metal plate (50 × 20 × 0.5 mm) in front of the nozzle to examine the resulting
flow disturbance (Figure 5). The plate is placed at a distance 5.9 mm away from the nozzle surface
in such a manner that the top half of the nozzle is blocked by the plate. The thin plate acts as an
impenetrable barrier/obstacle for the gas and laser beams. The flow is disturbed and no longer
symmetric; points with zero CARS signal mark the plate location. Moreover, the signal decreases in
front of the plate as the nitrogen flow is partially redirected along the surface, while another portion of
the flow is deflected by the plate downward. Right behind the barrier, the signal is restored to its value
in ambient air since the nitrogen flow cannot penetrate through the plate; i.e., the air in this region
stays undisturbed.

Figure 5. N2 flow as it displaces air with a flat barrier plate placed in front of the nozzle. (a) Setup
schematic; (b) O2 CARS signal from air in front of the nozzle. Darker regions correspond to higher
concentrations of nitrogen.

4. Conclusions

We have experimentally demonstrated the quadratic dependence of the CARS signal of the
Q-branch vibrational transition of molecular oxygen on the number of O2 molecules in a gas mixture.
We examined two cases. In the first, the mixture was prepared with various amount of background
molecules but at constant total pressure. In the second case, the mixture composition remained
unchanged while the pressure was varied. No significant difference between these cases was found
as both signals showed quadratic dependence on the number of molecules. Furthermore, we have
illustrated how CARS can be used for the visualization of gas flow in a simple, free-space configuration,
both with a plate barrier and without it. We believe this method is applicable for performing gas flow
images for any molecules with any Raman-active modes, as long as the CARS signal can be retrieved
with a suppressed non-resonant background.
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Abstract: Biosurfactants are produced by microorganisms and represent amphiphilic compounds
with polar and non-polar moieties; hence they can be used to stabilize emulsions, e.g., in the cosmetic
and food sectors. Their structure and its changes when exposed to light and elevated temperature
are yet to be fully understood. In this study, we demonstrate that attenuated total reflection infrared
(ATR-IR) spectroscopy is a useful tool for the analysis of biosurfactants, using rhamnolipids produced
by fermentation as an example. A key feature is that the analytical method does not require sample
preparation despite the high viscosity of the purified natural product.
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1. Introduction

Surface-active compounds that are produced by microorganisms are commonly referred to as
biosurfactants [1]. Biosurfactants have been experiencing an ever-increasing interest in recent years
because they have many potential commercial applications, e.g., in the food, personal care, and
pharmaceutical sectors. Moreover, they have a number of advantageous properties including their low
toxicity and biodegradability.

Rhamnolipids are a type of glycolipid biosurfactants. They consist of a glycosyl head group in
terms of a rhamnose moiety and a fatty acid tail. Rhamnolipids are commonly produced by various
strains of the microorganism Pseudomonas aeruginosa [2], a Gram-negative, rod-shaped bacterium.
The type of rhamnolipid produced depends on the culture conditions, carbon source used, and the
microbial strain [3]. The two main types of rhamnolipids are mono-rhamnolipids and di-rhamnolipids,
which contain one or two rhamnose units, respectively.

The analysis of rhamnolipids is commonly done off-line using chromatographic and mass
spectrometric methods [4,5]. These methods require sampling and, in addition, often sample
preparation. Therefore, they are not suitable for in-line or on-line monitoring of the production process,
or to do rapid screening of the final product. The fast analysis with minimal sample preparation is
a major challenge here, but it could revolutionize the production and quality control of biosurfactants.
Vibrational spectroscopy in terms of infrared (IR) and Raman spectroscopy can be a solution [6–8].
Especially IR spectroscopy, when performed in attenuated-total reflection (ATR) mode, seems to be
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a good option as it can be applied to opaque samples. In ATR-IR spectroscopy, the infrared radiation
is propagating in a material with a refractive index (often referred to as internal reflection element,
IRE) that is higher than that of the sample. Consequently, the radiation can undergo total internal
reflection at the sample/IRE interface. Due to the light-matter-interaction in the evanescent field, the
reflected radiation carries information about the absorption spectrum [9]. The penetration depth of the
evanescent field in the sample is typically of the order of one micrometer [10,11].

To date, only a few studies reporting the application of vibrational spectroscopy to rhamnolipids
have been published. Li et al. [12] applied IR spectroscopy together with a variety of analytical
methods to a rhamnolipid-layered double hydroxide (RL-LDH) nanocomposite material. They aimed
at a comprehensive characterization of the material and at unravelling how the rhamnolipid anions
are introduced into the interlayers of LDH. ATR-IR spectroscopy for the qualitative identification of
rhamnolipids produced in fermentation processes has been reported as well [13–19].

The present study aims at testing the potential of ATR-IR for the structural analysis and the
investigation of aging effects of rhamnolipids. For this purpose, rhamnolipids have been produced
and purified. IR spectroscopic analysis was performed after the purification process and after five
months of storage, during which the samples were kept at room temperature.

2. Materials and Methods

The rhamnolipid samples were produced by Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1 which was supplied by
Ulster University (Coleraine, Northern Ireland) from their collection. To purify the product, solid phase
extraction (SPE) was used in normal phase mode using silica as the sorbent. A detailed description
of the production and processing can be found in a recent article [20]. Five different runs resulted
in five different samples. Due to the production in a biological process, the chemical composition of
the samples varies. The samples were initially analyzed after the purification and a second time after
keeping them at room temperature for five months. The second series of measurements was carried to
test whether or not any signs of aging and deterioration can be observed in the spectra.

ATR-IR spectra were acquired on an Agilent Cary 630 (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA)
equipped with a diamond ATR unit (1 reflection, 45◦). The range 4000–650 cm−1 was recorded with
a nominal resolution of 2 cm−1. To obtain an appropriate signal-to-noise ratio, 16 scans were averaged
for each sample. The rhamnolipids had a high viscosity and are sticky. Prior to each measurement,
the diamond crystal was cleaned using 2-propanol, ethanol, and acetone. Three measurements of
individual samples taken from the five products obtained in different runs of the bioreactor were
carried out to check the reproducibility and potential inhomogeneities. The differences observed were
negligible and the spectra shown later represent the average of the three acquisitions.

3. Results

As natural products, rhamnolipids are a class of compounds rather than a pure substance.
Key characteristics of a sample are the number of rhamnose and carboxylic acid/ester units. Figure 1
illustrates the structures of four common compounds contained in a rhamnolipid biosurfactant.
The most common rhamnolipids comprise of one or two rhamnose units and one or two fatty acid
chains with C10 or C12 chain length. The distinction between mono- and di-rhamnolipids is the most
important task for an analytical tool [21,22].

Figure 2 displays the spectra of the five different samples obtained from different fermentation
experiments. Note that the diamond crystal has very low transmission between 1900 and 2300 cm−1;
hence, the spectra exhibit experimental artifacts rather than meaningful signatures in this range. Most of
the rest of the spectrum can be interpreted in a straightforward manner and Table 1 summarizes the
observed signatures. The broad band between 3700 and 3100 cm−1 is due to O–H stretching vibrations.
The range 3100–2700 cm−1 contains the C–H stretching modes. The fingerprint region, i.e., below
1750 cm−1, is very rich in information. At 1707 cm−1 the C=O stretching mode of the carboxylic
acid groups can be found. The high-wavenumber wing of this band shows a shoulder bands at
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~1740 cm−1, which can be attributed to C=O stretching of the ester groups. At lower wavenumbers,
the C–H bending; C–C and C–O stretching; and a multitude of rocking, scissoring, wagging, and
twisting modes can be found. A detailed assignment is rather complicated as all these modes can
be overlapping with each other, and hence the assignment in Table 1 is a tentative one. However, as
aforesaid, the main task is to distinguish between the different classes of compounds. Therefore, we
focus on the differences of the spectra.

 

Figure 1. Chemical structures of four typical rhamnolipid compounds.

Table 1. Center wavenumbers of observed IR peaks in cm−1 and their tentative assignment. Some
of the bands in the fingerprint region are not assigned due to possible ambiguity. s = shoulder,
sym = symmetric, asym = anti-symmetric, str = stretching, bend = bending, sciss = scissoring,
wag = wagging, rock = rocking.

R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 Assignment

ν/cm−1

3274 3274 3288 3288 3285 OH str
2954s 2954s 2954s 2954s 2954s CH3 asym str
2926 2926 2926 2927s 2926 CH2 asym str

- - - 2916 - CH2 asym str
2871s 2871s 2871s 2871s 2871s CH3 sym str
2855 2855 2855 2850 2855 CH2 sym str
1740s 1740s 1740s 1740s 1740s C=O str ester
1707 1707 1707 1707 1707 C=O str acid
1669 1669 1647 1647 1647 OH bend (residual water)
1592 1592 1590s 1591s 1591s COO asym str
1527 1527 1527 1527 1527 Residual CHCl3
1484 1484 1484s - - Residual HCCl3
1442 1442 1442 1442 1442 CH2 sciss
1380 1380 1380s 1380s 1380s COO sym str
1292 1292 1297s 1301s 1301 CH2 wag, COH bend
1276s 1277 1277 1274 1273 CH2 wag, COH bend
1241 1242 1242s 1242s 1242s
1214 1214 1207 1206 1206 Residual CHCl3
1155 1155 1155 1156 1156 CH rock
1120 1120 1121 1121 1121 CO str, CH rock
1032 1032 1031 1031 1031 CO str
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Table 1. Cont.

R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 Assignment

ν/cm−1

981 981 983 983 983
964 964 965 965 966
954s 954s - - -
918 918 917 917 918
849 849 849 850s 850s
818 818 818s 818s 818s
809 809 809 809 809
752 753 755 756 756 residual CHCl3

- 735s - - - CH rock
724s 723s 724 724 724 CH rock
700 701 701 701 701 CH rock

The spectra of the five samples suggest that there are two groups of spectra exhibiting significant
similarities: (1) R1 and R2; and (2) R3, R4, and R5. This visual observation has been confirmed by
a principal component analysis. Four features highlighting spectral differences are marked by arrows
in Figure 2. The most distinguishable signatures that are present only or at least significantly stronger
in R1 and R2 can be found at 1592, 1484, 1380, 1241, and 850 cm−1. The band at 1592 cm−1 is likely
due to the anti-symmetric stretching of deprotonated carboxylate groups. While R1 and R2 exhibit
a distinct peak, there are weak shoulder bands at this position. The same observation is made at
1380 cm−1, which can be attributed to the corresponding symmetric mode. The other bands that
appear differently for R1 and R2 and R3–5 are related with CH deformation vibrations and hence it
is difficult to assign them unambiguously to specific structural differences without involving further
analytical techniques.

Further differences between R1 and R2 and R3–5 are found at high wavenumber. The O–H
stretching band around 3300 cm−1 is stronger in R3–5. The latter indicates that the R1 and R2 samples
contain a lower number of rhamnose units. Probably, mono-rhamnolipids are dominating here
while di-rhamnolipids are mainly present in R3–5. The presence of mainly di-rhamnolipids was also
suggested by reference measurements with mass spectrometry, see Table 2. The enhanced IR signatures
at around 1600 and 1240 cm−1 in the R1 and R2 samples can be attributed to ester groups indicating
that these samples contain more fatty acids than R3–5. Hence, we can conclude that the IR spectrum is
a suitable indicator of the structure and of the number of rhamnose units.

 

Figure 2. IR spectra of the five rhamnolipid samples. The arrows mark spectral position where
significant changes can be observed.
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Table 2. Main peaks from the MS analysis and assignment.

Rhamnolipid m/z Value Relative Intensity Molecule Structure

Mono-rhamnolipid 503 15 Rha-C10-C10

Di-rhamnolipid
479 33 Rha-Rha-C10
649 100 Rha-Rha-C10-C10
677 14 Rha-Rha-C12-C10

In order to analyze whether or not ATR-IR spectroscopy can be used to study aging effects as
well, a second set of spectra was recorded after five months. During this period, the samples were
kept at room temperature (298 K) but in darkness to avoid additional effects due to photo bleaching.
Figure 3 shows the difference spectra between the initial and aged samples. Consequently, positive
contributions mean that the signature reduced in absorbance over time; negative contributions mean
the opposite.

As there are clear changes in the spectra, it can be concluded that aging takes place. On the other
hand, there are only a few signatures in the difference spectra that are similar in all five cases, e.g.,
the positive double peak in the CH stretching region. The initial spectra exhibit four main peaks
in this range: 2954, 2924, 2871, and 2854 cm−1. The two peaks in the difference spectra are at 2915
and 2850 cm−1. The 2954 and 2924 cm−1 peaks can be assigned to the anti-symmetric stretching
modes of the CH3 and CH2 groups, respectively. The peaks at 2871 and 2854 cm−1 are due to the
corresponding symmetric modes. The observed behavior indicates a decrease in the number of CH2

groups. The dissociation of the fatty acid chains can explain this. Further support for the hypothesis that
the fatty acid part of the rhamnolipids is mainly affected during the aging is provided by the negative
contribution around 1700 cm−1. In this region, the C=O stretching modes of the ester groups can be
found. The spectra suggest that these groups are increasing during aging. This could be interpreted
in terms of an ongoing esterification reaction. Unravelling the detailed mechanisms, however, would
require further analysis and additional methods. This is beyond the scope of the present study.

 

Figure 3. (a) Difference spectra of the initial and aged rhamnolipid samples; (b) zoomed in region
between 1300 and 1800 cm−1.

4. Conclusions

In this study, the application of infrared spectroscopy to rhamnolipid biosurfactants has been
demonstrated. Five samples of rhamnolipids have been produced by fermentation and purified
prior to the IR analysis. The IR spectra indicate that some samples are dominated by mono- and
other by di-rhamnolipids. Moreover, measurements of the samples after five months of aging at
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room temperature indicate systematic changes in the chemical structure. These changes are mainly
attributed to vibrational signatures of the fatty acid groups. In conclusion, our study shows that IR
spectroscopy is capable of analyzing the chemical structure of biosurfactants and monitoring their
aging. Future work in our labs will focus on systematic investigations of the aging effects to unravel
the detailed molecular mechanisms. For this purpose, single compound reference samples will be
analyzed during treatment with heat and ultraviolet radiation.
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Abstract: An approach to distinguish eight kinds of different human cells by Raman spectroscopy
was proposed and demonstrated in this paper. Original spectra of suspension cells in the frequency
range of 623~1783 cm−1 were acquired and pre-processed by baseline calibration, and principal
component analysis (PCA) was employed to extract the useful spectral information. To develop
a robust discrimination model, a linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and quadratic discriminant
analysis (QDA) were attempted comparatively in the work. The results showed that the QDA
model is better than the LDA model. The optimal QDA model was generated with 12 principal
components. The classification rates are 100% in the calibration and prediction set, respectively.
From the experimental results, it is concluded that Raman spectroscopy combined with appropriate
discriminant analysis methods has significant potential in human cell detection.

Keywords: Raman spectra; discriminant analysis; distinguish; human cells

1. Introduction

Cancer is one of the main causes of human death in recent years [1]. Early diagnosis of cancer is a
prerequisite for patient recovery [2], however the human body has many organs which may produce
cancer cells, so there are many types of cancer cells. Therefore, the classification of cancer cells is also
critical for the location of cancer incidence site. Not only that, another major feature of cancer is that it
is prone to metastasis [3]. For example, the patient will bleed heavily undergoing tumor resection in the
early stage of cancer, so cancerous cells may enter the peripheral blood circulation system, moving in
the blood vessels in the form of a single cell or cell clusters, called circulating tumor cells. So, it is easy
for cancer cells to migrate through the blood system. Therefore, the accurate identification of cancer
cells is of great significance for diagnosing the metastasis, diffusion, and recurrence of cancer cells.

At present, the fluorescent labelling method is mainly used in the identification of the type of
cancer cells due to its specificity. Fluorescent labelling is based on the specific binding of antigen and
antibody [4]. The method has a substantial impact on, and even damage to, the original physiological
activity of cells, which is not conducive to further analysis and research. It is prone to false positives
for antigen and antibody specific binding [5]. In addition, the treatment of samples is complex,
costly, and inefficient, so there are many drawbacks in clinical applications. If there is a non-contact
technique which can specifically identify cancer cells at the physical level, it will not only keep the cell
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activity intact, but can also effectively solve the problem of efficiency in the complexity of biological
sample pre-treatment. Raman spectroscopy is such a technique, which is a kind of inelastic scattering
fingerprint spectra of molecules [6]. There is a strong specificity to reflect the changes in biochemical
components of living cells in aqueous solutions without any labelling and fixation [7], as such Raman
spectroscopy has been employed in clinical diagnostics, toxicology tests, and tissue engineering [8,9].

Raman spectroscopy is a fast, accurate, label-free, and non-destructive analytical tool for the
detection of the human cells at the single cell level [10,11]. It can be used to obtain the difference of the
intranuclear genetic material between the cancer cells and the normal cells, and the differences of the
proteins in the cell membrane and cytoplasm [6,12]. It is known that cellular biochemical components
vary depending upon the cancer cells coming from different organs, and different malignancy degrees.
The difference is critical for the development of Raman spectroscopy as a new clinical diagnostic
approach [10,11,13–15]. The main objective of the present experimental study was to investigate the
biochemical difference in these different cancer cells (SH-SY5Y, HeLa, HO-8910, MDA-MB-231, U87,
A549), the cells of distinct malignancy degree (MDA-MB-231 and MCF-7) and the normal cell line and
cancer cells (HEB and U87) utilizing Raman spectroscopy.

In recent years, Raman spectroscopy combined with discriminant analysis techniques has drawn
considerable attention for distinguishing similar biological materials such as tissues, cells, and
biological molecules [16–22]. In this work, a rapid approach for distinguishing eight kinds of different
human cells by Raman spectroscopy was studied. To develop an accurate Raman spectroscopic
discrimination model, principal component analysis (PCA) was employed to extract useful spectral
information, and then two discriminant analysis algorithms, linear discriminant analysis (LDA), and
quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA) were employed to and contrasted to discriminate the eight
different human cells.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Sample Preparation

All human cell samples belong to the eight different cell types, the name and the serial number
can be seen in Table 1. Each cell type was divided into two groups at random. 2/3 of the samples were
regarded as the calibration set and 1/3 of the samples were regarded as the prediction set. Dulbecco’s
Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) was used to culture the eight different human cells, it was added
1% penicillin–streptomycin and 10% fetal bovine serum (both from Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY,
USA), the cells were cultured at 37 ◦C with 5% CO2 in a humidified atmosphere. Cells at a density
of 1 × 106 per 1 mL of media were cultured on 25 cm2 flask for around 24 h prior to experiments.
Figure 1 shows an optical image of the morphology of the eight different adherent human cells.
Before the Raman spectroscopy measurement, the cells were removed with 0.25% Trypsin-EDTA and
then harvested in 3 mL PBS.

Figure 1. Optical images of the eight different human cells. Scale bar: 100 μm.
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Table 1. Summary of the eight different human cells.

Sample’s Serial Number Sample’s Name

1–100 SH-SY5Y, human neuroblastoma cells
101–200 HeLa, human cervical cancer cells
201–300 HO-8910, human ovarian cancer cells
301–400 MDA-MB-231, human breast cancer cells
401–500 U87, human glioma cells
501–600 HEB, human glioma cell line
601–700 A549, human lung cancer cells
701–800 MCF-7, human breast cancer cells

2.2. Raman Spectroscopy Measurement

A Renishaw inVia Raman spectrometer (controlled by WiRE 3.4 software, Renishaw plc,
Wotton-under-Edge, UK) was used to collect the Raman spectra of the eight different human cells.
It was connected to a Leica microscope (Leica DMLM, Leica Microsystems, Buffalo Grove, IL, USA), and
equipped with a 532 nm laser that was focused through a 50×, NA = 0.75 objective (Leica Microsystems,
Buffalo Grove, IL, USA); A standard calibration peak of 520.5 ± 0.1 cm−1 was used for the system
with a silicon in a static mode. 20 μL cell suspension was dripped onto MgF2 wafer for Raman
spectrum measurement. The Raman spectra ranged from 623 to 1783 cm−1 were collected at 10 s laser
exposure for 1 accumulation in a static mode. The laser power is 0.5 mW, BLZ of a diffraction grating
is 2400 line/mm. The three replicate measurements at different times were performed for each cell to
reduce the measurement error. The humidity and the temperature was kept at a stable level in the
laboratory. Figure 2a presents the raw Raman spectra of the background and A549 cell samples.

For the Raman spectral pre-processing, Renishaw WiRE 3.4 software (Renishaw plc,
Wotton-under-Edge, UK) was used to remove the cosmic rays in the raw spectra. Then, all of the
Raman spectra were baseline corrected using the Vancouver Raman algorithm [23]. The smoothing
pre-treatments were performed to reduce the external noises, and enhance the useful information
of the biochemical composition. Therefore, Figure 2b gives representative peaks of the A549 cells
after pre-processing. The average spectra of the eight different human cells after pre-processing are
presented in Figure 3.

Figure 2. (a) Raman spectra of the background and A549 human cells; (b) The representative peaks of
the A549 cells after pre-processing.
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Figure 3. The average Raman spectra of the eight different human cells subtracted background obtained
from baseline calibration. Error bars are standard deviation of the mean.

2.3. Software

All the analysis algorithms were executed in Matlab R2009a (MathWorks, Inc. Natick, MA, USA)
under Windows XP.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

Raman spectral data were the application of the array of 1005 variables which were cross-sensitive
toward the different biochemical composition in the human cells, so they contained overlapped
information which brought some difficulty to the study. Multivariate data analysis could be applied to
solve the problem. It is possible that PCA can extract the main information from the Raman spectra,
and eliminate some of the overlapped information [7,24,25]. In the work, PCA based on spectra
pre-processing method was the first attempted to visualize and extract the useful information from the
multivariate spectral data to examine the qualitative differences among all types of cell samples.

Figure 4 shows score cluster plot of the eight different human cells with PC1, PC2, and PC3,
which were labelled according to their types. Eight human cell groups appeared in cluster trends
along the top three PCs axes. PC1 interprets 95.52% variances, PC2 3.17% variances, and PC3 0.66%
variances. The cumulative contribution rate of the top three PCs was 99.35%. The 3-dimensional space
represented by the top three PCs score indicated 99.35% information from the original spectral data,
which covered most of the main information of them.

It could be observed from Figure 4 that there are some inherent component and structure
differences among human cell samples even though they actually belong to the same types. The
cell samples could not be classified directly using PCA. The separation of the eight different types of
samples was not distinct, and especially, some overlapped samples could be examined from the groups
of HeLa, HO-8910 and A549. It can be assumed that the biochemical composition of the samples, such
as protein, nucleic acid, glycolipid, are similar among the three groups of human cells.
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Based on the PCA score plots, geometrical exploration gives the clear clusters trend in the 3D space,
instrumental in discriminating types of samples but it cannot be used as a classification tool. Therefore,
some discrimination models were used to classify the samples. Supervised pattern recognition
approaches refer to some techniques with which a priori knowledge about the category membership
of calibration samples are used for distinguishing purposes. The classification model is calibrated
on training samples set with different categories [26,27]. The performance of the calibration model is
evaluated using the prediction or test set. Two discrimination models were attempted comparatively.
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Figure 4. 3-dimensional (3D) space with the top three PCs for the eight different human cells.

3.2. Comparison of Discrimination Models

The Figure 2b gives representative peaks of the A549 cells. Proteins have strong Raman peaks at
1003 cm−1 (phenylalanine), 1449 cm−1 (CH2 deformation), and 1658 cm−1 (Amide I). The main
Raman peaks associated nucleic acids correspond to 1176 cm−1 (cytosine, guanine), 1339 cm−1

(G (DNA/RNA)) and 1580 cm−1 (pyrimidine ring of nucleic acids). Lipids have strong Raman peaks
at 1304 cm−1 (CH2 deformation) and 1449 cm−1 (CH2 bending mode in malignant tissue) [28–30].
Raman spectra distinguish the cancer cells coming from different organs, different malignancy
degree are all based on the difference of the cellular biochemical components. The basic biochemical
components of human cells are consistent, with only a few differences in the chemical composition,
so Raman band assignment of the 8 cell lines are similar (Figure 3). Therefore, the identification of
8 types of cells by Raman spectroscopy must be carried out by the means of Chemometrics.

Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA), two classic
discriminant methods, were employed in classification of the eight human cells based on Raman
data. LDA and QDA are two of the best-known discriminant analysis approaches, which have been
successfully used for the appraisement in various fields [30,31]. The boundaries that separate groups
or classes of samples are calculated using LDA and QDA. Linear boundaries, where a straight line
or hyperplane divides the variable space into regions, and quadratic boundaries, where a quadratic
curve divides the variable space into regions, were generated by LDA and QDA, respectively. LDA
fits a multivariate normal density to each group, with a pooled estimate of covariance. It does not
take into account different variance structures for the two classes. QDA fits multivariate normal
densities with covariance estimates stratified by group. It allows for discriminating classes which
have significantly different class-specific covariance matrices and forms a separate variance model for
each class. QDA classifier focuses on finding a transformation of the input features which is able to
optimally distinguish between the different classes in the dataset [32–38].
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Figure 5 shows the identification results of LDA and QDA models with 12 PCs. Sample numbers
of the eight cell lines for LDA and QDA models with 12 PCs, is shown in Table 2. For the LDA
model, the classification rate by cross-validation was 91.21%. A few samples from several groups were
wrongly classified in the prediction set; for the QDA model, the classification rate was 100%, which is
better than LDA model. The classification results of LDA and QDA models influenced by the number
of PCs are presented in Figure 6. As shown in Figure 6, the optimal LDA model was obtained when
15 PCs were used; the optimal QDA model were generated when 12 PCs were employed, and QDA
consistently gives a relatively high identification rate.

In order to get a discrimination model for human cell types with good performance, LDA and
QDA models were attempted comparatively. Identification results from two models in the calibration
set and prediction set, is shown in Table 3. Contrasting to the LDA model, the QDA model obtains
a comparatively better performance. It indicated that the quadratic information was helpful to
improve the classification performance in the prediction set. Investigated between LDA and QDA
models, the LDA adopted hyperplane to classify the samples, while the QDA used higher complexity
hypersurface as separator [39]. Because of preferable generalization in its theory, QDA results in a
better result than LDA model in prediction set. Quadratic discriminant method is stronger in the level
of self-learning and self-adjust than linear discriminant method. Therefore, models based on quadratic
discriminant analysis often feature superior performance.

Figure 5. Identification results of the Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) model (a) and the Quadratic
Discriminant Analysis (QDA) model (b) with 12 PCs for the eight different human cells. The inset
shows the amplified graph to highlight the practical samples and the classified samples clearly.

Table 2. Sample numbers of the eight human cells for Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and
Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA) models with 12 PCs.

Samples Calibration Set Prediction Set

SH-SY5Y 74 26
HeLa 64 36

HO-8910 67 33
MDA-MB-231 62 38

U87 62 38
HEB 63 37
A549 69 31

MCF-7 75 25
Total 536 264
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Figure 6. Classification rates of LDA model and QDA model with the number of PCs in the
prediction set.

Table 3. Classification rates from LDA model and QDA model with the number of PCs.

PCs

Classification Rates (%)
LDA QDA

Calibration Set Prediction Set Calibration Set Prediction Set

3 53.72 51.39 57.18 56.00
4 57.83 56.15 68.43 67.77
5 64.23 62.42 83.11 81.35
6 68.78 69.21 88.03 87.17
7 71.25 70.68 92.03 92.47
8 75.69 74.20 95.42 94.98
9 78.12 76.85 97.47 96.30
10 83.97 84.47 98.79 97.85
11 90.29 88.26 100.00 99.07
12 93.48 91.21 100.00 100.00
13 96.26 95.75 100.00 100.00
14 98.10 96.35 100.00 100.00
15 100.00 98.35 100.00 100.00

4. Conclusions

Distinguishing of eight different human cells based on Raman spectroscopy was attempted in
this work. The PCA method was first attempted to visualize and extract the useful information
from multivariate spectral data to examine the qualitative differences among all types of samples.
Two discrimination models (LDA and QDA) were developed comparatively in this work. The results
indicated that the human cell detection based on Raman spectroscopy was feasible, and the QDA
method performed much better in contrast to the LDA method, resulting in the unambiguous
identifications of all eight cells. It could be concluded that it is a promising method using Raman
spectroscopy technique combined with appropriate discrimination models to distinguish different
cancerous human cells. Furthermore, it will be a very interesting topic to study the Raman detection of
cancerous cells mixed with the corresponding normal cells (lung, breast, etc.) in our future research.
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Abstract: In recent years, sparse representation approaches have been integrated into multi-focus
image fusion methods. The fused images of sparse-representation-based image fusion methods show
great performance. Constructing an informative dictionary is a key step for sparsity-based image
fusion method. In order to ensure sufficient number of useful bases for sparse representation in the
process of informative dictionary construction, image patches from all source images are classified
into different groups based on geometric similarities. The key information of each image-patch
group is extracted by principle component analysis (PCA) to build dictionary. According to the
constructed dictionary, image patches are converted to sparse coefficients by simultaneous orthogonal
matching pursuit (SOMP) algorithm for representing the source multi-focus images. At last the sparse
coefficients are fused by Max-L1 fusion rule and inverted to fused image. Due to the limitation of
microscope, the fluorescence image cannot be fully focused. The proposed multi-focus image fusion
solution is applied to fluorescence imaging area for generating all-in-focus images. The comparison
experimentation results confirm the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed multi-focus image
fusion solution.

Keywords: Image Fusion; Sparse Representation; Dictionary Construction; Geometric Classification;
Multi-focus; Fluorescence Imaging

1. Introduction

Following the development of cloud computing, cloud environment provides more and more
strong computation capacity to process various images [1–3]. Due to the limited depth-of-focus of
optical lenses in imaging sensors, one-time focus cannot guarantee to obtain all focused image in the
whole scene [4]. In another word, it is difficult to obtain an image that contains all relevant objects
in focus. In microscope, only the objects at a certain distance away from the lens can be captured in
focus and sharply, and other objects are out of focus and blurred. A fuzzy multi-sensor data fusion
Kalman filter model was proposed by Rodger to reduce failure risk in an integrated vehicle health
maintenance system (IVHMS) [5]. In fluorescence spectroscopy, one scene at least contains several
objects. For ensuring the accuracy and efficiency of fluorescence image processing, it usually captures
multiple images of the same scene to guarantee all objects are in focus. However, it costs too much
on viewing and analyzing a series of images separately. Multi-focus image fusion is an effective
technique to resolve this problem by combining complementary information from multiple images of
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the same scene into a sharp and accurate one [6,7]. The integrated image can precisely describe the
corresponding scene, which is beneficial for further analysis and understanding.

As one of the most widely recognized image fusion technologies, a large number of multi-focus
image fusion methods have been proposed. According to fusion domain, these methods could be
categorized into two main categories: spatial-domain-based methods and transform-domain-based
methods [8]. Spatial-domain-based methods directly choose clear pixels, blocks, or regions from
source images to compose a fused image [9,10]. Some simple methods, such as averaging or max
pixel schemes, are performed on single pixel to generate a fused image. However, these methods may
reduce the contrast and edge intensity of fused result. In order to improve the performance of fused
image, some advanced schemes, such as block-based and region-based algorithms, were proposed.
Li et al. proposed a scheme by dividing images into blocks and chose the focused one by comparing
spatial frequencies (SF) first; then the fused results were produced by consistency verification [11].
Although block-based methods improve the contrast and sharpness of integrated image, they may
cause block effect in integrated image [12].

Different from spatial-domain fusion methods, transform-domain methods transform source
images into a few corresponding coefficients and transform bases first [13]. Then the coefficients
are fused and inverted to an integrated image. Multi-scale transform (MST) and wavelet based
algorithms are the most conventional transform approaches applied to transform-domain-based image
fusion [14,15]. Wavelet transform [16,17], shearlet [18,19], curvelet [20], dual tree complex wavelet
transform [21,22], nonsubsampled controulet transform (NSCT) [23] are usually used in MST-based
methods. MST decomposition methods have attracted great attention in image processing field and
achieved great performance in image fusion fields. However, MST-based methods are difficult to
select an optimal transform basis without priori knowledge [24,25]. As each MST method has its own
limitations, one MST method is difficult to fit all kinds of images [14].

In recent years, sparse-representation-based methods, as the subsets of MST fusion methods,
are applied to image fusion. Other than MST methods, sparse-representation-based methods
usually use trained bases, which can adaptively change according to input images without priori
knowledge [26,27]. Due to adaptive learning feature, sparse representation is widely applied to
image de-noising [28,29], image deblurring [30,31], image inpainting [32], image fusion [33], and
super-resolution [34].

Yang and Li [35] took the first step for applying sparse representation theory to image fusion
field. They proposed a multi-focus image fusion method with a fixed-dictionary. Li and Zhang [36]
applied morphologically filtering sparse feature to matrix decomposition method for improving the
accuracy of sparse representation in image fusion. Wang and Liu [37] proposed an approximate K-SVD
based sparse representation method for image fusion and exposure fusion to reduce computation
costs. Kim and Han [38] proposed a joint clustering dictionary learning method for image fusion.
They used the steering kernel regression to strength the local geometric features of source images first.
Then K-means clustering method was applied to image pixels clustering based on the local image
features. The proposed method by Kim and Han can significantly group the pixels of input source
images into a few classes. The principle components of local features are extracted from each group to
construct a dictionary, which can make a compact and informative dictionary. This method reduces the
sparse coding time by using the constructed compact dictionary. However, the performance of Kim and
Han’s method depends on the presetting cluster number, that is difficult to confirm before clustering.
The number of local geometric-feature types is usually used as the presetting cluster number, but the
actual clustering results do not exactly follow the geometric features every time. So the clustering
results cannot reach the expectations all the time. To optimize the weakness of existing clustering
methods, a geometric information based image block classification method is proposed in this paper.

Geometric information, as one type of the most important image information, including
edges, contours, and textures of image, and so on, can remarkably influence the quality of image
perception [39]. The information can be used in patch classification as a supervised dictionary prior
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to improve the performance of trained dictionary [40,41]. In this paper, a geometric classification
based dictionary learning method is proposed for sparse-representation based image fusion. Instead
of grouping the pixels of images, the proposed geometric classification method groups image blocks
directly by the geometric similarity of each image block. Since sparse-representation based fusion
method uses image blocks for sparse coding and coefficients fusion, extracting underlying geometric
information from image-block groups is an efficient way to construct a dictionary. Moreover, the
geometric classification can group image blocks based on edge, sharp line information for dictionary
learning, which can improve the accuracy of sparse representation. The proposed dictionary learning
approach consists of three steps:

• In the first step, input source images are split into small blocks. According to the similarity
of geometric patterns, these blocks are classified into smooth patches, stochastic patches, and
dominant orientation patches.

• In the second step, it does principal component analysis (PCA) on each type of patches to extract
crucial bases. The extracted PCA bases are used to construct the sub-dictionary of each image
patch group.

• In the last step, the obtained sub-dictionaries are merged into a complete dictionary for
sparse-representation-based fusion approach and the integrated sparse coefficients are inverted
to fused image.

This paper has two main contributions.

1. A geometric image patches classification method is proposed for dictionary learning.
The proposed geometry classification method can accurately split source image patches into
different image patch groups for dictionary learning. Dictionary bases extracted from each image
patch group have good performance, when they are used to describe the geometric features of
source images.

2. A PCA-based geometry dictionary construction method is proposed. The trained dictionary with
PCA bases is informative and compact for sparse representation. The informative feature of
trained dictionary ensures that different geometric features of source images can be accurately
described. The compact feature of trained dictionary can speed up the sparse coding process.

The rest sections of this paper are structured as follows: Section 2 proposes the geometric
dictionary learning method and multi-focus image fusion framework; Section 3 compares and analyzes
experimentation results; and Section 4 concludes this paper.

2. Geometry Dictionary Construction and Fusion Scheme

2.1. Dictionary Learning Analysis

During the sparse representation of the dictionary construction process, the key step is to construct
an over-complete dictionary that covers the important information of input image. Since geometry
information of image plays an important role in describing an image, an informative dictionary should
take the geometric information into consideration. Smooth and non-smooth information as two
important types of geometry information can be used to classify source images.

A multiple geometry information classification approach was proposed for single image
super-resolution reconstruction (SISR) [39]. According to the geometric features, a large number of
high-resolution (HR) image patches were randomly extracted and clustered to generate corresponding
geometric dictionaries for sparse representations of local patches in low-resolution (LR) images.
The geometric features were classified into three types, smooth patch, dominant orientation patch, and
stochastic patch. According to the estimated dominant orientation, the dominant orientation patches
could be divided into different directional patches. Rather than adaptively selecting one dictionary, the
recovered patches were weighted in the learned geometric dictionaries to characterize the local image
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patterns, by a subsequent patch aggregation to estimate the whole image. To reduce the redundancy in
image recovery, the self-similarity constraints were added on HR image patch aggregation. Both LR
and HR residual images were estimated from the recovered image and compensated for the subtle
details of reconstructed image.

In SISR, the source images are classified as smooth, dominant orientation, and stochastic
patches. Dominant orientation and stochastic patches are non-smooth patches. Since the detection of
orientation in finite dimensional Euclidean spaces corresponded to fitting an axis or a plane by Fourier
transformation of an n-dimensional structure, Bigün verified dominant orientation and stochastic
patches can be separated by orientation estimation in the spatial domain based on the error of the
fit [42].

In dictionary learning, the redundancy of trained dictionary is usually not considered.
A redundant dictionary not only has high computational complexity, but cannot also obtain the best
effect in image representation. Different methods are proposed to reduce the redundancy in learning
process to construct the compact dictionary. Elad [43] estimated the maximum a posteriori probability
(MAP) by a compact dictionary. An effective image interpolation method by nonlocal autoregressive
modeling (NARM) was developed and embedded in SRM by Dong [44] to enhance the effectiveness of
SRM in image interpolation by reducing the coherence between the sampling matrix and the sparse
representation dictionary and minimizing the nonlocal redundancy. To improve the performance of
sparse representation-based image restoration, a non-locally centralized sparse representation (NCSR)
model proposed by Dong [45] suppressed the sparse coding noise in image restoration.

The sparse representation-based approach linearly combines a few atoms extracted from an
over-complete dictionary as an image patch. The promising results have been shown in various image
restoration applications [38,45]. Based on the classification of image patches, this paper proposed
sparse representation-based approach that uses PCA algorithm to construct more informative and
compact dictionary [38]. The proposed solution cannot be extended to other sparse-representation
applications. Most sparse representation methods are based on a large number of sample images.
The corresponding learned dictionaries are expected to be applied to different scenic source images.
The proposed solution uses sparse feature to do image sparse representation and fusion. Therefore, the
learned dictionary of proposed solution does not need to be extended to different source images, and
only specializes for experimented source images. It uses PCA classification to reduce the redundancy
in dictionary and enhance the performance.

There are many popular dictionary learning methods like KSVD. However, this paper cannot use
other dictionary learning methods to substitute PCA to do dictionary learning. It compares PCA with
KSVD to explain the benefits of using PCA in dictionary learning. For sparse representation-based
image reconstruction and fusion techniques, it is difficult to select a good over-complete dictionary.
To obtain an adaptive dictionary, Aharon [46] developed KSVD that learned an over-complete
dictionary by using a set of training images or updates a dictionary adaptively by applying SVD
operations. The image patches used by KSVD in dictionary learning were extracted either from globally
trained dictionary (natural images) or adaptively trained dictionary (input images). Although KSVD
shows better performance in dictionary learning than other methods, it takes high costs to do
dictionary learning with a large number of training images iteratively. The high computational
complexity constrains the learned dictionary size of KSVD in practical usage. Kim [38] firstly applied
clustering-based dictionary learning solution to image fusion. It clustered patches from different
source images together based on local structural similarities. Only a few principal components of each
cluster were analyzed and used to construct corresponding sub-dictionary. All learned sub-dictionaries
were combined to form a compact and informative dictionary that can describe local structures of
all source images effectively. The redundancies of dictionary (i.e., reducing the size of dictionary)
were eliminated to reduce the computation loads of the proposed PCA-based dictionary learning
solution. In various comparison experimentations, the proposed PCA-based dictionary learning
solution (JPDL) had better performance than other traditional multi-scale transform-based and sparse
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representation-based methods, including KSVD. Comparing with KSVD, JPDL as a PCA-based method
not only obtained a more compact dictionary, but also took less computational costs in dictionary
learning process.

2.2. Geometry Dictionary Construction

According to geometric patterns used in SISR [39], this paper classifies the image into three patch
types: smooth patches, stochastic patches, and dominant orientation patches. The smooth patches,
stochastic patches and dominant orientation patches mainly describe the structure information, texture
information, and edge information respectively. Based on a priori knowledge, image patches can
be classified into three groups for sub-dictionaries learning. Additionally, to obtain more compact
sub-dictionary for each image patch group, this paper uses PCA method to extract the important
information from each group. PCA bases of each group are used as the bases of corresponding
sub-dictionary. The obtained dictionary can be more compact and informative by combining the
PCA-based sub-dictionaries [38].

This paper learns three different sub-dictionaries rather other one dictionary. Three different
sub-dictionaries contain more detailed information and structure information, and less redundant
information. It means that although the obtained sub-dictionaries are compact, they can still contain
more useful information. Three types of geometric patches extract different image information from
source images respectively.

• Smooth patches describe the structure information of source images, such as the background.
• Dominant orientation patches describe the edge information to provide the direction information

in source images.
• Stochastic patches show the texture information to make up the missing detailed information

that is not represented in dominant orientation patches.

Three learned dictionaries specialize in smooth, dominant orientation, and stochastic patches
respectively. The structure information, edge information, and texture information can be
accurately and completely shown in corresponding sub-dictionary. Comparing with one learned
dictionary, three learned sub-dictionaries can not only supply different information of source images
respectively, but also make up the deficiencies mutually to enhance the quality of merged dictionary.
So each sub-dictionary is important to compose a compact and informative dictionary in the
proposed approach.

The proposed geometric approach is shown in Figure 1 that has two main steps. In the first step,
the input source images Ii to Ik are split to several small image blocks pin, i ∈ (1, 2...k), n ∈ (1, 2...w),
where i is the source image number, and n is the patch number. The total block number of each input
image is w. Then according to the similarity of geometric patterns, the obtained image blocks are
classified into three groups, smooth patch group, stochastic patch group, and dominant orientation
patch group. In the second step, it does PCA analysis on each sub-class for extracting corresponding
PCA bases as sub-dictionary. Then these obtained sub-dictionaries are composed to construct a
complete dictionary for image sparse representation.
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Figure 1. Geometric Dictionary based Image Fusion Framework.

2.3. Geometric-Structure-Based Patches Classification

Image blocks of a source image can be classified by various image features in describing
underlying relationships. According to geometry descriptions, the multi-focus source images can be
divided to smooth, stochastic, and dominant orientation patches. The edges of focused area are usually
sharp that contain dominant orientation patches. The out-of-focused areas are smooth that contain a
large number of smooth blocks. Besides that, there are also lots of stochastic blocks in source images.
Grouping image blocks into different classes for dictionary learning is an efficient way to improve the
accuracy of image description.

To obtain different geometry sub-classes, this paper uses a geometric-structure-based approach
to partition image into several sub-classes first. Then based on the classified image blocks, it gets the
corresponding sub-dictionaries.

Before doing geometry analysis, it needs to divide the input image into
√

w ×√
w small image

blocks PI = (p1, p2, ..., pn) first. Each image patch pi, i ∈ (1, 2, ...n) is converted into 1 × w image
vectors vi, i ∈ (1, 2, ...n). After obtaining vectors , the variance Ci of pixels in each image vector can be
calculated. After obtaining variance, it needs to choose the threshold δ to evaluate whether image block
is smooth. If Ci < δ, image block pi is smooth, otherwise image block pi is not smooth [39]. Based on
the threshold δ, the classified smooth and non-smooth patches are shown in Figure 2a,b respectively.

According to the classified smooth and non-smooth patches shown in Figure 2a,b, it is clear to find
that the smooth patches have similar structure information of input images. Oppositely, non-smooth
patches are different and cannot be directly classified into one class.
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Figure 2. Smooth Image Patches and Non-smooth Image Patches, (a) shows smooth image patches, (b)
shows non-smooth image patches.

Non-smooth patches may also be classified. According to geometric patterns, non-smooth
patches could be divided into stochastic and dominant orientation patches. The separation method
of stochastic and dominant orientation image patches consists of two steps. In the first step, the
gradient of each pixel is calculated. In every image vector vi, i ∈ (1, 2, ...n), the gradient of each pixel
kij, j ∈ (1, 2, ..., w), i ∈ (1, 2, ...n) is composed by its x and y coordinate gradient gij(x) and gij(y).
The gradient value of each pixel kij in image patch vi is gij = (gij(x), gij(y)). The (gij(x), gij(y)) can
be calculated by gij(x) = ∂kij(x, y)/∂x, gij(y) = ∂kij(x, y)/∂y. For each image vector vi, the gradient
Gi is Gi = (gi1, gi2, ..., giw)

T , where Gi ∈ R
w×2. In the second step, the gradient value of each image

patch is decomposed by Equation (1):

Gi =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

Gi1
Gi2
...

Giw

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ = UiSiVT

i , (1)

where UiSiVT
i is the singular value decomposition of Gi. Si is a diagonal 2 × 2 matrix for representing

energy in dominant directions [47]. When Si is obtained, the dominant measure R can be calculated.
The calculation method of R is shown in Equation (2):

R =
S1,1 − S2,2

S1,1 + S2,2
, (2)

The smaller the R is, the more stochastic the corresponding image patch is [48]. In this case, a threshold
R∗ should be calculated for distinguishing stochastic and dominant orientation patches. To find the
threshold R∗, a probability density function (PDF) of R is calculated. According to [42], the PDF of R
can be calculated by Equation (3).

P(R) = 4(w − 1)R
(1 − R2)

w−2

(1 + R2)w , (3)

The PDF of dominant measure R of patches with different sizes is shown in Figure 3.
A PDF significance test is implemented to distinguish stochastic and dominant orientation patch

by the threshold R∗ [42]. If R is less than R∗, the image patch can be considered as stochastic patch.
The stochastic and dominant orientation patches separated by the proposed method are shown in
Figure 4. The Figure 4a shows the stochastic image patches, which contain some texture and detailed
information. Dominant orientation image patches are shown in Figure 4b, which mainly contain the
edge information.

As shown in Figure 3, when R increases, P(R) converges to zero. It chooses the value of R as the
threshold R∗, when P(R) reaches zero for the first time.
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Figure 3. PDFs of Dominant Measure R, (a) shows PDF of R in 6*6 patch size, (b) shows PDF of R in
7*7 patch size, (c) shows PDF of R in 8*8 patch size, (d) shows PDF of R in 9*9 patch size.

Figure 4. Stochastic Image Patches and Dominant Orientation Image Patches, (a) shows stochastic
image patches, (b) shows dominant orientation image patches.

2.4. PCA-Based Dictionary Construction

When the geometric classification finished, image patches with similar geometric structure are
classified into a few groups. In this work, the compact and informative dictionary is trained by
combining the principal components of each geometric group. Since patches in the same geometric
group can be well-approximated by a small number of PCA bases, top m most informative principal
components are chosen to form a sub-dictionary [49] as Equation (4).

Bx = [b1, b2..., bj], s.t. p = arg max
p

{
q

∑
j=p+1

Lj > δ

}
, (4)

where Bx denotes the sub-dictionary of the xth cluster, and q is the total number of atoms in each cluster.
Each Bx consists of p eigenvector atoms. Lj is the eigenvalue of the corresponding jth eigenvector
dj. The eigenvalues are sorted in descending order (i.e., L1 > L2 > ... > Ln > 0). δ is a parameter to
control the amount of approximation with rank p. Usually, δ is set to a proportional to the dimension
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of input image to avoid over-fitting [49]. After the sub-dictionaries are obtained, a dictionary D is
constructed by combining sub-dictionaries together as Equation (5).

D = [B1, B2..., Bn] , (5)

where n is the total number of clusters.

2.5. Fusion Scheme

The fusion scheme of proposed method is shown in Figure 5, which consists of two steps.

Figure 5. Proposed Image Fusion Scheme.

In the first step, each input image Ii is split into n image patches with the size of
√

w ×√
w. These

image patches are resized to w ∗ 1 vectors pi
1, pi

2, ..., pi
n. The resized vectors are sparse coded with

trained dictionary to sparse coefficients zi
1, zi

2, ..., zi
n. In the second step, the sparse coefficients are

fused by ’Max-L1’ fusion rule [50–52]. Then the fused coefficients are inverted to fused image by the
trained dictionary.

3. Experiments and Analyses

In comparison experiments, three pairs of color fluorescence images are used to test the proposed
multi-focused image fusion approach. All three multi-focus image pairs are modified to the size
of 256 × 256 for comparison purpose. To show the efficiency of proposed method, the state of art
dictionary learning based sparse-representation fusion schemes KSVD [50] and JPDL [38], which
were proposed by Li in 2012 and Kim in 2016 respectively, are used in comparison experiments. The
comparison experiments are evaluated by both subjective and objective assessments. Four popular
image fusion quality metrics are used in this paper for the quantitative evaluation. The patch size of
all sparse-representation-based methods including the proposed method are set to 8 × 8. To avoid
blocking artifacts, all experiments use sliding window scheme [38,50]. The overlapped region of
sliding window scheme is set to 4-pixel in each vertical and horizontal direction of all experiments.
All experiments were implemented using Matlab, version 2014a; MathWorks: Natick, MA, 2014, and
Visual Studio, version Community 2013; Microsoft: Redmond, WA, 2013, mixed programming on an
Intel(R) Core(TM), version i7-4720HQ; Intel: Santa Clara, CA, 2015, CPU @ 2.60 GHz Laptop with
12.00 GB RAM.
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3.1. Objective Evaluation Methods

Five mainstream objective evaluation metrics are implemented for the quantitative evaluation.
These metrics include edge retention (QAB/F) [53,54], mutual information (MI) [55], visual information
fidelity (VIF) [56], Yang proposed fusion metric (QY) [57,58], and Chen-Blum metric (QCB) [58,59]. For
the fused image, the sizes of QAB/F, MI, VIF, QY, and QCB become bigger, the corresponding fusion
results are better.

3.1.1. Mutual Information

MI for images can be formalized as Equation (6).

MI =
L

∑
i=1

L

∑
j=1

hA,F(i, j)log2
hA,F(i, j)

hA(i)hF(j)
, (6)

where L is the number of gray-level, hR,F(i, j) is the gray histogram of image A and F. hA(i) and hF(j)
are edge histogram of image A and F. MI of fused image can be calculated by Equation (7).

MI(A, B, F) = MI(A, F) + MI(B, F) , (7)

where MI(A, F) represents the MI value of input image A and fused image F; MI(B, F) represents the
MI value of input image B and fused image F.

3.1.2. QAB/F

QAB/F metric is a gradient-based quality index to measure how well the edge information of
source images conducted to the fused image. It is calculated by:

QAB/F =
∑i,j (QAF(i, j)wA(i, j) + QBF(i, j)wB(i, j))

∑i,j (wA(i, j) + wB(i, j))
, (8)

where QAF = QAF
g QAF

0 , QAF
g and QAF

0 are the edge strength and orientation preservation values at
location (i, j). QBF can be computed similarly to QAF . wA(i, j) and wB(i, j) are the weights of QAF and
QBF respectively.

3.1.3. Visual Information Fidelity

VIF is the novel full reference image quality metric. VIF quantifies the mutual information between
the reference and test images based on Natural Scene Statistics (NSS) theory and Human Visual System
(HVS) model. It can be expressed as the ratio between the distorted test image information and the
reference image information, the calculation equation of VIF is shown in Equation (9).

VIF =
∑i∈subbands I(

−−→
CN,i;

−−→
FN,i)

∑i∈subbands I(
−−→
CN,i;

−−→
EN,i)

, (9)

where I(
−−→
CN,i;

−−→
FN,i) and I(

−−→
CN,i;

−−→
EN,i) represent the mutual information, which are extracted from a

particular subband in the reference and the test images respectively.
−→
CN denotes N elements from a

random field,
−→
EN and

−→
FN are visual signals at the output of HVS model from the reference and the test

images respectively.
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To evaluate the VIF of fused image, an average of VIF values of each input image and the
integrated image is proposed [56]. The evaluation function of VIF for image fusion is shown in
Equation (10).

VIF(A, B, F) =
VIF(A, F) + VIF(B, F)

2
, (10)

where VIF(A, F) is the VIF value between input image A and fused image F; VIF(B, F) is the VIF
value between input image B and fused image F.

3.1.4. QY

Yang et al. proposed structural similarity-Based way for fusion assessment [57]. The Yang’s
method is shown in Equation (11).

QY =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

λ(ω)SSIM(A, F |ω ) + (1 − λ(ω)(SSIM(B, F |ω ),
SSIM(A, B |ω ) ≥ 0.75,

max {SSIM(A, F |ω ), SSIM(A, B |ω )} ,
SSIM(A, B |ω ) < 0.75

, (11)

where λ(ω) is the local weight, SSIM(A, B) is a structural similarity index measure for images A and
B. The detail of λ(ω) and SSIM(A, B) can be found in [57,58].

3.1.5. QCB

Chen-Blum metric is human perception inspired fusion metrics. Chen-Blum metric consists of
5 steps:

In the first step, filtering image I(i, j) in frequency domain. I(i, j) is transformed to frequency
domain and get I(m, n). Filtering I(m, n) by contrast sensitive function(CSV) [59] filter S(r), where
r =

√
m2 + n2. In this image fusion metric S(r) is in polar form. Ĩ(m, n) can be got by Ĩ(m, n) =

I(m, n) ∗ S(r).
In the second step, local contrast is computed. For QCB metric, Peli’s contrast is used and it can

be defined as:

C(i, j) =
φk(i, j) ∗ I(i, j)

φk+1(i, j) ∗ I(i, j)
− 1 . (12)

A common choice for φk(i, j) would be

φk(i, j) =
1√

2πσk
e

i2+j2

2σ2
k . (13)

with a standard deviation σk = 2.
In the third step, The masked contrast map for input image IA(i, j) is calculated as:

C
′
A =

t(CA)
p

h(CA)
p + Z

. (14)

Here, t, h, p, q and Z are real scalar parameters that determine the shape of the nonlinearity of the
masking function [59,60].

In the fourth step, the saliency map of IA(i, j) can be calculated by Equation (15),

λA(i, j) =
C

′
A

2
(i, j)

C′
A

2
(i, j) + C′

B
2
(i, j)

. (15)
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The information preservation value is computed as Equation (16),

QAF(i, j) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

C
′
A(i,j)

C′
F(i,j)

, i f C
′
A(i, j) < C

′
F(i, j),

C
′
F(i,j)

C′
A(i,j)

, otherwise.
(16)

In the fifth step, the Global quality map can be calculated:

QGQM(i, j) = λA(i, j)QAF(i, j) + λB(i, j)QBF(i, j) . (17)

Then the value of QCB can be got by average the global quality map:

QCB = ∑
i,j

QGQM(i, j) . (18)

3.2. Image Quality Comparison

To show the efficiency of proposed method, the quality comparison of fused images is
demonstrated. It compares the quality of fused image based on visual effect, the accuracy of focused
region detection, and the objective evaluations.

3.2.1. Comparison Experiment 1

The source fluorescence image is obtained from public website [61]. Figure 6a,b are the source
multi-focus fluorescence images. To show the details of fused image, two image blocks are highlighted
and magnified, which are squared by red and blue square respectively. The image block in red
square is out of focus in Figure 6a, and the image block in blue square, is out of focus in Figure 6b.
The corresponding image block in blue and red square are totally focused in Figure 6a,b respectively.
Figure 6c–e show the fused images of KSVD, JPDL, and proposed method, respectively.

Figure 6. Fusion Results of Multi-focus Fluorescence Image - 1, (a,b) are source images, (c–e) are fused
image of KSVD, JPDL, and proposed method respectively.
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The difference and performance of fused images by three different methods are difficult to figure
out by eyes. In order to evaluate of fusion performances objectively, QAB/F, MI, VIF, QY, and QCB are
also used as image fusion quality measures. The fusion results of multi-focus fluorescence images
using three different methods are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Fusion Performance Comparison - 1 of Multi-focus Fluorescence Image Pairs.

QAB/F MI VIF QY QCB

KSVD 0.4966 2.4247 0.5778 0.5960 0.5287
JPDL 0.5815 2.9258 0.6972 0.6944 0.7243

Proposed Solution 0.6226∗ 3.4773 0.7428 0.7386 0.7974

* The highest result in each column is marked in bold-face.

The best results of each evaluation metric are highlighted by bold-faces in Table 1. According to
Table 1, it can figure out that the proposed method has the best performance in all five types
of evaluation metrics. Particularly, for the objective evaluation metric QAB/F, the proposed
method obtains higher result than other two comparison image fusion methods. Since QAB/F is a
gradient-based quality metric to measure how well the edge information of source images is conducted
to the fused image, it means the proposed method can get better fused image with edge information.

3.2.2. Comparison Experiment 2 and 3

Similarly, the source fluorescence images shown in Figures 7 and 8a,b are obtained from public
websites [62,63] respectively. In a set of source images, two images (a) and (b) focus on different items.
The source images are fused by KSVD, JPDL, and proposed method to get a totally focused image, and
the corresponding fusion results are shown in Figures 7 and 8c–e respectively.

Figure 7. Fusion Results of Multi-focus Fluorescence Image - 2, (a,b) are source images, (c–e) are fused
image of KSVD, JPDL, and proposed method respectively.
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Figure 8. Fusion Results of Multi-focus Fluorescence Image - 3, (a,b) are source images, (c–e) are fused
image of KSVD, JPDL, and proposed method respectively.

Objective metrics of multi-focus comparison experiment 2 and 3 are shown in Tables 2 and 3
respectively to evaluate the quality of fused images. According to the metric results, the proposed
method has the best performance in all five objective evaluations in comparison experiment 2 and 3.
So the proposed method has the best overall performance among all comparison methods.

Table 2. Fusion Performance Comparison - 2 of Multi-focus Fluorescence Image Pairs.

QAB/F MI VIF QY QCB

KSVD 0.5600 2.4747 0.6099 0.6161 0.5477
JPDL 0.6952 3.1357 0.7013 0.7355 0.7423

Proposed Solution 0.7692∗ 3.8982 0.7488 0.8058 0.8206

* The highest result in each column is marked in bold-face.

Table 3. Fusion Performance Comparison - 3 of Multi-focus Fluorescence Image Pairs.

QAB/F MI VIF QY QCB

KSVD 0.6837 2.4624 0.8171 0.7855 0.6454
JPDL 0.8557 2.9358 0.8943 0.9325 0.7665

Proposed Solution 0.8979∗ 3.9154 0.9129 0.9790 0.8237

* The highest result in each column is marked in bold-face.

3.3. Processing Time Comparison

Table 4 compares the processing times of three comparison experimentations. The proposed
solution has lower computation costs than KSVD and JPDL in image fusion process. Compared with
KSVD, the dictionary construction method of proposed solution does not use any iterative way
to extract the underlying information of images, which is not efficient in dictionary construction.
Although JPDL and the proposed method both cluster image pixels or patches based on geometric
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similarity, the proposed method does not use the iterative method of Steering Kernel Regression (SKR),
which is time consuming.

Table 4. Processing Time Comparison.

Experiment - 1 Experiment - 2 Experiment - 3

KSVD 164.02 s 215.09 s 108.65 s
JPDL 123.68 s 171.93 s 73.58 s
Proposed Solution 76.23 s∗ 103.96 s 25.47 s

* The highest result in each column is marked in bold-face.

4. Conclusions

This paper proposes a novel sparse representation-based image fusion framework, which
integrates geometric dictionary construction. A geometric image patch classification approach is
presented to group image patches from different source images based on the similarity of image
geometric structure. The proposed method extracts a few compact and informative sub-dictionaries
from each image patch cluster by PCA and these sub-dictionaries are combined into a dictionary for
sparse representation. Then image patches are sparsely coded into coefficients by the trained dictionary.
For obtaining better edge and corner details of fusion results, the proposed solution also chooses
image block size adaptively and selects optimal coefficients during the image process. The sparsely
coded coefficients are fused by Max-L1 rule and inverted to the fused image. The proposed method
is compared with existing mainstream sparse representation-based methods in various experiments.
The experimentation results proves that the proposed method has good fusion performance in different
image scenarios.
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Abstract: Metal-liquid interfaces are of the utmost importance in a number of scientific areas,
including electrochemistry and catalysis. However, complicated analytical methods and sample
preparation are usually required to study the interfacial phenomena. We propose an infrared
spectroscopic approach that enables investigating the molecular interactions at the interface,
but needing only minimal or no sample preparation. For this purpose, the internal reflection element
(IRE) is wetted with a solution as first step. Second, a small plate of the metal of interest is put on top
and pressed onto the IRE. The tiny amount of liquid that is remaining between the IRE and the metal
is sufficient to produce an IR spectrum with good signal to noise ratio, from which information about
molecular interactions, such as hydrogen bonding, can be deduced. Proof-of-concept experiments
were carried out with aqueous salt and acid solutions and an aluminum plate.

Keywords: hydrogen bonding; ATR-FTIR; adsorption

1. Introduction

Interfaces between metals and fluids are omnipresent. Electrochemistry is the most obvious area,
when an electrolyte is in contact with an electrode. This is not only the case in electrocatalysis [1,2]
and energy storage devices like in a battery [3,4], but also when metals are undergoing corrosion [5,6].
Despite the importance of these systems, the analysis of the underlying physical and chemical
phenomena is still a challenge. This is particularly true for those processes that are happening
directly at the interface.

In a reacting system, e.g., when an electrochemical cell is under operation, an integral piece of
information can be obtained by monitoring the electrical current and voltage, and/or by analyzing
the bulk fluid at some distance to the surface. This allows for deducing information about the overall
chemical oxidation and reduction reactions [7]. However, details about the molecular interactions at
the surface are more difficult to investigate. Moreover, when the fluid (or some of its constituents)
and the metal are not reacting, no information can be provided by measurements of current and
bulk diagnostics.

Non-reacting metal-fluid interfaces call for surface sensitive methods. Unfortunately, the number
of possible analytical techniques is rather limited. X-ray and ultraviolet radiation based methods,
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such as photoelectron spectroscopy, usually require vacuum conditions and hence their application to
samples containing volatile liquids is difficult [8]. Scattering and diffraction methods are usually limited
to crystalline materials, and often even to atomically flat single crystal surfaces. Suitable approaches,
on the other hand, can be found in the vibrational spectroscopy toolbox. Reflection-absorption infrared
spectroscopy can be used to study heterogeneous catalytic processes, e.g., to identify intermediate
species at the gas-solid interface [9,10]. However, its application to aqueous systems, e.g., a salt solution
on a metal surface, is difficult due to the strong absorption of water in the mid-infrared.

Second-order (or even-order, in general) nonlinear effects are advantageous for studying surfaces
and interfaces [11]. The even-order susceptibility is zero in the bulk of a fluid, and hence only the
molecules in the optically anisotropic interfacial layer contribute to the signal, in particular when the
molecules at the interface are oriented in a certain manner. In other words, the signal of even-order
methods is highly surface-specific, while methods utilizing odd-order effects like infrared absorption
and Raman scattering may be biased by signals from the bulk. Second-order vibrational spectroscopy
can, for instance, be performed in terms of sum-frequency generation (SFG) [11,12]. However, when the
IR radiation must travel through a highly absorbing medium like water, the resulting signal levels may
be low. The strong absorption of water can be avoided in Raman spectroscopy because the excitation
wavelength may basically be chosen arbitrarily [13], and thus it can be spectrally separated from any
absorption bands. Consequently, surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) can be a solution if the
metal is capable of coupling with the electric field of an incident laser beam to result in the plasmonic
enhancement of the inherently weak Raman signal [14]. However, the application of SERS and the
data evaluation is not straightforward due to a limited reproducibility.

As a possible approach that can overcome all the above mentioned difficulties, we propose
the use of attenuated total reflection infrared (ATR-IR) spectroscopy. ATR techniques are generally
advantageous for studying highly absorbing media, as the radiation interacts with the sample only in
an evanescent field, and hence the attenuation of the intensity is moderate [15,16]. ATR-IR has proven
its potential for studying molecular phenomena at liquid-liquid and liquid-solid interfaces, including
aqueous systems in the past [17–19]. However, all of the methods that are proposed to date share the
disadvantage of requiring specialized equipment and/or sample preparation. For example, building
an electrochemical cell on top of the spectrometer or depositing particles or a thin solid film on
the ATR crystal are frequently employed approaches [20–22]. Recently, Koichumanova et al. [23]
studied metal-liquid interfaces by an ATR-IR approach. They immobilized a catalyst material
directly on the surface of the internal reflection element (IRE). A similar method was applied by
Mundunkatowa et al. [24]. Kraack et al. [25,26] demonstrated a surface-enhanced ATR technique,
utilizing gold or platinum nanoparticles at the IRE. Aguirre and co-workers [27] presented spectra
from the solid-liquid interface in a specially designed microfluidic reactor. In summary, in the past,
all of the work on solid-liquid interfaces using ATR-IR spectroscopy focused on adsorption directly at
the IRE, adsorption at coated IREs, or adsorption to particulate matter in contact with the IRE [28].

2. Materials and Methods

The present study proposes a more straightforward technique for analyzing the liquid-solid
interface. For the purpose of analyzing the molecular interactions at the interface of a metal and an
aqueous solution, a modified version of the recently proposed solvent infrared spectroscopy (SIRS)
method seems most suitable [18]. SIRS was developed to study the surface chemistry of nanopowders
utilizing the influence of the functional groups at the particle surface on the vibrational structure of
a solvent. In a typical SIRS experiment, the nanopowder was first pressed onto the internal reflection
element of an ATR-IR instrument. In the second step, a solvent, such as water or an alcohol, was added
to fill the void space in the fixed bed of particles. The comparison of the solvent spectrum with and
without the particles yields information about the molecular interactions at and the chemistry of the
surface [18].
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This approach can be modified to study the molecular phenomena at a macroscopic metal-liquid
interface. Figure 1 illustrates the proposed modified SIRS technique. Here, the first step is to add
a droplet of the fluid onto the internal reflection element. Thereafter, the metal plate is placed on top of
the fluid and pressed down by the stamp of the instrument. When the stamp is applying a force on the
metal plate, most of the fluid will flow away from the IRE. Eventually, only a very thin film will remain
due to the surface roughness of the metal plate. This is beneficial as there will be virtually no bulk
fluid left, but the IRE will still be wetted. Consequently, the ATR-IR spectrum will carry information
about the molecular interactions at the surface. As a significant advantage, the described technique
requires virtually no sample preparation. This is particularly true in comparison to the approaches
that are reported in the literature, which were all based on the deposition of a thin film on the IRE.

 

Figure 1. Schematic of the experimental procedure. IRE = internal reflection element; F = force.

As proof of the concept, experiments of three aqueous solutions (pure water, sodium sulfate
solution, citric acid solution) at an aluminum surface were carried out on an Agilent Cary 630 instrument
equipped with a diamond ATR unit (1 reflection, 2 cm−1 resolution). Deionized water (18.2 MΩ cm)
was provided from a Millipore device. Aqueous solutions of 2.1 mol % Na2SO4 and 2.8 mol % citric
acid were prepared gravimetrically.

3. Results

The pairs of spectra recorded with and without an aluminum plate are displayed in Figure 2.
Note that the spectral window between 1800 and 2800 cm−1 does not contain any appreciable signals,
and was therefore omitted. The broad and strong hydroxyl (OH) stretching band of water dominates
the high wavenumber region, i.e., 2800 to 3800 cm−1. This band is commonly deconvolved into several
sub-bands, indicating the different hydrogen-bonding states of water molecules [29,30]: The lower the
wavenumber, the stronger the hydrogen bonding [31]. However, even with the naked eye, systematic
differences between the three cases can be observed. Pure water (without Al plate) has the strongest
hydrogen bonding (HB) network, as indicated by a maximum at the low wavenumber side of the band.
The citric acid solution has the weakest HB network, and the sodium sulfate solution is in between
the two. The fingerprint region of the spectra shows a common peak between 1630 and 1640 cm−1,
owing to the OH bending vibration of water. The spectrum of the sulfate solution additionally exhibits
a strong S = O stretching band at 1091 cm−1. The citric acid solution shows a multitude of peaks in the
fingerprint region. The most dominant ones appear at 1713 and 1222 cm−1, and can be assigned to the
carboxylic acid groups [32].
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Figure 2. Fingerprint and hydroxyl (OH) stretching region of the IR spectra recorded with and without
aluminum plate. (A): water; (B): aqueous sodium sulfate solution; and, (C): aqueous citric acid solution.

When the Al plate is added, all three spectra change significantly. The intensity of the OH
stretching band is reduced by about 20–30%. At first glance, this reduction appears small when we
argue that we move from studying the bulk fluid to the interface. However, the working principle
of ATR needs to be kept in mind here. The penetration depth dp of the evanescent field is commonly
described as

dp =
λ

2π · nIRE ·
(

sin2 α −
(nsample

nIRE

)2
)1/2

(1)

with the wavelength λ, the reflection angle α, and the refractive indices of the IRE and the sample,
nIRE and nsample, respectively. When we assume that the liquid wets the diamond surface even in the
presence of the Al plate, this penetration depth will remain the same. So, the key is to get the metal
so close to the IRE surface that the probed molecules represent the thin interfacial layer. This is why
a force needs to be applied to the metal plate in order to press it onto the IRE. The effective path length,
on the other hand, determines the absolute absorbance, but it is an auxiliary parameter that cannot be
measured. It represents the absorption path that would be necessary in a transmission experiment to
observe the same attenuation of the radiation [17,33].

The shape of the OH stretching band alters such that the high-wavenumber wing becomes
dominant in all three cases. Figure 3 illustrates the absorbance normalized bands and their differences
in order to emphasize this effect. This change suggests a weakening of the HB network in the
presence of the Al surface. The Al plate exhibits a thin oxide layer and the O2− ions can act as
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HB acceptors. Moreover, the Al3+ ions can interact with water oxygen atoms via Coulomb forces.
However, the interactions at the surface are weaker than the hydrogen bonds in fully tetrahedrally
coordinated bulk water. The change in the molecular interactions is further supported by the peaks in
the fingerprint region. The OH bending mode slightly shifts towards higher wavenumber. The same
behavior can be noted for the sulfate and the carboxylic acid peaks.

 

Figure 3. Normalized spectra (color code as in Figure 2) and difference spectra (green) in the OH
stretching region. (A): water; (B): aqueous sodium sulfate solution; and, (C): aqueous citric acid solution.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have shown that ATR-IR spectroscopy is capable of analyzing the molecular
interactions between solvent molecules and a metal surface. For this purpose, the solvent or a solution
was initially placed on top of the ATR crystal, and, in the second step, a metal plate was added and
pressed onto the crystal. The fluid remaining in a very thin layer between the ATR crystal and the
metal plate allows for recording the IR spectrum of the interfacial molecules. The IR spectrum yields
information about the intermolecular interactions at the surface via monitoring of their effects on the
vibrational structure of the solvent and solute. However, it needs to be kept in mind that the signals
do not exclusively originate from the interfacial mono-molecular layer, but from a thin layer that is
determined by the penetration depth of the ATR approach. Applying a force to the metal plate ensures
that the fluid layer is thin and that the interfacial molecular interactions are sufficiently prominent in
the spectra.

Using the example of water and aqueous solutions of sodium sulfate and citric acid in contact
with an aluminum plate, it was shown that the presence of an Al surface results in a weakening
of the hydrogen bonding network between the water molecules. A key advantage of the proposed
method is its experimental simplicity and that no specialized or custom-made equipment is needed.
Measurements can be performed on any ATR-IR instrument in a straightforward manner.
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Abstract: The interactions between 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium trifluoromethanesulfonate
([BMIM][TFS]) and nano-Al2O3 are studied using high-pressure infrared spectroscopy. The thickness
of the [BMIM][TFS] interfacial layer on the aluminum oxide are adjusted by controlling the number
of washes with ethanol. In contrast to the results obtained under ambient pressure, local structures
of both the cations and anions of [BMIM][TFS] are disturbed under high pressures. For example,
bands due to C-H stretching motions display remarkable blue-shifts in frequency as the pressure of
the [BMIM][TFS]/Al2O3 composites is increased to 0.4 GPa. The bands then undergo mild shifts in
frequency upon further compression. The discontinuous jump occurring around 0.4 GPa becomes
less obvious when the amount of ionic liquid on the Al2O3 is reduced by washing with ethanol.
The nano-Al2O3 with surfaces may weaken the cation/anion interactions in the interfacial area as a
result of the formation of pressure-enhanced Al2O3/ionic liquid interactions under high pressures.

Keywords: imidazolium-based ionic liquids; infrared (IR); spectroscopy; high pressures

1. Introduction

Metal oxide nanoparticles possess different physicochemical properties in comparison to bulk
materials, and the size of nanoparticles is responsible for the changes in their characteristics. Aluminum
oxide, commonly called alumina, has tremendous applications in ceramics, medical products, and
catalysis, to name a few [1–6]. Despite the expanding number of applications for aluminum oxide,
the physical arrangement and interactions of liquids at Al2O3 surfaces remains poorly understood.
Many experimental and theoretical studies have indicated the inherent complexity of interfacial
interactions among certain liquid/Al2O3 mixtures, and the immobilization of liquids on Al2O3 surfaces
may improve the applicability of these materials in industry [4–6].

Ionic liquids (ILs) are a subset of low-melting-point salts that are known for high ionic
conductivities, low vapor pressures, and low flammability. This combination of properties has
opened opportunities for ionic liquids to serve as alternatives for conventional volatile organic
solvents [7–10]. Although ILs offer advantages over conventional solvents, there is still relatively
little information available on the structures of ILs in the bulk and along various interfaces [7,9].
The most extensively studied ILs are 1-alkyl-3-methylimidazolium salts, which feature asymmetric
cations [7–10]. The imidazolium ions are usually paired with anions that have highly delocalized
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charges or are intrinsically bulky. The liquid structures of 1-alkyl-3-methylimidazolium salts are
strongly affected by the long-range charge organization of the constituent ions and may be described
in terms of an extended quasi-lattice, in which ions are viewed as occupying sites in a disorganized
crystalline lattice [11,12]. In this model, any particular ion may be viewed as being trapped within
a “cage” that is defined by its nearest neighbors. For ILs, the immediate solvation shell of an ion
is most likely to be populated with counterions. Thus, an ion will have frequent opportunities to
form short-lived associated species (e.g., ionic pairs, clusters, or aggregates) with the ions composing
its cage [7,13]. With three hydrogen atoms bound to the imidazolium ring, the most acidic proton
(C2-H) may form cation/anion hydrogen bonds. The nonpolar alkyl side chain of the cation provides
another source of mesoscopic self-assembly of imidazolium ILs into nanostructured polar/nonpolar
domains. Such nano-segregation is frequently observed in small angle X-ray scattering experiments for
alkyl side chains containing four or more carbon atoms [14]. Various studies demonstrate significant
heterogeneities in certain ionic liquid dynamics, and much of the heterogeneity may arise from
nano-structured associations with polar and nonpolar regions [7–10,13,14].

Microscopic structures of certain ILs at solid surfaces have received considerable attention in
recent years [7,9,13]. Nevertheless, the interfacial interactions caused by ionic liquid adsorption on the
surface of Al2O3 are complex and depend on the molecular structures of ILs. It has been suggested that
Coulombic forces, hydrogen bonding, and π interactions may each play significant roles in defining
the molecular ordering of ILs along the surface [7,9]. In this study, 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium
trifluoromethanesulfonate [BMIM][TFS] and nano-Al2O3 were chosen as a model IL and solid support,
respectively. As pointed out by Andanson et al. [4], the TFS anion has many strong bands in the
infrared spectrum. Unlike the bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)amide (NTf2

−) anion, the TFS anion has
only one conformer, which simplifies the spectral analysis. Nano-Al2O3 was chosen in this study
mainly due to the wide application of nano-Al2O3, particularly in the field of catalysis.

Vibrational spectroscopy is particularly useful in studying ionic liquid/Al2O3 interactions because
the frequencies and intensities of cation and anion vibrational modes are sensitive to their immediate
potential energy environments. In this way, changes in band frequencies and intensities may be used to
infer changes in the local structures of the ions. Many spectroscopic studies on ionic liquid interactions
with nanostructured metal oxides focus on changing the temperature of the composite or varying
the molecular structure of the ionic liquid in contact with the solid (e.g., lengthening the alkyl side
chain) to probe the interfacial interactions [1–9]. Hydrostatic pressure is another degree of freedom
that can continuously tune the structures, interactions, and solvation of chemical systems. In the case
of temperature changes, the sample’s properties can change significantly due to a simultaneous change
in thermal energy and volume. However, the use of pressure as a variable allows one to separate
the thermal and volume effects. Studies have shown the potential significance that pressure has on
controlling the strength of intermolecular hydrogen bonding, especially the relatively weak C-H—X
hydrogen bonds, where X is an anion atom [15–18]. Pressure-dependent changes in spectral features
indicate that nanoparticles tend to influence local structures of certain ILs under high pressures.
As certain ILs have been employed as graphene stabilizers, previous studies suggest that imidazolium
ILs with short alkyl chain lengths (n < 4) may be suitable choices to modulate the performance of
energy storage devices via pressure-enhanced interfacial interactions [15]. In order to obtain detailed
insights into the ionic liquid/Al2O3 interactions, we use variable pressure as a window into the nature
of hydrogen bonding structures of imidazolium ionic liquid/Al2O3 mixtures in this article.

2. Materials and Methods

Samples were prepared using 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium trifluoromethanesulfonate
([BMIM][TFS], >95%, Fluka, Morris Plains, NJ, USA), and nanosized-aluminum oxide (nano-Al2O3,
<50 nm, Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). The nano-Al2O3 powders (ca. 0.006 g) were mixed with
[BMIM][TFS] (ca. 0.06 g), followed by sonication for 30 min, centrifugation, several washes of the
precipitate with ethanol (0.1 mL for a single wash), centrifugation, and drying under vacuum for
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3 h. The infrared spectra of samples measured at ambient pressure were taken by filling samples
in a cell characterized by two CaF2 windows without the spacers. A diamond anvil cell (DAC) of
Merrill-Bassett design with a diamond culet size of 0.6 mm was used to generate pressures of up to
ca. 2 GPa. Two type-IIa diamonds were used for mid-infrared measurements. Infrared (IR) spectra of
the samples were measured on a Fourier transform spectrophotometer (Spectrum RXI, Perkin-Elmer,
Naperville, IL, USA) equipped with an LITA (lithium tantalite) mid-infrared detector. The infrared beam
was condensed through a 5× beam condenser onto the sample in the diamond anvil cell. To remove the
absorption of the diamond anvils, the absorption spectra of the DAC were measured first and subtracted
from those of the samples. Samples were contained in a 0.3-mm-diameter hole in a 0.25-mm-thick
Inconel gasket mounted on the DAC. To reduce the absorbance of the samples, CaF2 crystals (prepared
from a CaF2 optical window) were placed into the holes and compressed to be transparent prior to
inserting the samples. A sample droplet filled the empty space of the entire hole of the gasket in the
DAC, which was subsequently sealed when the opposing anvils were pushed toward one another.
Typically, we chose a resolution of 4 cm−1 (data point resolution of 2 cm−1). For each spectrum,
1000 scans were compiled. Pressure calibration was performed following Wong’s method [19,20].

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the infrared spectra of pure [BMIM][TFS], the [BMIM][TFS]/Al2O3 mixture, the
mixture after two washes with ethanol, and the mixture after five washes obtained under ambient
pressure. The amount of [BMIM][TFS] are adjusted by controlling the numbers of washes in this
study; the amount of [BMIM][TFS] becomes almost depleted after five washes, as shown in Figure 1d.
The IR spectrum of pure [BMIM][TFS] in Figure 1a shows two imidazolium C-H bands at 3116 and
3155 cm−1, a shoulder to the 3155 cm−1 band at 3098 cm−1, and three alkyl C-H bands at 2877, 2940,
and 2967 cm−1, respectively [21]. As shown in Figure 1, no appreciable changes in spectral features
and band frequencies of C-H vibrations occurred as [BMIM][TFS] was mixed with nano-Al2O3, except
for a noticeable absorption caused by O-H groups from the surfaces of nano-Al2O3 that appears in
Figure 1d. These results indicate that IR measurements recorded under ambient pressure may not be
sensitive enough to monitor the interfacial interactions between the BMIM+ cation and nano-Al2O3.

 

Figure 1. Infrared (IR) spectra of pure 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium trifluoromethanesulfonate
([BMIM][TFS]) (curve a), the [BMIM][TFS]/Al2O3 mixture (curve b), the mixture after two washes
with ethanol (curve c), and the mixture after five washes (curve d), recorded under ambient pressure.
Curve d was baseline-corrected by subtracting a straight line. Relative intensities of the IR bands are
given in increments of 0.05; the scale bar is displayed in the upper left corner of the figure.
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Figure 2 displays the IR spectra of samples in the spectral range between 1000 and 1350 cm−1.
This region of the spectrum is predominately dominated by absorption bands due to vibrations of the
TFS− anions. The bands at ca. 1165 and 1226 cm−1 are assigned to CF3 asymmetric and symmetric
stretching vibrations, respectively. The absorption bands located near 1032 and 1270 cm−1 (doublet)
are assigned to the symmetric and asymmetric stretching vibration of the SO3 group of the TFS−

anion, respectively. Comparing the spectral features of Figure 2d with those of Figure 2a reveal mild
frequency shifts and narrowing for the bands at ca. 1165 and 1270 cm−1, caused by the presence of
nano-Al2O3. The absorption of CaF2 windows (below 1050 cm−1) also becomes obvious in Figure 2d.

 

Figure 2. IR spectra of pure [BMIM][TFS] (curve a), the [BMIM][TFS]/Al2O3 mixture (curve b), the
mixture after two washes with ethanol (curve c), and the mixture after five washes (curve d), recorded
under ambient pressure. Relative intensities of the IR bands are given in increments of 0.05; the scale
bar is displayed in the upper left corner of the figure.

Figure 3 displays the IR spectra of a sample from a [BMIM][TFS]/Al2O3 mixture obtained under
ambient pressure (curve a) and at 0.4 (curve b), 0.7 (curve c), 1.1 (curve d), 1.5 (curve e), 1.8 (curve f),
and 2.5 GPa (curve g). The elevation of pressure to 0.4 GPa leads to a phase transition, and the
imidazolium C-H bands are blue-shifted to 3102, 3132, and 3168 cm−1 in Figure 3b. The sharper
structures of imidazolium C-H bands revealed in Figure 3b–g are in part due to the anisotropic
environment in a solid structure. We note that spectral features of the [BMIM][TFS]/Al2O3 mixture in
Figure 3 are almost identical to those of pure [BMIM][TFS], as revealed in our previous studies [21].
The results of Figure 3 indicate that the presence of nano-Al2O3 does not perturb ion/ion interactions
from the perspective of the C-H stretching motions of the cations. Instead, the blue-shifts revealed in
Figure 3 may originate from the combined effect of the overlap repulsion enhanced by hydrostatic
pressure, C-H—O contacts, and so forth. The increased understanding of weak interactions, such
as hydrogen bonding between the C-H groups on the imidazolium cation and oxygen atoms of the
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TFS− anion, has required an expansion of the classical definition of hydrogen bonding. One of the
intriguing aspects of C-H—O interactions is that the C-H bond tends to shorten as a result of the
formation of blue-shifting hydrogen bonds. We demonstrate in Figure 3 that high pressure is a valuable
method to probe pressure-enhanced blue-shifting of C-H hydrogen bonds in the [BMIM][TFS]/Al2O3

mixture. Scheiner’s group and Dannenberg’s group indicated that the origin of both red-shifting and
blue-shifting hydrogen bonds may be the same, and suggested that both types of hydrogen bonds
result from a combination of electrostatic, polarization, charge transfer, dispersion, and exchange/steric
repulsion forces between proton donors and acceptors [22,23].

Figure 3. IR spectra of the [BMIM][TFS]/Al2O3 mixture obtained under ambient pressure (curve a) and
at 0.4 (curve b), 0.7 (curve c), 1.1 (curve d), 1.5 (curve e), 1.8 (curve f), and 2.5 GPa (curve g). Relative
intensities of the IR bands are given in increments of 0.1; the scale bar is displayed in the upper left
corner of the figure.

Figure 4 shows the infrared spectra of the [BMIM][TFS]/Al2O3 mixture attributed to the
absorption of TFS− anions under various pressures. As the mixture is compressed to 0.4 GPa
in Figure 4b, the 1270 cm−1 (doublet) band narrowed and the band at 1165 cm−1 splits into two
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distinct bands at ca. 1152 and 1175 cm−1. These spectral changes may indicate a pressure-induced
phase transition arising from both structural reorganization (due to ordered local structures) and a
decrease in inhomogeneous broadening. The spectral features of the [BMIM][TFS]/Al2O3 mixture
revealed in Figure 4 are almost identical to those of pure [BMIM][TFS]. In contrast to the bandwidth
narrowing of asymmetric SO3 stretching vibration at ca. 1270 cm−1, the 1032 cm−1 band (symmetric
SO3 stretching) displays anomalous bandwidth broadening upon compression in Figure 4b–g. It is
likely that transverse optic (TO)-longitudinal optic (LO) splitting of the symmetric SO3 stretching band
plays a non-negligible role in Figure 4 [11,12,24].

Figure 4. IR spectra of the [BMIM][TFS]/Al2O3 mixture obtained under ambient pressure (curve a) and
at 0.4 (curve b), 0.7 (curve c), 1.1 (curve d), 1.5 (curve e), 1.8 (curve f), and 2.5 GPa (curve g). Relative
intensities of the IR bands are given in increments of 0.25; the scale bar is displayed in the upper left
corner of the figure.

Figure 5 displays the IR spectra of a [BMIM][TFS]/Al2O3 mixture after five washes with ethanol
obtained under ambient pressure (curve a) and at 0.4 (curve b), 0.7 (curve c), 1.1 (curve d), 1.5 (curve e),
1.8 (curve f), and 2.5 GPa (curve g). As shown in Figure 5a,b, no appreciable changes in the spectral
features of C-H vibrations occur as the sample is compressed to 0.4 GPa. This result is remarkably
different from that is revealed for the [BMIM][TFS]/Al2O3 mixture in Figure 3b. It appears that the
presence of nano-Al2O3 has an influence on the supramolecular assemblies of the remaining ILs on the
surface of Al2O3 after five washes and under high pressures, as revealed in Figure 5. The nano-Al2O3
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surfaces may weaken the cation/anion interactions in the interfacial area as a result of the formation
of enhanced ionic liquid/particle surface interactions under high pressures. The Al2O3/ionic liquid
interactions may also affect the hydrogen-bonded network of interfacial [BMIM][TFS] under high
pressures. In contrast to the results obtained under ambient pressure (Figure 1), the local structures
of both the imidazolium C-H and alkyl C-H groups are disturbed under high pressures for the
mixture after five washes, shown in Figure 5, when compared to the pressure dependence of the
[BMIM][TFS]/Al2O3 mixture (Figure 3). Therefore, high pressures may have the potential to control
the order and strength of ionic liquid/surface interactions in this system.

 

Figure 5. IR spectra of the mixture after five washes with ethanol obtained under ambient pressure
(curve a) and at 0.4 (curve b), 0.7 (curve c), 1.1 (curve d), 1.5 (curve e), 1.8 (curve f), and 2.5 GPa (curve g).
All curves were baseline-corrected by subtracting straight lines. Relative intensities of the IR bands are
given in increments of 0.05; the scale bar is displayed in the upper left corner of the figure.

Figure 6 shows the infrared spectra of the mixture after five washes in the spectral range between
1000 and 1350 cm−1 obtained under ambient pressure (curve a) and at 0.4 (curve b), 0.7 (curve c),
1.1 (curve d), 1.5 (curve e), 1.8 (curve f), and 2.5 GPa (curve g). The absence of drastic band-narrowing
and splitting in Figure 6 suggests that interfacial ionic liquid/Al2O3 interactions of the mixture after
five washes may be enhanced by the application of pressure. As revealed in Figure 6g, the absorption
bands display mild blue-shifts in frequency as the mixture is compressed to 2.5 GPa.
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Figure 6. IR spectra of the mixture after five washes with ethanol obtained under ambient pressure
(curve a) and at 0.4 (curve b), 0.7 (curve c), 1.1 (curve d), 1.5 (curve e), 1.8 (curve f), and 2.5 GPa
(curve g). Relative intensities of the IR bands are given in increments of 0.2; the scale bar is displayed
in the upper left corner of the figure.

To illustrate the frequency shift, the pressure dependence of C-H stretching frequencies of the
[BMIM][TFS]/Al2O3 mixture, the mixture after two washes with ethanol, and the mixture after five
washes is plotted in Figure 7. The C-H bands corresponding to the [BMIM][TFS]/Al2O3 mixture
display significant blue-shifts in frequency as the pressure increases to 0.4 GPa, and then undergo mild
shifts in frequency when the pressure increases from 0.4 to 2.5 GPa. The discontinuous jump occurring
around 0.4 GPa becomes less obvious for the mixture after two washes with ethanol. In Figure 7, we
observe no discontinuous jump in frequency for the mixture after five washes. It is known that the
hydrogen bond cooperativity due to concerted charge transfer can greatly enhance the strength of
the individual hydrogen bonds involved in the coupling [25]. Hydrogen-bonding non-additivity and
the size of clusters are suggested to be responsible for the enhancement of hydrogen bonding [25,26].
Thus, the anomalous jump in frequency at 0.4 GPa can be attributed to both the cooperative and
geometric effects of blue-shifting hydrogen bonds. The disappearance of the discontinuous jump upon
the reduction of ionic liquid through washing with ethanol may indicate the decrease in strength of
blue-shifting hydrogen bonding as C-H/anion interactions are replaced by C-H/Al2O3 interactions.
The loss of the frequency jump at 0.4 GPa due to washing is related to a reduction of the amount of
ionic liquid along the interface. At thicker values, there is likely enough IL to form crystallites. If there
is just a monolayer (or about that), crystallization might be difficult and hydrogen bond cooperativity
may be reduced.
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Figure 7. Pressure dependence of the C-H stretching frequencies of the [BMIM][TFS]/Al2O3

mixture (diamonds), the mixture after two washes with ethanol (squares), and the mixture after
five washes (triangles).

This study indicates that high pressures can serve as a useful tool to probe the strength of
blue-shifting C-H hydrogen bonding in ILs deposited along the surface of nano-Al2O3 surfaces.
Furthermore, the surfaces of Al2O3 appear to be capable of breaking or weakening the interactions of
the cation/anion clusters, presumably in favor of stable ionic liquid/Al2O3 interactions under high
pressures. Supplementary data (IR spectra of the mixture after two washes and pure [BMIM][TFS]
with 99% purity) are included in Supplementary Materials (see Figures S1–S3).

4. Conclusions

In this study, we demonstrate that the effect of nano-Al2O3 on hydrogen bonding networks
of [BMIM][TFS] can be probed by high-pressure infrared spectroscopy. There are no remarkable
changes in the spectral features of [BMIM][TFS] in the presence of nano-Al2O3 at ambient
pressure. Nevertheless, nano-Al2O3 may perturb the cation/anion aggregations as a result of the
formation of pressure-enhanced ionic liquid/Al2O3 interactions when high pressure is applied
to the composite materials. The relative strength of blue-shifting C-H hydrogen bonding, i.e.,
[BMIM][TFS] > [BMIM]-Al2O3, is also investigated by varying the applied pressure. This study
indicates that high pressures may have the potential to tune the strength of ionic liquid/Al2O3 surface
interactions. Moreover, high-pressure infrared spectroscopy provides an alternative avenue for a better
understanding the interfacial properties of ILs in contact with nanostructured metal oxides.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2076-3417/7/8/855/s1,
Figure S1: IR spectra of the mixture after two washes with ethanol obtained under ambient pressure (curve a)
and at 0.4 (curve b), 0.7 (curve c), 1.1 (curve d), 1.5 (curve e), 1.8 (curve f), and 2.5 GPa (curve g), Figure S2:
Infrared spectra of the mixture after two washes with ethanol obtained under ambient pressure (curve a) and
at 0.4 (curve b), 0.7 (curve c), 1.1 (curve d), 1.5 (curve e), 1.8 (curve f), and 2.5 GPa (curve g), Figure S3: Infrared
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spectra of pure [BMIM][TFS] (99% , Lot: N00364.7, UniRegion) obtained under ambient pressure (curve a) and at
0.4 (curve b), 0.7 (curve c), 1.1 (curve d), 1.5 (curve e), 1.8 (curve f), and 2.3 GPa (curve g).
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Featured Application: The Plasmonic structures presented can be integrated in optical sensors

applicable to complex biological mixtures.

Abstract: Surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) is a powerful analytical technique that allows
the enhancement of a Raman signal in a molecule or molecular assemblies placed in the proximity
of nanostructured metallic surfaces, due to plasmonic effects. However, laboratory methods to
obtain of these prototypes are time-consuming, expensive and they do not always lead to the desired
result. In this work, we analyse structures existing in nature that show, on a nanoscale, characteristic
conformations of photonic crystals. We demonstrate that these structures, if covered with gold,
change into plasmonic nanostructures and are able to sustain the SERS effect. We study three different
structures with this property: opal, a hydrated amorphous form of silica (SiO2·nH2O); diatoms,
a kind of unicellular alga; and peacock tail feather. Rhodamine 6G (down to 10−12 M) is used to
evaluate their capability to increase the Raman signal. These results allow us to define an alternative
way to obtain a high sensitivity in Raman spectroscopy, currently achieved by a long and expensive
technique, and to fabricate inexpensive nanoplasmonic structures which could be integrated into
optical sensors.

Keywords: optical sensors; plasmonics; nanostructures

1. Introduction

Raman spectroscopy is a powerful vibrational spectroscopy technique that has many advantages.
It is an analytical technique with high specificity for the identification of various chemical
compounds [1–3]. In addition, it is a non-invasive approach that allows measurements to be performed
without any sample preparation, and the measurement time is generally very short. However,
the Raman signal is very low and difficult to detect. Statistically, for every 1–10 million photons
bombarding a sample, only one will result in Raman scattering [4,5]. For this reason, Raman
spectroscopy is often coupled to substrates integrating metal plasmonic nanostructures that reproduce
an SERS (surface enhanced Raman scattering) effect [6–8]. The molecules, which need to be analysed,
are deposited on these substrates and are excited by an electromagnetic (EM) field, which is enhanced
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by the proximal metal nanostructures. The amplified EM field interacts with molecules and produces
Raman scattering which is again amplified by the metal nanostructures [9–11]. In greater detail,
the incident EM waves excite plasmon resonances within the metal nanostructures. Due to resonance
effects, the local electric field is enhanced in the proximity of metal nanoparticles. The molecules at the
metal surface then experience an enhanced local EM wave, and produce higher Raman signals than
those molecules far from the metal surface. Moreover, since Raman signals are a type of EM wave,
the same route through plasmon resonances will further enhance the outgoing Raman field. In the
end, plasmon resonances are responsible for the double amplification Raman signals of molecules
close to metal nanostructures, thus producing a surface-enhanced Raman effect. A detailed review
of plasmon-enhanced spectroscopies can be found in [12]. The Raman signal enhancement strongly
depends on the size and shape of the metal particles [13–15], and different methods to fabricate
them exist in the literature [16–18]. The combination of a top down method, that is, electron beam
lithography, with a bottom up technique, that is, chemical electroless deposition, allows a SERS
substrate of a self-similar chain of silver nanospheres to be obtained [19]. Plasmonic nanoholes can be
made with a template-stripping technique that involves the fabrication of a Si template obtained with
electron beam lithography [20]. The Ag-decorated nanotip array, obtained with Electron Beam Induced
Deposition and Silver Electroless Deposition, is another efficient 3D plasmonic device, that can be
used to obtain a SERS effect [21]. The prototypes described above, although very efficient, are difficult,
expensive and time-consuming to fabricate. Other techniques allow the fabrication of nanoplasmonic
structures using faster and inexpensive processes. In this regard, metallic colloids [22–24], metallic
films [25,26], sensors fabricated by nanosphere lithography [27], and plasmonic systems exploiting
nanoparticle self-assembly properties [28,29] have been developed. However, some of the processes to
achieve these kinds of low-cost SERS substrates lack reliability in regard to obtaining large sensing
surfaces [30,31]. These disadvantages in contrast to the benefits of Raman spectroscopy, which allows
information to be obtained easily and without any particular sample preparation [32,33]. Consequently,
research involving alternative ways to maintain the SERS effect [34], is of crucial importance. Some
structures existing in nature show, on the nanoscale, a conformation called photonic crystal. Photonic
crystal, a periodic structure in an optical medium, creates unusual optical dispersion properties, which
cause the iridescent colours in some butterfly wings and beetle armours and other structures present
in nature [35,36]. These structures, if metallized, can be assimilated to the SERS devices and used as
optical sensors [37–39]. Here, we focus on the peacock feather, opal and diatoms, because they are easy
to find in nature. We cover their surfaces with gold to change the photonic nanostructure in a plasmonic
nanostructure, and we characterize them by detecting Rhodamine, using Raman spectroscopy. Each
element shows a different behaviour due to structural characteristics (which we discuss in the following
sections). The best response is obtained with opal, allowing the analysis of molecules at very low
concentrations and thus confirming their potential application for biosensing devices.

2. Materials and Methods

Metallic nanoparticle aggregates are able to maintain high enhancement of the SERS signal (in the
order of 1011) [40]. Experimental evidence shows that by placing two spherical nanoparticles at a distance
of less than 5 nm, there is an amplification of the local electric field of several orders of magnitude
greater than when the nanoparticles are isolated, at the midpoint between the two. This enhancement
of the electric field results from the constructive interference of the surface plasmonic resonances of
the two particles. The antiparticle regions with field amplification are called hot spots [41,42]. By
metallizing the surface (e.g., with gold), it is possible to assimilate natural nanophotonic structures to
metal nanoparticle aggregates, producing plasmonic nanostructures, which can cause high amplification
of the SERS signal [43,44].

2.1. Natural Nanophotonic Structures

We used the following natural components:
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2.1.1. Peacock Feather

The peacock livery is a typical example of sexual dimorphism. Indeed, the male peacock tail
consists of very lengthy feathers that extend to form a ‘palette’ with the typical eyespot and iridescent
colours. This feature is supposed to attract mates and to disorient predators. To investigate the
structural properties of the peacock feather, we collected a feather from a male peafowl (Pavo cristatus)
and focused on its eyespot. At the nanoscale, it is characterized by the presence of cellular organelles,
called melanosomes, which are arranged to form a typical two-dimensional crystalline lattice. This
arrangement causes the characteristic iridescent colours. The size of the melanosomes vary but on
average, they are about 105 nm long, and the distance between the centre of a melanosome and another
is about 175 nm. There is a correlation between the diameter of a melanosome and the brightness of
cells—brightness increases as the melanosome diameter increases [45].

2.1.2. Opal

Opal is a mineral made of silica, formed by the slow geological deposition of a colloidal gel at a
low temperature. Various types of opal exist in nature; the kind of opal we analysed is called Ethiopian
Welo Opal. It is characterized by its transparency and its vibrant reflections which show all the colours
of the rainbow, in particular, yellow, orange, red and green. On the nano-cale, it can be considered
a typical example of colloidal crystal, due to its orderly aggregate of particles similar to standard
crystal, with subunits of atoms or molecules. The arrangement of amorphous silicon dioxide spheres
and their sizes give the structure its optical properties. In fact, the internal colours are determined by
the interference and diffraction of light passing through the microstructure of the opal. The spheres
are about 10 nm in diameter, while the space between one sphere and another is of a smaller order
of magnitude.

2.1.3. Diatoms

Diatoms are unicellular and eukaryotic algae, which can live in isolation or form colonies either in
freshwater or marine environments. Diatoms are hundreds of μm in size [46], with a distinctive shell
wall consisting of two hydrated silica valves, interconnected in a structure called a frustule. Frustules
present patterns of regular arrays of holes, the areolae, which are characterized by sub-micrometric
dimensions. There are about 105 species of diatoms, whose frustules differ in shape, morphology and
size. The dimensions of the frustule pores, typically hundreds of nanometres, provide diatom frustules
with peculiar optical properties. In the present work, we considered C. wailesii diatoms, in which
organic matter was removed by means of strong acid solutions [47]. The diameter of the valves ranged
from 100 to 200 μm, while the average thickness of the wall was about 1 μm. Every single valve is
formed by two co-joined plates. The external plate comprises a complex hexagonal arrangement of
hollow pores with a diameter (∼=200 nm) below the visible wavelength. On the other side, the internal
plate of the valve is characterized by hexagonally-spaced pores with diameters in the range of 50 nm
and by a lattice constant of about 50 nm.

2.2. Theoretical Simulations

Theoretical simulations of different natural SERS substrates (peafowl, diatoms and opal) were
performed using the finite difference time domain method [48]. The designs of these structures were
constructed to mimic the actual structures of the devices. The electric field distribution over the
nanostructures was calculated using Lumerical, a commercial software package. The mesh size was
fixed to 1 nm in the X, Y and Z directions for all calculations. Regarding peafowl, a gold bar (side
length = 370 nm, material dispersion from Johnson and Christy [49]) with many overriding functions
of dielectric materials (refractive index = 1, side length = 50 nm) was designed in such a manner that
the refractive index of the metal area where dielectric bars were inserted became equal to the dielectric
one. The gap between the adjacent dielectric materials wais 35 nm. Periodic boundary conditions in
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the X and Y directions were chosen to calculate the distribution of the electric field (EF). A plane wave
with polarization along the horizontal axis at 633 nm was employed to illuminate the peafowl device
from the top. Regarding the opal’s structure, many gold spheres (radius = 40 nm, material dispersion
from Johnson and Christy [49]) were immersed in the dielectric material to resemble the design of an
opal. The gap between two gold nanosphere was fixed to 5 nm. Periodic boundary conditions in the
X and Y directions were adopted to calculate the distribution of the EF. An incident wavelength of
633 nm was chosen to illuminate the device, and polarization was fixed to an angle of 45◦. Regarding
the diatoms, we first constructed four circular toroid structures with inner radii of 905 nm and ring
widths of 100 nm. The height of the gold ring structures was 92 nm. Within this toroid, many small,
circular toroid structures of 105 nm radius (height of gold ring = 10 nm, ring width = 10 nm) were
placed randomly. These structures were placed over a dielectric surface (refractive index = 1) deposited
over a gold bar. The calculations were made by illuminating the device with an incident wavelength
of 633 nm. The incident field considered was 1 V/m.

2.3. SEM Characterization

Several scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the samples were captured to investigate
the sub-micrometre features of the feathers, opals and diatoms, utilizing a Dual Beam scanning electron
microscope-focused ion beam (SEM-FIB) Nova 600 NanoLab system (FEI Company, Eindhoven,
Netherlands). During the acquisitions, beam energies of 5 and 15 keV, and 45 corresponding electron
currents of 0.98 pA and 0.14 nA, were used. Optical images were taken on a Nikon Ti-E, on which a
colour camera Nikon DS-Fi2 was mounted (Nikon Instruments SpA, Firenze, Italy).

2.4. Raman Spectroscopy Characterization of the Natural Plasmonic Nanostructures

To determine the effect of SERS on the natural structures, we metallized their surfaces. An
apparatus for deposition by sputtering was used to deposit a thin layer of gold (Au) onto the structures.
The opal, 10 × 14.5 mm in size, a sample of a few centimetres cut out from the feather eyespot and
diatoms were processed for 30 s, using a current of 50 mA at a voltage of 230 Volts (50 Hz) and a
pressure of 100 mbar, to deposit around 10 nm of gold on the samples’ surfaces. An Au thickness of
10 nm was chosen to avoid excessive filling of the nanohole structures (this is especially visible in
Figure 1C,D). Obviously, the Au thickness was kept constant for all samples to allow a comparison
between them. An inVia confocal Raman microscope was used for the optical characterization of the
natural plasmonic nanostructures. We set used a wavelength of 633 nm for the laser, a 50× objective
and an integration time of 10 s, while the power was set to 2.5 mW for each sample. Spectra were
recorded by raster scanning the samples’ surfaces, collecting at least 100 spectra, so that for each sample,
the point-to-point variation could be estimated. The SERS capabilities of the natural structures were
probed using Rhodamine-6G, a fluorescent organic molecule purchased from Sigma Aldrich. A drop of
200 μL of Rhodamine-6G at a concentration of 10−5 M was deposited on the opal and feather samples.
Meanwhile, 5 mg of diatoms were dissolved in 100 μL of Rhodamine-6G at a concentration of 10−5 M
and placed on a calcium fluoride slide. Each sample was analysed by recording the Raman signal after
the samples had been completely dried in air. Because the opal showed the highest amplification effect
(as will be seen in the next sections), 200 μL of Rhodamine-6G at concentrations of 10−7 M and 10−12 M
were deposited on these samples and measurements were recorded. To demonstrate the amplification
effect of the mentioned natural structures on Raman spectroscopy, we compared the response of the
signal coming from Rhodamine-6G deposited on a flat silicon substrate, covered with gold.

The SERS spectra shown in this work represent the average spectrum of ten spectra recorded at
different positions on the samples. Before the comparison between the SERS spectra, a background
subtraction was carried out using the spectra recorded on the same samples without R6G (under the
same experimental conditions).
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Figure 1. SEM image of the peacock feather (A); scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of an opal
fragment (B); the outer (C) and inner (D) plates of a single valve of C. wailesii.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Optical and SEM Images of the Characterized Samples

Regarding the diatoms, on a micrometric scale it is possible to highlight the sub-micrometric
structures randomly placed in the space from regular and repeated perforations in the thickness of
the frustules. The diameters of the pores vary, and their dimensions range from 50 nm to 0.5 μm
(Figure 1C,D). The opal, on the scanning electron microscope, as shown in Figure 1B, appeared as a
homogenous agglomerate of nanospheres with a diameter of tens of nanometres. Taking a SEM image
of the peacock feather was very difficult (Figure 1A). In fact, on the micrometre scale, it showed a
complex three-dimensional structure. This did not allow us to deposit a thin homogenous layer of
gold on it; therefore, SEM imaging was not always clear. However, the SEM image in Figure 1 clearly
shows the sub-micrometric structures of the feather.

3.2. Simulated Enhanced Fields

Three different calculations were made for different structures to resemble their associated SERS
structures using the FDTD (Finite-Domain Time-Domain) method. The design of the peacock feather
is shown in Figure 2A, representing the perspective view of the structure. The calculation shows the
confinement of the electric field at the corners of the peafowl structure. The maximum electric field
was reached at close to 7 V/m, as shown in Figure 2B. In the case of the opal structure, the localization
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of electric field in the gap can be observed clearly (Figure 2D). The maximum electric field was 18 V/m.
Regarding the diatom structure, non-homogeneous confinement was observed at the edge of the toroid
structure and the maximum amplitude was found to be 7 V/m (Figure 2F). The above findings indicate
the superior performance of the opal structure as a SERS substrate exited at a wavelength of 633 nm.

Figure 2. From top left: perspective view of the peacock feather (A); opal (B) and diatom (C)
nanostructures. From top right: simulated enhanced electric field of the peacock feather (D); opal (E)
and diatom (F) nanostructures.

3.3. Raman Analysis

The preparation of the natural nano structures to be applied in the Raman analysis did not
require any particular technique as explained in the Section 2.4. These were used as substrates to
perform Raman measurements on samples of Rhodamine 6G. Under the action of the laser excitation,
Rhodamine 6G showed peaks at 614, 774, 1182, 1362, 1507 and 1648 cm−1. The 614 cm−1 peak
corresponds to the C–C–C ring in-plane bending mode. The C–H out-of-plane bending mode for R6G
was observed at 774 cm−1 while the C–O–C stretching frequency appeared at 1182 cm−1. Peaks centred
at 1362, 1507, 1571 and 1648 cm−1 were attributed to the aromatic C–C stretch of the R6G molecule [50].
As is evident from the spectra images (Figure 3), typical characteristic peaks from Rhodamine-6G are
observed our measurements.

The spectra obtained from each natural structure were processed with the aim of highlighting the
qualitative aspects of the results and comparing the measurements. Each sample showed a different
behaviour, mainly due to structural reasons. The best response came from the opal (marked in red
in the image above). This was due to the small size of its nanospheres, whose diameters are a few
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dozens of nm, as well as its regular and flat conformation, which allowed, in addition to complete
gold coverage, direct interaction between the source laser and the molecule. The spectrum obtained
using the peacock feather as support for the Raman analysis, showed visible, but low intensity, peaks
(marked in green in the image above). In fact, the irregular structure of the peacock feather does
not allow complete gold coverage, and consequently part of the sample was not able to produce the
SERS effect. Moreover, since the surface of the feather, at the microscale, was not flat, the deposited
solution containing Rhodamine did not stand in position, falling out of the sample in a few minutes.
Another limitation was the usable power intensity as high powers can damage the feather. The
detected peaks concerning the diatoms (marked in blue in the image above) were indistinguishable
from baseline and did not allow the characterization of the molecule. This happened because, while
in the peacock feather and the opal, the nanostructures were in direct contact with the analyte and
largely exposed to the laser beam, the diatoms 3D tubular structures were casually arranged in the
space. In addition, the 3D structure caused the absorption of a portion of the molecule; thus, most of
the signal came from diatoms and not from Rhodamine, and that is why the silicon pattern (marked
in black in the image above), even without nanostructures, showed peaks higher than those of the
diatoms. Furthermore, the irregularity of the diatoms does not allow total gold coverage; the size of
the diatom nanostructure is bigger than the nanostructure of the other samples, causing a decrease in
the enhancement obtainable. Improvements in the SERS signals were computed as intensity ratios
between the natural nanostructures and flat Si–Au samples for the peak at 1358 cm−1. We found
that the SERS improvement for opal was approximately 13.88, peafowl had a much lower value of
1.88, while for diatom, the value of 0.63 indicated that the Si–Au substrate behaved much better as
SERS substrate. Considering that SERS intensities scale like the fourth power of the electric field,
the just-mentioned ratios correspond to the following improvements in the enhancing factors: 1.93
for opal, 1.17 for peafowl, and 0.89 for diatom. It is worth remarking that these values are not the
absolute enhancing factors of the electric field, but only the relative values with reference to Si–Au
SERS enhancing factor. As already reported the literature (see as an example [51]), the overall SERS
intensity in plasmonic nanostructures is strongly dominated by only few positions where the highest
electric field enhancement is achieved (hot spots). By comparing the signal intensities at 1361 cm−1,
we observed a SERS ratio of approximately 3 between the opal and the peacock feather samples. On the
other hand, by comparing the maximum enhancement factors of the electric fields obtained with the
FDTD simulations, the same SERS ratio was approximately 36 between the opal and peacock samples
(taking into account that SERS signal scale up like the fourth power of the electric field). However,
it should be considered that the spatial pitch (1D) of the opal structures was double that of the pitch
of the peacock feather, and consequently the opal sample had a number of hot spots per surface unit
that were four times smaller than those of the peacock feather. As a conclusion, the FDTD simulations
provided an SERS ratio of approximately 9 between the opal and peacock samples. The further
disagreement between the FDTD and experimental values was likely due to the structural variations
intrinsically expected in natural nanostructures. Finally, even though the maximum enhancement
factor of the electric field in the diatom hot spots was similar to that of peacock feather, the number
of hot spots per unit surface was much smaller in diatoms, thus explaining the low SERS intensity
observed in the experiments. In conclusion, the positive performance shown by the opal allowed a
greater decrease in the Rhodamine-6G concentration. Using this sample, Rhodamine-6G was detected
at a value of 10−12 M (Figure 4).
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Figure 3. Raman spectra of Rhodamine-6G dispersed in a solution at a concentration of 10−5 M
measured on opal fragments (opal), peacock feathers (peafowl), diatoms (diatom) and flat silicon
surface (Si–Au). It is possible to note the characteristic peaks of the Rhodamine at 1182, 1361, 1508 and
1647 cm−1. The gray shadow of each curve displays the standard deviations of the SERS spectra.

 

Figure 4. Raman spectra of Rhodamine-6G measured at a different concentration on opal fragments.
The grayshadow of each curve displays the standard deviations of the SERS spectra. In the inset,
the 1361 cm−1 peak intensity is reported as a function of the R6G concentration, in a log–log plot.

4. Conclusions

Nowadays, the fabrication of prototypes able to sustain the SERS effect requires high costs and
time-consuming procedures, which do not always allow the expected result to be achieved. In this
work, we exploited samples existing in nature to obtain SERS devices capable of increasing the Raman
signal. The integration of natural structures into Raman analysis is linked to a lower cost, speed and
greater ease of use. Each analysed sample showed a different response due to structural reasons.
The diatoms were not suitable for the experiment, the peacock feather could be suitable with some
modifications and improvements, and the opal was an efficient medium that was able to determine a
positive response even at very low concentrations. This result could become a relevant device for the
Raman spectroscopy community.
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